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 1 P R O C E E D I N G 

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Good morning,

 3 everyone.  We'll open the hearing in docket DE 10 -160,

 4 concerning Public Service Company of New Hampshir e, an

 5 investigation into effective customer migration o n Energy

 6 Service rates.  We issued an order of notice on J une 11,

 7 2010 that, among other things, indicated that thi s

 8 proceeding would concern issues related to whethe r PSNH's

 9 suggested creation of a non-bypassable mechanism to bill a

10 portion of Energy Service charges to all customer s is

11 permitted pursuant to New Hampshire law.  We held  a

12 prehearing conference on June 28, and subsequentl y

13 approved a procedural schedule, culminating in th e hearing

14 on the merits this morning.  And, on November 12t h, a

15 letter was filed by the parties indicating an agr eement

16 concerning the order of witnesses for today.

17 With that, let's take appearances.

18 MR. EATON:  For Public Service Company

19 of New Hampshire, my name is Gerald M. Eaton.  Go od

20 morning.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.

22 MR. RODIER:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

23 Jim Rodier, for Freedom Energy Logistics and

24 Halifax-American Energy Company.  I'm not appeari ng for
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 1 Clean Power Development today.  Clean Power is no t going

 2 to have any cross-examination and will not have a  position

 3 in this proceeding.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.

 5 MR. RODIER:  Thank you.  

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.

 7 MR. PATCH:  Good morning.  Doug Patch,

 8 from the law firm of Orr & Reno, on behalf of Tra nsCanada.

 9 And, with me this morning are Mike Hachey and Cle ve

10 Kapala.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.  

12 MS. SMITH:  Good morning.  Maureen

13 Smith, of Orr & Reno, here on behalf of NEPGA.  A nd, with

14 me is Sandi Hennequin, Vice President of NEPGA.  Thank

15 you.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.

17 MR. DONOVAN:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman

18 and Commissioners.  Joe Donovan, appearing on beh alf of

19 Constellation Energy Commodities Group, Inc., and

20 Constellation NewEnergy, Inc.  And, I've got with  me today

21 is Daniel Allegretti, the Vice President of both entities.

22 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.

23 MR. MUNNELLY:  Robert Munnelly, of

24 Murtha Cullina, on behalf of Retail Energy Supply
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 1 Association.  And, with me is Debbie Albrecht of my firm.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.

 3 MR. PERESS:  Good morning.  Jonathan

 4 Peress, on behalf of Conservation Law Foundation.

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.  

 6 MS. HATFIELD:  Good morning,

 7 Commissioners.  Meredith Hatfield, for the Office  of

 8 Consumer Advocate, on behalf of residential ratep ayers.

 9 And, with me for the office is Ken Traum.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Good morning.

11 MS. AMIDON:  Good morning.  Suzanne

12 Amidon, for Commission Staff.  To my left is Stev e Mullen,

13 who is the Assistant Director of the Electric Div ision,

14 and to his left is Al-Azad Iqbal, who's an Analys t in the

15 Division.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Good morning,

17 everyone.  Is there any issues we need to address  before

18 we hear from the PSNH witnesses?

19 MR. EATON:  Yes, Mr. Chairman.  In the

20 letter that was filed on November 12th, 2010, the re was an

21 issue of whether PSNH would be allowed to present  rebuttal

22 after the intervenors' witnesses.  We'll waive th at

23 request now, unless something new comes up during  the

24 testimony of the intervenors.  And, we'll put on Mr. Hall,
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 1 as well as Mr. Baumann.  Mr. Hall participated in  the

 2 rebuttal testimony.  Also, we agreed before the h earing

 3 started, and maybe Mr. Peress wasn't here, that w e would

 4 follow the intervenors' witnesses with friendly c ross from

 5 the other intervenors, and then PSNH, OCA, and St aff, in

 6 that order, if that's acceptable to the Commissio n?  I

 7 think it was generally acceptable to the parties that were

 8 here at the time.

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Anyone want to weigh in

10 on either of those issues?  Ms. Hatfield.

11 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

12 Just with respect to PSNH, if I understand correc tly,

13 reserving their right to take the stand again, I just want

14 to point out that I think that would be sur-surre buttal,

15 because the Company has already filed rebuttal.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  I'm taking it that he's

17 reserving the right to ask.

18 MS. HATFIELD:  Okay.  Thank you.

19 MR. EATON:  And, it only relates to

20 issues that are brand new today that we haven't h eard

21 before.

22 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Anything further?

23 (No verbal response) 

24 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Hearing nothing, then
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 1 please proceed.

 2 MR. EATON:  I'd like to call to the

 3 stand Robert A. Baumann and Stephen R. Hall.

 4 (Whereupon Robert A. Baumann and  

 5 Stephen R. Hall were duly sworn and 

 6 cautioned by the Court Reporter.) 

 7 ROBERT A. BAUMANN, SWORN 

 8 STEPHEN R. HALL, SWORN 

 9  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

10 BY MR. EATON: 

11 Q. Mr. Baumann, would you please state your name f or the

12 record.

13 A. (Baumann) My name is Robert Baumann.

14 Q. For whom are you employed?

15 A. (Baumann) I'm employed by Northeast Utilities S ervice

16 Company.  And, I'm here on behalf of Public Servi ce

17 Company of New Hampshire.

18 Q. What is your position and what are your duties?

19 A. (Baumann) I'm the Director of Revenue Regulatio n and

20 Load Resources for Northeast Utilities Service Co mpany.

21 We supply engineering, finance, accounting, regul atory

22 expertise and backup to all of our operating

23 subsidiaries, that being Public Service Company o f New

24 Hampshire today.  My general responsibilities are
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 1 associated with the revenue requirements calculat ions

 2 for Public Service Company of New Hampshire, the

 3 preparation in defense of those calculations, as well

 4 as other revenue requirements calculations for th e

 5 Connecticut Light & Power Company and Western

 6 Massachusetts Electric Company.

 7 Q. Have you testified before this Commission in th e past?

 8 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 9 Q. Mr. Baumann, I'd like you to look at a document  dated

10 "July 30th, 2010", a cover letter signed by Rober t A.

11 Bersak, Assistant Secretary and Assistant General

12 Counsel, followed by several pages.  Do you recog nize

13 that document?

14 A. (Baumann) Yes, I do.

15 Q. And, please explain what that document is.  

16 A. (Baumann) This document was the Company's initi al

17 filing in this docket that outlined the overall i ssue

18 that PSNH was bringing to the forefront, that of a

19 fairness issue associated with the Energy Service  rate

20 as it related to migration of customers to third party

21 supply.

22 Q. Do you have any corrections to make to that tes timony?

23 A. (Baumann) No.

24 Q. Is it true and accurate to the best of your kno wledge
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 1 and belief?

 2 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 3 MR. EATON:  Could we have that marked as

 4 "Exhibit 1" for identification?

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So marked.

 6 (The document, as described, was 

 7 herewith marked as Exhibit 1 for 

 8 identification.) 

 9 BY MR. EATON: 

10 Q. Mr. Hall, could you please state your name for the

11 record.

12 A. (Hall) Stephen R. Hall.

13 Q. For whom are you employed?

14 A. (Hall) I'm employed by PSNH.  I'm Rate and Regu latory

15 Services Manager.

16 Q. What are your duties in that position?

17 A. (Hall) I'm responsible for pricing and rate des ign,

18 regulatory relations, and rate and tariff

19 administration.

20 Q. Have you testified before this Commission in th e past?

21 A. (Hall) Yes, I have.

22 Q. I'd like you to look at a document with a cover  letter

23 signed by you on October 29th, 2010.  

24 A. (Hall) I have it.
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 1 Q. Do you recognize that document?

 2 A. (Hall) Yes, I do.

 3 Q. And, could you explain what it is?

 4 A. (Hall) Certainly.  This is the PSNH's rebuttal

 5 testimony sponsored by Mr. Baumann and me, where we

 6 comment on and/or rebut the testimony of the

 7 intervenors in this proceeding.

 8 Q. Do you have any corrections to make to that tes timony?

 9 A. (Hall) No.

10 Q. Is it true and accurate to the best of your kno wledge

11 and belief?

12 A. (Hall) Yes.

13 Q. Do you agree, Mr. Baumann?

14 A. (Baumann) Yes, I do.

15 MR. EATON:  Could we have that document

16 marked as "Exhibit 2" for identification?

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So marked.

18 (The document, as described, was 

19 herewith marked as Exhibit 2 for 

20 identification.) 

21 BY MR. EATON: 

22 Q. Did you gentlemen participate in discovery and

23 answering data requests in this proceeding?

24 A. (Baumann) Yes.
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 1 A. (Hall) Yes.

 2 Q. Mr. Baumann, could you provide a summary of whe re we

 3 are in this docket.

 4 A. (Baumann) Like an opening statement?

 5 Q. Like an opening statement, yes.

 6 A. (Baumann) Okay.  I wanted to make sure I unders tood the

 7 question.  Good morning, Commissioners.  I have a  brief

 8 opening statement.  And, hopefully, we'll just

 9 summarize and get our hands around the issues at hand

10 here in this docket.  Back in 2009, in September,  PSNH

11 introduced an issue that was characterized as

12 "increasing Energy Service rate as a result of

13 migration of customers to third party supply."  A nd, in

14 that testimony, we talked about a 5 percent incre ase in

15 the Energy Service rates solely due to migration.   And,

16 we referred to it as an unintended result of

17 restructuring at the time.  We asked in that test imony

18 that this be -- this issue be vetted by all inter ested

19 parties, because we believed that it was a very

20 fundamental fairness issue to small residential a nd C&I

21 customers, who had not migrated to third party su pply,

22 and that their ES rate was too high.  

23 The real driver was -- to this filing

24 again was fairness.  And, the portion of the law,  and
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 1 I'll just read it briefly, it's two sentences, an d I

 2 quote:  "The restructuring of the electric utilit y

 3 industry should be implemented in a manner that

 4 benefits all customers equitably and does not ben efit

 5 one customer class to the detriment of another.  Costs

 6 should not be shifted unfairly among customers,".  

 7 A brief understanding of the Energy

 8 Service rate:  The Energy Service rate collects c osts.

 9 And, so, it's a simple calculation of costs divid ed by

10 sales to get a rate.  And, those costs are really  two

11 -- two types of costs in nature; you have your fi xed

12 costs and your variable costs.  

13 Variable costs are easy to get your hand

14 around, because it's -- fuel would be a perfect e xample

15 of a variable cost, as sales increase, you use mo re

16 fuel or purchased power, and, as sales decrease, you

17 use less fuel in that sense.  So, that's a define d

18 "variable cost" from an accounting perspective.  

19 The fixed costs are those that are fixed

20 in nature and do not vary significantly or at all  as a

21 result of volumetric change; property tax,

22 depreciation, debt service costs.  Again, they re main

23 fixed in nature.  

24 And, what has happened with migration is
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 1 that the sales have decreased, the Energy Service  sales

 2 have decreased, and the variable costs have decre ased.

 3 But, in the formula of the ES rate, the fixed cos ts

 4 have not.  And, again, the fixed costs are the

 5 supporting costs for the PSNH generation, for the  most

 6 part.  And, so, it's kind of simple math.  Where,  if

 7 your numerator, the top part of your equation, is  not

 8 decreasing as quickly as your sales in your

 9 denominator, you're going to have an increase in your

10 Energy Service rate.  And, that's really what was

11 happening.

12 Now, further analysis of that issue, we

13 looked at it and we said "Gee, generation is bene ficial

14 to all customers, in our viewpoint, even those wh o have

15 migrated to third party supply."  All customers r ely on

16 PSNH generation as backup supply, whether you are

17 taking Energy Service or third party supply.  The

18 problem is that only the remaining customers on E nergy

19 Service are paying for this backup supply, in our

20 opinion, because the migrating customers have mig rated

21 to third party supply and are, in effect, avoidin g any

22 type of charge associated with the value of backu p

23 supply.  I'll be boldly -- I'll boldly say that I  think

24 there's general consensus here among parties that  there
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 1 is an issue associated with the migration and the  cost

 2 allocations.  The OCA, I thought, put it well in their

 3 testimony.  They talked specifically about costs

 4 shifting specifically to the smaller customers, w ho did

 5 not change or migrate to third party supply.

 6 Constellation agreed with the OCA on the cost-shi fting

 7 issue.  They talked about exposing the customers to

 8 upward pressures on the ES rate in their testimon y.

 9 They also frame the issue in their summary as "co sts

10 shifting" as well.  

11 TransCanada, they talked about the "free

12 option" to return to PSNH supply, as they referre d to

13 third party customers who had already switched.  And,

14 they talk about "other customers that should not bear

15 the costs to maintain the system for these larger

16 customers."  So, we've all -- we've all, in effec t,

17 agreed at a certain level on the issues.  

18 So, what is the issue?  Well, I think a

19 simple sentence from Constellation's testimony re ally

20 describes it succinctly, and I'll quote from thei r

21 testimony:  "Customers who do not take their comm odity

22 supply from PSNH do not benefit from the PSNH

23 portfolio, and should not bear the cost of PSNH

24 decisions to purchase or produce energy for ES
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 1 customers."  Now, I want to emphasize the first p art of

 2 that sentence, "customers who do not take their

 3 commodity supply from PSNH do not benefit from th e PSNH

 4 portfolio."

 5 Fundamentally, PSNH doesn't believe that

 6 that's true.  We believe that migrating customers  can

 7 come back at any time to PSNH supply, if they so

 8 choose, and that they are benefiting every day fo r

 9 having that supply exist, whether they are on Ene rgy

10 Service rate or whether they have gone to a third  party

11 supply.

12 Small customers, who do not migrate, are

13 supporting 100 percent of that backup supply all the

14 time.  And, again, as we said, the migrating cust omers

15 are avoiding that backup supply, unless they choo se to

16 come back.  And, we just introduce that issue as the

17 fairness issue to the smaller customers who have not

18 switched.  

19 So, what can be done?  We put forth in

20 our testimony an alternative that you would -- yo u

21 would dollarize the value of the backup service a nd

22 charge that to all customers, as a non-bypassable  type

23 of charge.  Certainly, there was outcry from the

24 suppliers, and for good reason.  You know, the ge neral
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 1 consensus was it wasn't -- it wasn't intended in

 2 restructuring, that this is not the way we wanted  to

 3 go.  You know, and the issue that we -- when we r ead

 4 the suppliers' testimonies, we thought about it.  And,

 5 I guess the first thing we thought about was, fir st of

 6 all, PSNH isn't fully restructured.  PSNH owns it s

 7 generation.  And, there is a difference.  A lot o f the

 8 testimony of suppliers talked about Connecticut,

 9 Massachusetts, and that we were different than

10 Connecticut and Massachusetts.  And, they were co rrect,

11 we are different, and for good reason.  PSNH has

12 benefited the customers for many years from lower  cost

13 Energy Service supply based on our backbone gener ation.

14 And, you know, that's been evidenced by little to  no

15 migration for many years for PSNH customers.

16 Connecticut and Massachusetts has, in my

17 opinion, suffered through some years of more expe nsive

18 market supply.  They sold their generations -- th eir

19 generation at the end of the 1990's.  And, even

20 Connecticut today suffers through higher energy s ervice

21 rates, which they call "Standard Service rates" i n

22 Connecticut, than what the market has to offer to day.

23 So, our proposal, you've heard our

24 proposal, PSNH's proposal, or the structure of ou r
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 1 proposal.  The suppliers, much to our disappointm ent,

 2 really didn't address the fairness issue in their

 3 testimonies.  They really just offered kind of, w ell,

 4 they really offered consistently three options.  While

 5 not looking at the fairness issue, they said "loo k at

 6 an RFP first for excess load over the generation of

 7 your units.  So, your excess Energy Service load.   Let

 8 us supply an RFP for that."  The second thing the y did

 9 is they said "well, since there isn't a lot of ex cess

10 today because of migration, let's look at -- let' s look

11 at bidding generation into the pool and getting t he

12 energy and capacity and then reserve values for t hat

13 generation.  And, then, we, the third party suppl iers,

14 would again respond to RFPs for all of the ES loa d,

15 100 percent of the ES load that was available to bid

16 on."  And, then, they said "well, that's not

17 necessarily the best option", which we agree.  So , we

18 should move to divestiture or retirement.  And, t his,

19 obviously, concerns PSNH, because you're then los ing

20 the value of the backup service that we believe i s very

21 significant.

22 The overall theme, I think, to summarize

23 for the suppliers, is that they're -- they didn't

24 address, in our opinion, they didn't address the
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 1 fairness issue that's before us today, but they d id

 2 address the potential for additional market share .

 3 And, certainly, they are a for-profit type of ent ities.

 4 And, so, it's consistent with what they have aske d for,

 5 but we don't believe it addresses the real issue at

 6 hand, which is the fairness issue.

 7 Kind of in summary, we talked about

 8 divestiture of generation.  I think the overall t heme

 9 that I read from the suppliers' testimonies was t hat we

10 should move to full migration -- or, full

11 restructuring.  And, kind of "don't worry, becaus e

12 you'll get to where we all intended to go ten yea rs

13 ago."  But, in PSNH, in my opinion, the Legislatu re and

14 all the supporting bodies were a little smarter t han

15 that, and that's why we haven't moved, at least o ver

16 the last ten years, to full requirements -- or, e xcuse

17 me, to full restructuring, and we've kept the

18 generation.  So, the suppliers kind of say "Don't

19 worry.  When we move there, you'll only pay marke t

20 prices."  I guess what PSNH is really trying to s ay is,

21 "Be concerned.  Because, if you do move in that

22 direction, you certainly will pay what the market  will

23 bear."

24 PSNH is supportive of migration, and --
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 1 if the costs are allocated fairly.  But we believ e, in

 2 this situation today, that they're not being allo cated

 3 fairly.  And, we just want to be very cautious th at we

 4 develop long-term solutions to the benefit of

 5 customers, and that we don't base those long-term

 6 solutions on short-term issues today.

 7 Thanks for the time that you've allowed

 8 me here.

 9 MR. EATON:  The witnesses are available

10 for cross-examination.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.

12 Unless there's some other agreement or preference  among

13 the intervenors, I'm going to start with Mr. Rodi er, and

14 go clockwise around the room?

15 MR. RODIER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Rodier.

17 MR. RODIER:  Excuse me.

18 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

19 BY MR. RODIER: 

20 Q. Mr. Baumann, let's go back two and a half years  to the

21 Summer of 2008, okay?

22 A. (Baumann) Summer of 2000 --

23 Q. '08.

24 A. (Baumann) '08?
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 1 Q. Is that two and a half years?  How much is that ?  Let's

 2 go back to the Summer of 2008.  And, I'm talking about

 3 just before the Lehman debacle and the subsequent  crash

 4 in energy prices.  Do you recall that period?

 5 A. (Baumann) Not off the top of my head.  I don't remember

 6 when there was the crash, but I'll take it subjec t to

 7 check.

 8 Q. All right.  Let's just say that the prices plum meted in

 9 2008.  And, I think, certainly, that's been discu ssed

10 in a number of other proceedings here having to d o with

11 the Company's locking in of, you know, the above- market

12 purchase costs.  Well, using the benefit of fores ight

13 anyway.  Hindsight, the market -- the prices that  you

14 purchase power at over the longer term were great er

15 than what the market prices turned out, because,

16 basically, of the plunge of the natural gas price s.  Do

17 you recall that?  Is this familiar to you?  

18 A. (Baumann) Yes.

19 Q. Okay.

20 A. (Baumann) We do have some forward purchases tha t are

21 now above market.

22 Q. Okay.  Now, do you recall what the price of nat ural gas

23 was during the Summer of 2008?

24 A. (Baumann) No, I don't.
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 1 Q. Would you have any idea if it was like $10 per MMBtu?

 2 A. (Baumann) Again, I don't know specifically.  I' d be

 3 speculating.

 4 Q. Yes.  Do you know what it is now?  Let's say it 's 5,

 5 for sake of discussion, okay?

 6 A. (Baumann) Okay.

 7 Q. So, over the last two, two and a half years, le t's just

 8 say, to keep it simple, the price of natural gas has

 9 been cut in half, okay?  And, if you were to assu me you

10 can generate electricity at a heat rate of 10,000  Btus

11 per kilowatt-hours, you're talking when that gas is 10

12 cents electricity, when that gas is $10 per MMBtu ,

13 electricity is 10 cents per kilowatt-hour.  Conve rsely,

14 at this point, when that gas is $5 per MMBtu, a r ule of

15 thumb would be that electricity is 5 cents a

16 kilowatt-hour.  So, would you agree with me so fa r that

17 this sort of is the underlying context for the

18 situation you described in your summary?

19 A. (Baumann) Well, I can -- you're throwing out a lot of

20 numbers here, Mr. Rodier.  I certainly agree that , if

21 gas prices drop 50 percent, then the market -- th e

22 current market price for electricity would drop.  It's

23 not how -- that's not how electricity is priced, in

24 effect, in New Hampshire, because we have generat ion
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 1 and forward purchases.  But, if you were on a rea l-time

 2 situation and you were charging actual electricit y

 3 costs based on actual gas costs, which is not the  case

 4 in New Hampshire, then, hypothetically, if your p rices

 5 dropped, then so would your electric rate.  

 6 Q. Okay.  Well, here's what I'm getting at.  In th e Summer

 7 of 2008 -- let's make this a hypothetical to make  it

 8 easy here.  Let's assume that the price of power on the

 9 market was 10 cents per kilowatt-hour, okay?  And , PSNH

10 had an Energy Service rate of what, 9 cents per

11 kilowatt-hour, let's say, for sake of discussion?

12 A. (Baumann) Okay.

13 Q. All right.  So, at that point, maybe only 10 pe rcent of

14 your customers have migrated, because there was n o

15 benefit to migration?

16 A. (Baumann) Probably --

17 Q. They would have to pay 10 cents, instead of 9.  

18 A. (Baumann) Probably even less than 10 percent.

19 Q. Okay.

20 A. (Baumann) Yes.

21 Q. As we're here today, maybe a third of those cus tomers

22 have gone to the competitive market, is that righ t?

23 A. (Baumann) That's correct.

24 Q. And, basically, that's because of the dramatic
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 1 reduction in the natural gas prices has reduced t he

 2 price of purchased power down to, on a wholesale basis

 3 anyway, five or six cents per kilowatt-hour, mayb e at

 4 retail, seven cents per kilowatt-hour.  So, right  now,

 5 you know, your ES rate is eight and a half or nin e

 6 cents, and they could leave and buy it at six or seven.

 7 You follow me?

 8 A. (Baumann) That's an accurate description for a sliver

 9 of the customers that we have at this point, beca use

10 only a third have, --

11 Q. Right.

12 A. (Baumann) -- when I say a "sliver", about a thi rd have.

13 Q. Right.  That's what migration is all about, thi s 30,

14 33 percent that have left.

15 A. (Baumann) Right.  But that's not a good descrip tion of

16 100 percent of our customers.

17 Q. Oh, I agree.

18 A. (Baumann) Okay.

19 Q. And, what has -- the situation that has created  is

20 that, I think you said you've got $40 million in fixed

21 costs that you are recovering through the ES rate ?

22 A. (Baumann) Well, (Baumann) at one point, we defi ned a

23 number at approximately 40 million associated wit h

24 depreciation, --
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 1 Q. Yes.

 2 A. (Baumann) -- property tax, and the debt service  costs.

 3 Q. Didn't I hear you use "40 million" in your summ ary?

 4 A. (Baumann) I don't believe I did.

 5 Q. Okay.  But, in your testimony, you said -- you pegged

 6 the fixed costs roughly at 40 million?  And, I do n't

 7 care if it's a different number, I'm just trying to -- 

 8 A. (Baumann) I think in the prefiled testimony, wh en we

 9 gave a possible alternative, yes, we did say that  it

10 was somewhere around $40 million, if you were to define

11 "fixed costs" as "depreciation, property tax and debt

12 service costs".

13 Q. Okay.  So, when the migration increases from, l et's

14 say, 5 percent to 30 percent, over a two and a ha lf

15 year period, you have fewer units of sales to col lect

16 your Energy Service costs, including the 40 milli on

17 that's fixed, is that correct?

18 A. (Baumann) Yes.

19 Q. And, so, that, in your view, has to be paid by

20 somebody, so it's being -- it would be recovered off of

21 the other two-thirds that haven't migrated?

22 A. (Baumann) It's currently being recovered by Ene rgy

23 Service customers.  So, yes, it would be those

24 two-thirds of the customers that have not migrate d.
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 1 Q. Okay.  But it's really -- it's the usage associ ated

 2 with two-thirds of the customers.  The actual num ber of

 3 customer accounts that's migrated is probably a l ot

 4 less than one third?

 5 A. (Baumann) Correct.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, could we just

 7 verify that.  When you're talking "30 percent of

 8 customers", you're talking 30 percent of load?

 9 MR. RODIER:  Yes.  That was what that

10 last exchange was all about, Mr. Chairman.

11 WITNESS BAUMANN:  I agree.

12 MR. RODIER:  Sales load.

13 BY MR. RODIER: 

14 Q. Okay.  So, that is one effect of migration.  Bu t, when

15 you have 5 percent of your customers in the Summe r of

16 2008 have migrated, 5 percent of the load, -- if I say

17 "5 percent of the customers", I think the record will

18 be clear here what I'm talking about.  So, 5 perc ent of

19 the customers had migrated in the Summer of 2008.   So,

20 the other 95 percent of the load you were purchas ing,

21 you had to serve through your own generation, the  IPPs,

22 and power that you were purchasing at market pric es, is

23 that correct?

24 A. (Baumann) I just don't want to agree on the 5 p ercent.
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 1 I don't know exactly what the migration rate was.   

 2 Q. All right.  Let's just -- 

 3 A. (Baumann) But, whatever percentage it was, it w as low.  

 4 Q. Right.

 5 A. (Baumann) And, you're correct, the remaining cu stomers

 6 on Energy Service were paying the Energy Service costs,

 7 which included all the variable and fixed costs.

 8 Q. Right.  But what I'm talking about, with 95 per cent of

 9 the customers left, you did not have enough elect ric

10 energy to serve them, at least, in part, you had to go

11 out and buy power at the market price and recover  it

12 through the Energy Service rate, is that correct?

13 A. (Baumann) Yes.

14 Q. Supplemental purchases.

15 A. (Baumann) Sure.  To the extent, and it's been t his way

16 for a decade, to the extent that the owned genera tion

17 for PSNH does not cover the load, -- 

18 Q. Right.

19 A. -- that we go out in the market and we purchase  it,

20 various different levels.

21 Q. Right.

22 A. (Baumann) As well as day-to-day in the daily ma rket.

23 Q. So, then, when there's low -- little to no migr ation or

24 a low amount of migration, you -- the customers a re
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 1 with you in the Energy Service rate, you have to buy

 2 the power to serve them at 10 cents, and you're o nly

 3 charging 9 cents.  Is that correct?  Would that b e a

 4 correct summary of where this discussion has gone  here

 5 this morning so far?

 6 A. (Baumann) No, I really don't look at it that wa y.  We

 7 go out and we purchase power at market rates.

 8 Q. Yes.

 9 A. (Baumann) To the extent that was more expensive  than

10 our own gen costs on average, then, yes, the rate  would

11 be higher than our own gen costs.  

12 Q. Right.  But what I'm just trying to get at here  is a

13 simple proposition then.  When the price of power  in

14 the competitive market is greater than your Energ y

15 Service rate, it has the effect of increasing the

16 Energy Service rate for all customers, doesn't it ?  If

17 there's no migration, you're buying power for a l arge

18 customer, High Liner Foods, pick any large custom er,

19 Elliot Hospital.  You're buying it at 10 and they 're

20 paying you 9 for it, is that correct?

21 A. (Baumann) The 10 is part of the 9.  The 10 --

22 Q. Right.

23 A. (Baumann) The 10 is a specific power source for  a

24 specific segment of the load.  Whereas the 9 cent s is
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 1 the average for all of your power sources.

 2 Q. Okay.  Well, let me ask you this.  If High Line r Foods

 3 moved back to Nova Scotia and they weren't there

 4 anymore, it would lower the ES rate for every one  of

 5 your customers, isn't that correct?

 6 A. (Baumann) You're moving back to Nova Scotia?

 7 Q. Yes.  In my hypothetical.

 8 A. (Baumann) When?  Oh, it's a hypothetical.  I do n't

 9 know.  You've moved out of the state, someone els e may

10 move into your house --

11 Q. Let's keep it simple here.  If a customer goes out of

12 business or leaves your service territory, in the

13 Summer of 2008, when your -- the price in the

14 competitive market is 10 cents per kilowatt-hour,  and

15 you're only charging 9, if you no longer have to buy it

16 from them at 10 and sell it to them at 9, then al l the

17 other customers are going to benefit.  Is that ri ght?

18 A. (Baumann) If the 10 cent power is -- there's an  option

19 to take or not take.  If it's fixed, then that's not

20 necessarily true.

21 Q. Okay.  Let's -- and, let's simplify the paradig m that

22 we're talking about.  Let's assume that there was  no

23 lock-in of purchased power costs, okay?  Let's as sume

24 that your supplemental purchases were all from th e ISO
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 1 spot market.  With that simplification, would you  agree

 2 with me, if a customer goes out of business or le aves

 3 your service territory, and you don't have to buy  the

 4 power at 10, and collect 9 cents from the custome r,

 5 then all of the other customers are going to bene fit?

 6 A. (Baumann) If the marginal load that leaves, if we can

 7 -- if we can save costs at a price that is higher  than

 8 the average, --

 9 Q. Right.

10 A. (Baumann) -- then the average will go down.

11 Q. Now, let's see if we can just, at the risk of

12 oversimplification, then what I'm getting at is t hat

13 the -- in the situation that has prevailed since

14 deregulation, up to maybe two and a half years ag o, the

15 presence of the large customers on your system we re

16 increasing the Energy Service rate to all custome rs,

17 isn't that correct?

18 A. (Baumann) "The presence of the large customers were

19 increasing the Energy Service rate"?

20 Q. Yes.

21 A. (Baumann) No, I don't -- I don't understand you r

22 statement.

23 Q. What I'm getting at is, if they weren't there, you

24 wouldn't have to buy the supplemental power at 10
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 1 cents, and charge 9 for it.  That's what I'm gett ing

 2 at.  So, if they are there, and you are buying th e

 3 supplemental power at 10 cents, you're only charg ing 9

 4 cents, and it's going to increase the average rat e, the

 5 Energy Service rate?

 6 A. (Baumann) Well, we bought the supplemental powe r for

 7 all customers, not just the large customers.

 8 Q. But, if the large customers go, you don't have to buy

 9 supplemental power.  I thought that's what the Co mpany

10 has been saying recently?

11 A. (Baumann) If the small customers go, we don't h ave to

12 necessarily as well.

13 Q. Okay.

14 A. (Baumann) I just don't want to pin it on our la rge

15 customers.  

16 Q. Yes.

17 A. (Baumann) They're not the villains here.  In fa ct,

18 there are no villains.

19 Q. Okay.  So, now, the larger customers, fast-forw ard two

20 and a half years or so to where we are now, they have

21 left.  They have left the house, right?

22 A. (Baumann) They have migrated to a third party s upplier.

23 Q. Okay.  And, because you're charging 9, and they  can buy

24 it at 7, under our simplifying hypothetical, corr ect?
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 1 A. (Baumann) They can buy it for cheaper, I assume .  I

 2 assume, I don't know what they're paying.

 3 Q. Right.

 4 A. (Baumann) But, I'm assuming, if they migrate, t hey have

 5 done it for economic reasons.

 6 Q. And, as you've well explained, you've got 40 mi llion in

 7 fixed costs, and you have fewer units of ES sales  to

 8 spread that over, so it increases the Energy Serv ice

 9 rate, correct?

10 A. (Baumann) Mathematically, that's correct, yes.

11 Q. Okay.  Now, let's assume that, for some unfores een

12 reason, power costs go back to 10 cents by this t ime

13 next year, the power costs in the competitive mar ket.

14 Do you have that hypothetical in mind?

15 A. (Baumann) Okay.

16 Q. What happens?  A lot of those will, according t o your

17 testimony, a lot of those will return to the Ener gy

18 Service rate.  Isn't it that simple?

19 A. (Baumann) If the market price exceeds the Energ y

20 Service average cost, --

21 Q. Right.

22 A. (Baumann) -- then it would be logic to assume - -

23 logical to assume that customers, if they could, I

24 don't know how long-term -- what type of contract s the
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 1 migrating customers --

 2 Q. Let's assume they're all short, okay?  

 3 A. (Baumann) If they're all short, then I would as sume

 4 that they would again go to the economically best

 5 choice for their businesses.

 6 Q. Okay.  Would you be happy then, because now you 've got

 7 more units to spread your ES costs over?

 8 A. (Baumann) It would -- it would begin to allevia te the

 9 unfairness issue.

10 Q. Okay.  But what about the fact that you now hav e to buy

11 power at 10 cents for these customers that are

12 returning, which is above the revenue that you're

13 collecting?  That doesn't bother you?

14 A. (Baumann) Again, it doesn't -- I mean, I'm not troubled

15 by it.  We have a generation portfolio.  I just d on't

16 know, you know, you make a simplifying assumption  we

17 have to go out and purchase with the market price  as

18 high as it is, there may be other -- other

19 alternatives.  I don't know if the capacity facto rs of

20 our generating units, you know, would change, and  the

21 dispatch of the generating units, the value of en ergy

22 reserve.  Perhaps we would have to go out and pur chase

23 more, but we may also get more value for our ener gy

24 from our generating units, because the bid prices  would
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 1 be that much higher.  So, it's not a fair assumpt ion to

 2 say that we would just have to go out and purchas e at a

 3 higher cost and nothing else would happen.  There  would

 4 be a drastic change in other costs, if the prices  in

 5 your hypothetical go from $5 to $10, or 5 cents t o 10

 6 cents a kilowatt-hour.

 7 Q. Well, in reading your testimony, you did make t he point

 8 that, when they go back, you have to buy power at  a

 9 price higher than the Energy Service rate, didn't  you?

10 A. (Baumann) I don't believe I did.

11 Q. And, you're unwilling, as a basic proposition, to

12 concede that this morning, under the assumptions that

13 we're talking about?

14 A. (Baumann) I'm willing to say what I just said.

15 Q. Okay.  All right.  So, basically, what it comes  down to

16 is that, if the situation flips, to where the mar ket

17 price for power again becomes 10 cents per

18 kilowatt-hour, and the customers go back, we no l onger

19 have an unfair situation, because you're recoveri ng

20 your fixed costs from a greater amount of sales.  The

21 fact that you may have to buy power for them, at a

22 price that's higher than the average Energy Servi ce

23 rate, and thereby increase the Energy Service rat e for

24 all the other customers, that doesn't trouble you  and
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 1 that's not unfair?

 2 A. (Baumann) Well, again, I don't -- I'm not sure that

 3 would increase the Energy Service rate, because o f

 4 other what I'll call "credits" that you might inc ur as

 5 a result of higher Energy Service revenues, highe r

 6 reserve revenues, I just haven't done that analys is.

 7 But I don't think it's fair to say that, when the se big

 8 customers came back, --

 9 Q. Right.

10 A. (Baumann) -- the overall costs would increase o n

11 average.  But you are correct, it would start to

12 alleviate the fairness issue that PSNH has brough t

13 forth in this docket.  

14 Q. Okay.

15 A. (Baumann) It would start to shift back the cost s, in

16 effect.

17 Q. Would you turn to Exhibit 1, Page 8 please.  An d, would

18 you read into the record the sentence that -- the  first

19 full sentence that starts on Line 9 and ends on L ine

20 12.  It's two sentences.  It begins "as supplier" .

21 Would you read those two sentences.  

22 A. (Baumann) "As supplier of last resort, PSNH wou ld then

23 be required to secure supply for these returning

24 customers during a period of rising market prices .  As
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 1 prices increase, this would translate into even" --

 2 "this would translate into even higher Energy Ser vice

 3 rates for all customers."

 4 Q. You don't agree with that any longer?

 5 A. (Baumann) That statement says that, if you are

 6 purchasing in a market where the prices are highe r than

 7 in the previous market, that that issue alone wou ld

 8 have an increase on your Energy Service rate.

 9 Q. Okay.

10 A. (Baumann) But, again, --

11 Q. I think that's --

12 A. (Baumann) -- there are a lot of other factors.  If I

13 understand your question, it was a general that " it

14 would increase".  And, I'm saying there are a lot  of

15 other factors you'd have to take into considerati on.

16 Q. Okay.  Well, I was just going by your prefiled

17 testimony, you understand that?  

18 A. (Hall) Well, you added a condition that wasn't in

19 there, Jim.

20 Q. Excuse me?

21 A. (Hall) You added some other conditions that wer en't

22 talked about in the testimony, -- 

23 Q. All right. 

24 A. (Hall) -- and you reached a conclusion that doe sn't
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 1 necessarily follow.

 2 Q. All right.  Then, let's, you know, let's move o n a

 3 little bit here.  What I want to get at here is n ow

 4 there's the context of this situation.  And, I do n't

 5 want to have to go find it in your testimony, but  you

 6 seem to say that natural gas at $5 an MMBtu is a

 7 temporary situation?

 8 A. (Baumann) My testimony says "we don't know whic h way

 9 it's going."  I never said that "the low gas is g oing

10 to go up."  I said "do I believe it's permanent?"   And,

11 my answer is "no, I don't believe anything is per manent

12 in the energy business."

13 Q. Okay.  Now, what's the Company assuming the lon g-term

14 trajectory of natural gas prices is going to be, do you

15 know?

16 A. (Baumann) "Long-term", well, what do you define  as

17 "long-term"?

18 Q. Fifteen years.

19 A. (Baumann) I don't know that answer.

20 Q. Okay.

21 A. (Baumann) Today.

22 Q. It's possible it could stay at $5, right?

23 A. (Baumann) It's possible.

24 Q. Okay.  So, as a matter of fact, you have people  at the
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 1 Company that do like marginal cost -- well, avoid ed

 2 cost calculations, they are quite common.  And, s o,

 3 you've got avoided costs that are based upon a fo recast

 4 of what's going to happen in the natural gas mark ets,

 5 right?

 6 A. (Baumann) We have budgets, five year budgets, t hat we

 7 forecast that we make some assumptions on.  

 8 Q. Sure.  Probably use -- try to use the same numb ers that

 9 you use in your Least Cost Plan?

10 A. (Baumann) I'd say -- I'd say they're consistent , yes.

11 Q. Yes.  And, those are sort of based upon the wor k that

12 Rich Levitan has done for the Avoided Energy Cost

13 Group, or something like that, is that correct?

14 A. (Baumann) I'm not sure what Mr. Levitan used.

15 Q. So, you're not familiar with what the Company's

16 position is on where natural gas prices are heade d for

17 the next 15 years, are you?

18 A. (Baumann) No.

19 Q. Okay.  So, then, we have to say "what if?"  Wha t if

20 they stay at $5, okay?  This is a hypothetical.  Follow

21 me?

22 A. (Baumann) Is that a question?  I'm following.

23 Q. I'm sorry.  You're right.  It wasn't a question .  Did

24 you -- do you understand my hypothesis here?  Nat ural
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 1 gas is staying at $5 for the next 15 years?

 2 A. (Baumann) Okay.

 3 Q. I'm going to follow it up with some questions.

 4 A. (Baumann) That's simple enough.

 5 Q. Okay.  Now, if that's the case, then this migra tion is

 6 no longer the -- you used the word "phenomenon", I

 7 believe, or it's no longer a temporary situation,  it's

 8 unfair.  It's chronic, isn't that correct?  It's

 9 enduring.  It's permanent.

10 A. (Baumann) Well, again, migration is not unfair.   You

11 just put the two together.

12 Q. I meant the results --

13 A. (Baumann) The cost allocation and cost-shifting  is

14 unfair.

15 Q. Okay.  It could happen, couldn't it?

16 A. (Baumann) What could happen?

17 Q. That the market price of power is less than the  Energy

18 Service rate for the next 15 years, is that corre ct?  I

19 mean, it could happen, couldn't it?

20 A. (Baumann) Anything -- anything's possible.

21 Q. And, we have experts in the room, I'm sure, if they're

22 asked, they would say that may even be "probable"  or

23 "likely".  We've got people like Mr. Allegretti, we've

24 got Mr. Hachey here, we've got others that, if pe ople
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 1 are interested in what the prevailing wisdom is o n the

 2 avoided costs at this point, they could answer th at

 3 question.  So, --

 4 A. (Baumann) I don't agree with that.

 5 Q. Okay.

 6 A. (Baumann) I just don't agree with that.

 7 Q. All right.

 8 A. (Baumann) "Probable" and "likely"?

 9 Q. Yes.

10 A. (Baumann) Well, I got a bridge in Brooklyn, you  want to

11 buy it?

12 Q. Okay.  Well, I could be wrong.  So, --

13 A. (Baumann) But anything can happen.  

14 Q. And, if I am, they will correct me.  So, again,  it's a

15 -- what do you see the future?  What would it loo k

16 like, if this migration just keeps growing?  Do y ou

17 have any plans for this?  Have you studied this?  Have

18 you analyzed this?

19 A. (Baumann) We haven't analyzed --

20 Q. Are you fearful?

21 A. (Baumann) -- 100 percent migration or 50 percen t

22 migration.  

23 Q. Okay.

24 A. (Baumann) We just haven't gotten there.
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 1 Q. All right.  Well, we've talked about that, let' s just

 2 say in our hypothetical here, that it's possible that

 3 the market price of power could be at five cents per

 4 kilowatt-hour based upon natural gas for the next  15

 5 years at $5 per MMBtu.  I want to follow that up and

 6 then ask you, the other thing that we're talking about

 7 here that governs the rate of migration is the

 8 relationship of that, obviously, with the market price

 9 of power, correct?  I mean, that's axiomatic.

10 A. (Baumann) I lost your question.

11 Q. Well, if the ES rate is greater than the market  price

12 of power, you're going to have migration?

13 A. (Baumann) It depends on the spread.

14 Q. Okay.  So, let's talk about the spread.  Where' s the

15 Energy Service rate going, next few years?

16 A. (Baumann) It depends on the price of power.

17 Q. Yes.  You got any -- anything that you would be  --

18 capital costs you would be inserting into the ES rate

19 to recover during the next two years?

20 A. (Baumann) We have environmental capital costs a t

21 Merrimack that everyone is well aware of.  The sc rubber

22 that will go into service.

23 Q. Is that going to increase the ES rate?

24 A. (Baumann) All things equal, yes.
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 1 Q. Okay.  What do you mean by that, "all things eq ual"?

 2 A. (Baumann) If market prices were to increase, --

 3 Q. Okay.

 4 A. (Baumann) -- and customers were to migrate back , I

 5 mean, there are a lot of different variables.

 6 Q. Okay.  The hypothetical is -- it is a hypotheti cal.

 7 A. (Baumann) But, generally speaking, if you add a  large

 8 capital investment into the Energy Service rate b ase,

 9 then, yes, I agree with you that it would increas e the

10 ES rate.

11 Q. Okay.  And, therefore, under these assumptions,  the

12 spread's going to increase?

13 A. (Baumann) Depends on what the market prices are .

14 Q. Well, under this hypothetical, the market price  of gas

15 stays flat for the next 15 years.  And, the Merri mack

16 goes into the Energy Service rate in mid 2012.  T he

17 spread between ES and the market price of power i s

18 going to increase and therefore accelerate migrat ion?

19 A. (Baumann) Under that very limited hypothetical,  if your

20 market price stays flat, and your average price g oes

21 up, yes, you would probably increase migration.  Or,

22 let me put it this way, there might be more peopl e out

23 there that would take advantage of that market sp read.

24 But, again, it depends on what spread is necessar y,
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 1 like I said before, because there's a spread toda y, but

 2 I don't see a lot of residential customers being

 3 marketed to because of that spread.

 4 Q. Well, you know, that's a good point.  Because i t looked

 5 to me like, in Connecticut, though, there's a cou ple

 6 hundred thousand residential customers that have gone

 7 to the competitive market.  Is that correct?

 8 A. (Baumann) I don't know the exact numbers.  But,  yes,

 9 there's a lot more than in New Hampshire.

10 Q. It's a big number, isn't it?

11 A. (Baumann) Yes.

12 Q. So, it can happen?

13 A. (Baumann) Anything can happen.

14 Q. All right.  So, let's just pursue this a little  bit.

15 You start to have a migration of residential cust omers

16 in a couple of years, it reaches down to that lev el, it

17 almost brings back this specter of the "death spi ral"

18 that we used to talk about in connection with the

19 nuclear plants.  Do you follow me?  That could ha ppen,

20 couldn't it?  

21 A. (Hall) I don't agree.

22 A. (Baumann) "Death spiral"?  

23 A. (Hall) I don't agree with you, Jim.

24 Q. Well, just explain --
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 1 A. (Hall) What you're attempting to do is take one  limited

 2 situation, apply all kinds of "what ifs", change

 3 nothing else, and say "Well, that's what's going to

 4 happen."  If all of these scenarios -- if this sc enario

 5 came true, quite frankly, I don't know what we'd do.

 6 But we'd do something to address the situation.  And, I

 7 think all parties would.  

 8 Q. All right.

 9 A. (Hall) So, I can't accept your hypothetical tha t

10 "nothing else is going to change."

11 Q. Okay.  But, you know, I'm satisfied with that a nswer,

12 that you don't know really what you'd do --

13 A. (Hall) I don't think anyone does.  Nor does any one know

14 what future energy prices are going to be.

15 Q. True.  But we have to plan --

16 A. (Hall) And, you've asked us to accept a hypothe tical

17 that they're going to remain unchanged for 15 yea rs.

18 Q. Okay.  But you have to plan for uncertainty, do n't you?  

19 A. (Hall) Everyone does.

20 MR. RODIER:  Okay.  All right.  May I

21 have a brief moment, Mr. Chairman, just to review  my

22 notes?

23 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Certainly.

24 BY MR. RODIER: 
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 1 Q. So, let's then -- you want to talk about "fairn ess" and

 2 the competitive suppliers don't want to talk abou t it.

 3 Is that what you say in your summary?

 4 A. (Baumann) I said that the fairness issue, we do n't

 5 believe, was addressed in any substantive way by the

 6 suppliers' testimonies.

 7 Q. Now, "fairness" is a pretty elusive concept, is  it not?

 8 A. (Baumann) Not as we have described it in our te stimony.

 9 The word "fairness" is a concept.  But, as specif ically

10 supplied here in our testimony, we're very succin ct as

11 to what we mean by "fairness".

12 Q. Okay.  All right.  

13 A. (Baumann) With the "fairness" issue.

14 Q. Does "equitable" mean the same thing to you?

15 A. (Baumann) Not necessarily.

16 Q. How about "just"?

17 A. (Baumann) No.  I --

18 Q. All right.  How about --

19 A. (Baumann) Not necessarily.

20 Q. How about non-oppressive?

21 A. (Baumann) No.

22 Q. Okay.  How about "cost allocation"?  How do you

23 determine "fairness"?  Don't you -- in fact, you have

24 to allocate the costs?
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 1 A. (Baumann) Sure.  I mean, the whole cost of serv ice

 2 allocation is, you know, is an allocation methodo logy

 3 based on certain parameters.

 4 Q. Yes.  Well, since when, you know, you recover t hese

 5 40 million in fixed costs, you're recovering them  just

 6 across kilowatt-hour sales, isn't that correct?

 7 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 8 Q. Well, Mr. Hall, you're a rate man of many years .  There

 9 are a number of ways to allocate fixed costs to

10 customer classes, aren't there?

11 A. (Hall) Sure there are.  And, ultimately, it's u p to the

12 Commission to determine.

13 Q. In fact, you can use, as I vaguely recall, cont ribution

14 to system peak, contribution to non-coincident pe aks,

15 the average in excess demand method, do you recal l

16 that?

17 A. (Hall) There's all kind of methodologies.

18 Q. All right.

19 A. (Hall) Each with their own frailties and each w ith

20 their own benefits.

21 Q. Right.  That doesn't mean that necessarily the best way

22 to do it is to just spread it across kilowatt-hou rs, is

23 it?

24 A. (Hall) Any methodology you use has benefits and
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 1 drawbacks.  And, ultimately, it's up to the Commi ssion

 2 to determine whether it's reasonable.

 3 Q. And, ratemaking is really an art or quite a bit , isn't

 4 it?

 5 A. (Hall) I'd agree.

 6 Q. And, what I'm getting at here is space heating

 7 customers use only power in the winter, and they pay

 8 the same ES rate as everybody.  Air conditioning

 9 customers use it only in the summer.  They pay th e same

10 rate as everybody else.  So, inherent in ratemaki ng are

11 some judgments have to be made based upon a numbe r of

12 considerations, is that correct?

13 A. (Hall) Sure.

14 MR. RODIER:  Okay.  That's all I have,

15 Mr. Chairman.  Thank you.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Mr. Patch.

17 BY MR. PATCH: 

18 Q. I want to begin with a question about how long the

19 option has existed for PSNH's customers to migrat e to

20 competitive suppliers?  And, either one of you ca n

21 answer that question.  Maybe Mr. Hall would be be tter.  

22 A. (Hall) Sure.  Since May 1st, 2001.

23 Q. So, it's been nine plus years.  I think I heard

24 Mr. Baumann refer to a "decade" earlier, but it's  close
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 1 to a decade?

 2 A. (Hall) Yes.

 3 Q. And, during that time frame, when migration has  been

 4 available to PSNH customers, can you tell the

 5 Commission what strategies PSNH has developed in its

 6 power supply in order to deal with the possibilit y of

 7 migration to avoid added costs being incurred by

 8 non-migrating customers?  I mean, you've had nine  and a

 9 half years to think about this and to do somethin g

10 about it.  Can you explain to the Commission what

11 you've done?

12 A. (Hall) With regard to power supply strategy, ne ither

13 one of us is the right witness to answer that que stion.

14 Q. Okay.  Well, I'm going to offer a data request that was

15 responded to in this docket.  And, I think, Mr.

16 Baumann, your name was on this.  And, I'm referri ng to

17 TransCanada 26.  And, I'm going to hand out copie s now.

18 (Mr. Patch distributing documents.)  

19 BY MR. PATCH: 

20 Q. Now, the question here is a little bit differen t.  But

21 I think if you look at sort of the second half of  the

22 question, "Please describe all efforts undertaken  by

23 PSNH to minimize price risk to customers, in part icular

24 those customers "that have less of an opportunity  to
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 1 choose a lower cost electric supplier", due to th e

 2 option PSNH customers have since deregulation to choose

 3 an [alternative] supplier."  And, Mr. Baumann, yo u're

 4 listed as one of the witnesses there, is that cor rect?

 5 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 6 Q. And, would you read the response into the recor d.

 7 A. (Baumann) The entire response?

 8 Q. That's fine, or portions of it, if you want.  B ut

 9 everybody's got it in front of them.

10 A. (Baumann) Okay.  "Default Service price risk ha s been

11 minimized for all Default Service customers by ha ving

12 Default Service prices set only twice annually, t hus

13 minimizing the number of times per year customers

14 needed to react to new price signals.  Further, D efault

15 Service price risk has also been minimized throug h

16 managing over/under recoveries.  Principally, thi s has

17 been accomplished by purchasing supplemental ener gy

18 requirements and fuel such that these costs were

19 captured in the rate setting process and by manag ing

20 capital and O&M generation costs."

21 Q. Now, does that refresh your recollection about whether,

22 in fact, you're a correct witness to answer a que stion

23 about steps that have been taken in order to addr ess

24 this issue?
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 1 A. (Baumann) Again, I read the generic questions.  I

 2 cannot address what specific steps were taken to manage

 3 capital and O&M generation costs.  That's why

 4 Mr. Smagula is a witness on here.

 5 Q. But, I mean, you're generally competent to resp ond to

 6 the question about "what steps have been taken in  order

 7 to address those issues", apparently, because you r name

 8 is on this response, correct?

 9 A. (Baumann) I'm one of the co-witnesses, yes.

10 Q. I want to focus for a minute on the language he re about

11 "this has been accomplished by purchasing supplem ental

12 energy requirements and fuel such that these cost s were

13 captured in the rate setting process."  What does  that

14 mean?

15 A. (Baumann) Well, maybe Mr. Rodier has rubbed off  on me,

16 but I'll give you an example.  If you do not purc hase

17 ahead either for purchased power or for your fuel , and

18 you buy it currently every day in the market or e very

19 week in the market, you have introduced more pric e

20 uncertainty in your forward pricing, i.e., your r ates,

21 because versus purchasing ahead, either power pur chases

22 or purchasing your fuel, you have fuel contracts for

23 coal and gas and oil ahead, that locks into the

24 rate-setting process a rate that is much more kno wn and
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 1 measurable and has a less of an opportunity to be

 2 variable in the future.  And, so, when they talk about

 3 "over/under recoveries", "managing over/under

 4 recoveries", that's part of the process of managi ng

 5 over/under recoveries.  And, by "managing", we me an

 6 minimizing the variation in over and under recove ries.

 7 So, if you lock in more of your costs in the futu re,

 8 you add value to the process, in that the rates a re

 9 more known and measurable and will not be more va riable

10 in the future, with, again, creating over and und er

11 recoveries, if you're in the short-term market fo r any

12 of your commodity costs.

13 Q. But, I mean, as that says, "costs are captured in the

14 rate setting process".  So, is it fair to say the n that

15 any risks associated with that are borne by ratep ayers,

16 not by shareholders of NU, is that correct?

17 A. (Baumann) Well, the shareholder -- excuse me, t he

18 customers' rates will be set based on those known

19 prices.  When you characterize the word "risk", r isk of

20 prices going up?  Risk of prices going down?  I'm  not

21 sure what you mean, but --

22 Q. I'll try to explain then.  I mean, risks associ ated

23 with decisions that are made by NU or Public Serv ice

24 Company of New Hampshire that assume that prices are
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 1 going one way or the other, and it results in a

 2 difference between, say, a market price and the p rice

 3 that PSNH has paid for power.  I think there's a

 4 difference there.  And, I'm thinking about the re sponse

 5 you gave to another data request that was attache d to

 6 Mr. Hachey's testimony.  And, that's -- just give  me a

 7 minute, it's Q-STAFF-002, and that points out

 8 above-market costs resulting from purchases that have

 9 been made by Public Service Company of New Hampsh ire.

10 So, that's really what I'm referring to, is those

11 differences in costs.  And, whose responsibility those

12 costs are?  It's not the shareholders, you're not

13 suggesting, is it?  If there are decisions made b y

14 Public Service Company of New Hampshire, it's the

15 ratepayers that pay those costs.

16 A. (Baumann) Well, when PSNH goes out to purchase ahead,

17 either electricity or fuel, that, in effect, is

18 managing the ES rate.  And, it's really -- I look  at

19 that, that piece alone as a mitigation of risk.

20 Mitigation of risk that your rate in the future i s far

21 greater than or far less than what the market rat es

22 might be.  It gives price certainty to customers.   It

23 doesn't give a guarantee that it's going to be th e

24 lowest price at the time.  It's price certainty.  And,
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 1 that's, again, what TC-026 is talking about, in t erms

 2 of managing the rate in the regulatory framework.

 3 Q. So, there are never decisions that have been ma de by NU

 4 or PSNH about power purchases that have resulted in

 5 higher costs to ratepayers than what it would hav e paid

 6 if they had been shopping on the market.  Is that  what

 7 you're trying to say?

 8 A. (Baumann) No.

 9 Q. If I understand correctly, your position is tha t

10 customers who remain on the ES rate are faced wit h

11 higher costs.  And, so, basically, as a result of  that,

12 the Commission needs to address the issue.  Is th at

13 correct?

14 A. (Baumann) Today, they're faced with a higher al location

15 of certain costs.  So, overall, their rate has go ne up.

16 Q. And, that's a fairly recent occurrence, correct ?

17 A. (Baumann) Since migration started.

18 Q. I mean, I think the first time when PSNH raised  this

19 issue, you correct me if I'm wrong, was in I thin k it

20 was the 09-180 docket, the ES docket last year.  Is

21 that your recollection as well?

22 A. (Baumann) Right.  That was filed on September 2 4th,

23 2009.

24 Q. And, at that point in time, I believe the migra tion
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 1 level was approximately 23 percent, or it was in that

 2 range.  Does that square with your reconciliation ?

 3 A. (Baumann) Subject to check, I think you're in t he right

 4 ballpark.

 5 Q. And, so, was that the tipping point, where all of a

 6 sudden PSNH decided "it's just gone too high and we

 7 need to do something about it"?  Is 23 percent, y ou

 8 think, that tipping point?

 9 A. (Baumann) It wasn't based on a percentage.  We had --

10 we had discussed, probably in the months leading up to

11 that filing, we had discussed the issue, when mig ration

12 was even lower than that.  But it got to the poin t

13 that, when we were filing for the new rates for 2 010,

14 that we felt we should bring this issue in front of the

15 Commission.  Because, you know, we had -- we had a

16 very, very large decrease in gas prices, as Mr. R odier

17 pointed out before; we had an economy that some w ere

18 saying "it was going to be a short-term recession " and

19 others were saying "it could be a long-term reces sion."

20 So, we just felt it was more -- it was appropriat e at

21 that time to raise the issue to the Commission.  And,

22 we had had some off-line discussions with the Con sumer

23 Advocate's Office as well on those issues.  So, i t was

24 a general concern about our customers, and the co st
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 1 allocation and the cost shift that we were starti ng to

 2 see.

 3 Q. Well, if the -- and I think your position is th at you

 4 think migration is probably going to decrease in the

 5 future, is that correct?

 6 A. (Baumann) No, I didn't say that.

 7 Q. Okay.  Well, I'm going to show you a copy of th e

 8 response to TransCanada 17.

 9 (Atty. Patch distributing documents.) 

10 MR. PATCH:  I'd ask that this be marked

11 as the next exhibit.

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, while we're at it,

13 let's mark for identification as "Exhibit Number 3"

14 TransCanada Set 1, Question 26 and the Company's response.

15 And, we'll mark for identification as "Exhibit 4"

16 TransCanada Set 1, Question 17.

17 (The documents, as described, were 

18 herewith marked as Exhibit 3 and  

19 Exhibit 4, respectively, for 

20 identification.) 

21 BY MR. PATCH: 

22 Q. Now, as I understand the response to this quest ion,

23 your name's on this one, it says:  "Please explai n how

24 long you expect the migration levels PSNH is curr ently
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 1 experiencing to last and whether you believe they  will

 2 ever be experienced again?"  And, if I read your

 3 response correctly, it says "PSNH believes that

 4 migration will decrease."  Is that correct?

 5 A. (Baumann) If you only take part of the response .  But

 6 the question says "how long do you expect the mig ration

 7 levels PSNH is currently experiencing to last?"  So, I

 8 read that to say "Okay, you're at a certain level .  How

 9 long do you think that's going to last, and wheth er you

10 believe it would ever be experienced again?"  So,  I

11 took that to mean "ever experienced again", so th at

12 means "to last or to go down."  And, our response  says

13 that, if the economy improves, and, you know, it' s tied

14 to national and global economies, that we believe  that

15 migration would decrease if we had a substantial

16 improvement in the economy.

17 Q. So, you think it's tied to the economy?  It's n ot tied

18 to the price of natural gas?

19 A. (Baumann) I think the economy is a large reason  why gas

20 could become more expensive.  It's really a simpl e

21 economic theory of supply and demand.  And, if th ere's

22 more demand in the economy for products and goods ,

23 there will be a larger demand for raw materials, and

24 the prices would increase.
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 1 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Excuse me, Mr. Patch.  I

 2 want to understand, Mr. Baumann, are you talking about

 3 rate of migration or the level, overall level of the load

 4 that has migrated?

 5 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Well, when I read the

 6 question "migration levels that PSNH is currently

 7 experiencing", I read that as "we're at 30 percen t".

 8 "And, whether you believe it would ever be experi enced

 9 again."  So, I took that to imply that, you know,  "if it

10 went away, would you ever go back to that 30 perc ent

11 level?"  That's how I read the question.  And, th en,

12 again, the response, well, talks about the econom y and

13 such.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Please proceed, Mr.

15 Patch.

16 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Mr. Patch, you know,

17 just maybe this will help.  But we're not sitting  here

18 today saying that we know if migration is going t o go up

19 or migration is going to go down.  We just don't know

20 that.  There are a lot of reasons why it might go  either

21 way.  Mr. Rodier pointed out the cost pressures o n the

22 Energy Service rate based on capital expenditures .  But

23 the economy, and all this question wanted to say,  and I

24 apologize if it was misleading, is that, to the e xtent the
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 1 global economy and the United States economy incr eases

 2 dramatically, that would have a material effect, we

 3 believe, on gas prices.  And, if that is the case , it may

 4 impact migration.

 5 BY MR. PATCH: 

 6 Q. Well, assume for a minute that the Commission g oes

 7 along with your recommendation and implements or

 8 authorizes PSNH to implement a non-bypassable cha rge.

 9 If migration dips below 23 percent, should the ch arge

10 be removed?  You didn't ask for it until there wa s a

11 23 percent migration.

12 A. (Baumann) Again, I said before, the "23 percent " was

13 not a magic number.  That just happened to be wha t it

14 was at the time when we decided that this was a

15 situation that had to be brought to the attention  of

16 the Commission and all parties.

17 Q. What about 15 percent or 10 percent or 5 percen t?

18 There's no magic number.  Is there any number bel ow

19 which, if migration were to drop, that the Commis sion

20 ought to say "No, you know, there's only this ban dwidth

21 within which a non-bypassable charge ought to be

22 included"?

23 A. (Baumann) I think you probably described it wel l.  It's

24 a bandwidth, and that bandwidth would really be d efined
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 1 as "what are the costs and how should they be

 2 allocated?"  If there's cost-shifting, then there

 3 should be a reallocation of those costs.  We coul d get

 4 into dollar amounts.  And, I would certainly argu e that

 5 there are material amounts and there are immateri al

 6 amounts.  But, my threshold of immateriality, whe n it

 7 concerns customers and the proper costing and rec overy

 8 of those costs is pretty small, and the costs sho uld be

 9 borne by those who are benefiting.

10 Q. But, again, PSNH has had nine and a half years since

11 migration has been a possibility, correct?  And, it

12 wasn't until, basically, a year ago that you made  a

13 recommendation to the Commission about doing some thing.

14 If I'm correct, I don't think there were any

15 recommendations before that.  But, you know, what

16 you're now saying is, it's at an unacceptable lev el,

17 but you hadn't thought that through before a year  ago?

18 A. (Baumann) We're not saying "migration is at an

19 unacceptable level."

20 Q. Okay.  You know, that may be an incorrect phras eology

21 from your perspective.  But, obviously, migration  had

22 reached a level where you felt something had to b e done

23 about it.  Is that correct?

24 A. (Baumann) No.  As a result of migration, there' s a cost
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 1 allocation issue of fairness to customers.

 2 Q. Well, wasn't that there nine years ago?  

 3 A. (Hall) It didn't -- it didn't appear nine years  ago,

 4 because, if you don't have any migration, then co sts

 5 are allocated to all customers.

 6 Q. But there's been migration for some --

 7 A. (Hall) And, therefore, -- and, therefore, it wa s a

 8 non-issue.

 9 Q. But there's been migration for some period of t ime,

10 correct?  And, it wasn't -- it didn't reach a lev el

11 where you thought it was important enough to brin g to

12 the Commission's attention until about a year ago ,

13 correct?

14 A. (Hall) Yes, I didn't follow the beginning part of your

15 question.

16 Q. I'll withdraw the question.  Thank you.  Now, a t one

17 point in your rebuttal testimony, I'm looking at Page

18 2, Lines 11 and 12, you say, and I'm quoting, "du e

19 solely to migration of load by large customers to

20 competitive suppliers, smaller (primarily residen tial)

21 customers who remain on the ES rate are faced wit h

22 higher costs."  Did I read that correctly?  Page 2,

23 Lines 11 and 12.

24 A. (Baumann) Yes.
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 1 Q. So, the only thing that's causing this is migra tion.

 2 It isn't higher coal costs at Merrimack Station.  It

 3 isn't any other costs associated with your genera tion.

 4 It isn't, you know, that response to the data req uest

 5 attached to Mr. Hachey's testimony.  It isn't, yo u

 6 know, increased costs at Merrimack Station that a re

 7 coming down the road or costs associated with IPP

 8 contracts or Hydro-Quebec coming down the road.  It's

 9 only because larger customers are migrating.  Is that

10 your testimony?

11 A. (Baumann) No.  My testimony -- this is the rebu ttal, so

12 it's our testimony, due solely to migration, if y ou

13 look at migration on its own, that's having an

14 increased effect on the Energy Service rate.

15 Q. So, do we need to add that to your testimony th en,

16 "when you look at migration on its own", because I

17 don't see that there?

18 A. (Baumann) It says "due solely to migration of l oad." 

19 In other words, due to that one item, the ES rate  is

20 going up.  It doesn't address coal prices, purcha sed

21 power prices, or any other, O&M.  And, I never me ant it

22 to say that "the only reason the ES rate is going  up is

23 due to migration."  That would not be a correct

24 statement.
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 1 Q. Okay.  Do you know what PSNH's savings would ha ve been

 2 if it had waited to buy the supplemental power in

 3 accordance with the written words of the Least Co st

 4 Plan, the most recent one, that said "purchasing to be

 5 conducted in multiple phases during May through t he

 6 filing date of the final rate forecast, normally in

 7 November"?

 8 MR. EATON:  I'm going to object to that

 9 question.  I think the issue of the Least Cost Pl an was

10 fully litigated in 09-180.  And, that PSNH's Leas t Cost

11 Plan had a description of what we had done in the  year

12 prior to filing that Least Cost Plan, and it also  had

13 supplemental parts to the plan that said "we shou ld be

14 flexible and be able to change as conditions perm it."  The

15 issue of the Least Cost Plan has already been lit igated

16 and decided by the Commission in favor of PSNH.

17 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Patch, do you have a

19 response?

20 MR. PATCH:  Well, I guess the only thing

21 I -- I understand, Mr. Chairman, that it was liti gated in

22 that docket, I don't disagree with that.  But the re is a

23 specific provision in the statutes that basically  says,

24 and I'm paraphrasing it, because I don't have the  language
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 1 in front of me, that a utility, after a Least Cos t Plan

 2 has been approved, is supposed to demonstrate, I think the

 3 Commission has to recognize in the context of the  docket

 4 that whatever is being filed by the utility is co nsistent

 5 with that Least Cost Plan.  So, I think it's a re levant

 6 issue.  I'm happy to handle it, obviously, howeve r the

 7 Commission would like.

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, we're going to

 9 permit the question.  I think that there's -- I t hink

10 you're referring to Sections 378:39, 40, and 41 i n

11 conformity of plans.  So, we'll permit the questi on.  You

12 may need to restate it.

13 WITNESS BAUMANN:  That would be helpful.

14 BY MR. PATCH: 

15 Q. Do you know what PSNH's savings would have been  if it

16 had waited to buy the supplemental power in accor dance

17 with the written words of its Least Cost Plan, wh ich

18 say "purchasing to be conducted in multiple phase s

19 during May through the filing date of the final r ate

20 forecast, normally in November"?

21 A. (Hall) Okay.  First, I'm going to disagree with  the

22 premise of your question.  Because I don't have t he

23 Least Cost Plan in front of me, but, if I recall,  there

24 was other language in the Least Cost Plan that, a s
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 1 Mr. Eaton pointed out, talked about "flexibility" .  So,

 2 I don't agree that the Least Cost Plan absolutely

 3 required us to do things in a proscriptive basis.   

 4 The direct answer to your question,

 5 however, is "No."  I haven't performed that analy sis.

 6 Q. Okay.  So, in other words, the Commission shoul d just

 7 ignore that language from the plan, because there 's

 8 other words in there that suggest that PSNH could  do

 9 something different, if I understand you correctl y?

10 A. No.  I think the Commission has already conside red

11 them.  And, in fact, each and every year they've deemed

12 our purchasing practices prudent.  In fact, your

13 witness, in another docket, has submitted testimo ny

14 saying the purchases we made in 2009 were prudent .

15 Q. I don't disagree with that.  But these words ar e from

16 the Least Cost Plan.  And, I guess you're suggest ing

17 "No, don't look at those words.  Look at differen t

18 words in the Least Cost Plan"?

19 A. (Hall) I think, if the Commission deems our pur chasing

20 practices prudent, they're, in fact, deeming that  we

21 did things in accordance with the Least Cost Plan .

22 Otherwise, they wouldn't make that decision.

23 Q. On Page 4 of your rebuttal testimony, Line 6 th rough 9,

24 you say the use of RFPs "would naturally afford
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 1 TransCanada and other suppliers [an] additional

 2 opportunity to make more money in an expanded

 3 marketplace."

 4 A. (Hall) Okay.  Where are you again?

 5 Q. Page 4, rebuttal testimony, Exhibit 2, Lines 6 to 9.

 6 Do you see that?

 7 A. (Hall) Yes.

 8 Q. If an RFP process were used to purchase any pow er above

 9 and beyond what's supplied by your generating

10 facilities, wouldn't the amount of supplemental p ower

11 needed to serve ES customers be the same, whether  it

12 was done through an RFP or the way PSNH does it n ow?

13 A. (Hall) I missed something in that question.  I am not

14 quite following what you asked.

15 Q. Well, let's assume for a minute that the Commis sion

16 were to do what TransCanada and some other partie s have

17 recommended, and that would basically require tha t

18 PSNH, any supplemental power it needed above and beyond

19 what it generates, were going to be used -- was g oing

20 to be purchased through an RFP process, instead o f the

21 way you do it now.  I guess I'm trying to underst and

22 why that means suppliers would, as you say, make more

23 money?  I mean, isn't it the same amount of power  that

24 would be out there that would be purchased, wheth er
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 1 it's from suppliers through an RFP process or thr ough a

 2 broker, the way you do it now?  So, why would the y make

 3 more money?

 4 A. (Baumann) I'm just reading the words here.  And , we

 5 talk about "opportunity to make more money."  In other

 6 words, if --

 7 Q. So, you don't think the RFP process would work to keep

 8 the price down, is that what you're saying?

 9 A. (Baumann) No.  Actually, I'm responding that on e of the

10 testimonies of the suppliers at one point said th at

11 "PSNH had not given them the opportunity to bid o n

12 power in the past."  And, this statement goes to the

13 solution that, if an RFP process, versus PSNH goi ng out

14 and buying themselves, if an RFP process took pla ce in

15 lieu of that, that that would give the suppliers an

16 opportunity to bid on those, as opposed to -- and

17 responding to somebody's -- one of the testimonie s that

18 said we "did not have the opportunity."  "We", me aning

19 the suppliers, did not have the opportunity.  Tha t's

20 really just saying that it would change -- change  the

21 playing field from PSNH directly purchasing, vers us

22 suppliers having the opportunity to bid.

23 Q. But explain to me and to the Commission how sup pliers

24 are going to make more money in that scenario?  I  just
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 1 don't understand.

 2 A. (Hall) If they won the bid, they would presumab ly bid a

 3 price that would allow them to make money.

 4 Q. But what about the suppliers who would not be t he ones

 5 who would have been chosen by PSNH to supply that

 6 power.  They're losing money, aren't they?  So, i sn't

 7 that a net zero?

 8 A. (Baumann) No.  I don't think so.  I mean, if PS NH goes

 9 out to purchase power, and we go directly to some body

10 that would supply that power, that cost might be

11 distinctly different than an RFP process, where y ou

12 have individual suppliers bidding on that power i n the

13 marketplace.  And, again, it would allow them mor e

14 opportunity.  And, every time, I assume, they bid  for

15 power, they would be -- they would be affording

16 themselves the opportunity to make money.

17 Q. So, a sole source method of procuring power is better

18 than an RFP process, is that what you're saying?

19 Better for ratepayers?  

20 A. (Hall) I think it's better for customers.  I th ink I

21 now understand your question.  Are you asking, un der an

22 RFP process, someone wins a bid; but, if you use an RFP

23 process, you wouldn't use a bilateral arrangement , and

24 therefore a supplier that would have been in the
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 1 bilateral arrangement wouldn't make money, yet th e

 2 person winning the RFP would?  Is that kind of wh at

 3 you're getting at?

 4 Q. Yes.

 5 A. (Hall) Now, I understand.  First of all, I'll a gree

 6 with what Mr. Baumann said.  But, beyond that, th e way

 7 I understood the RFP process described by supplie rs

 8 was, in this case, for load-following service, fo r the

 9 supplemental piece of load, there's more profit m argin

10 in load-following service than there is in a bila teral

11 wholesale transaction.

12 Q. Could you just -- I didn't hear that entirely.  There's

13 no what?

14 A. (Hall) There's more profit margin --

15 Q. There's more profit margin?  

16 A. (Hall) -- in load-following service, because th ere's

17 more risk involved for the supplier.  And, theref ore,

18 they have to build in risk and profit into their bid.

19 Q. And, there isn't any in the -- so, you don't th ink an

20 RFP process keeps a price down, you think it driv es the

21 price up?  Is that what you're saying?

22 A. (Hall) I think an RFP process results in higher  prices,

23 yes.

24 Q. Well, then, Mr. Baumann, what do you do in Conn ecticut
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 1 --

 2 A. (Hall) Over the long term.

 3 Q. Mr. Baumann, what do you do in Connecticut and

 4 Massachusetts then?  Do you use an RFP process?

 5 A. (Baumann) Yes.  Those -- Both of those states h ave

 6 divested in their generation, and then there is a  --

 7 what they call a "Standard Offer Service", which is

 8 kind of equivalent to the Energy Service, the cus tomers

 9 that have chosen not to switch to third party sup ply.

10 Q. So, you agree with Mr. Hall then?  Would ratepa yers

11 then, in those states, be better off using a proc ess

12 that's like the one used by PSNH right now here i n New

13 Hampshire, because it would save money?

14 A. (Baumann) With generation as well or -- you're really

15 talking apples and oranges here between Connectic ut,

16 Massachusetts, and PSNH.

17 Q. Well, we're talking about the purchase of power  to

18 supply the customers who aren't -- who haven't

19 migrated, aren't we, in those states?  I mean, wh at's

20 the difference?

21 A. (Baumann) Well, going back to your question, I agree

22 with Mr. Hall.  I think, if you go out and have a

23 bilateral purchase made internally by PSNH, versu s

24 going out in an RFP process, that that adds costs  to
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 1 the power.

 2 Q. And, even if it's an RFP designed for strips of  power?

 3 A. (Baumann) Again, that's -- that's my opinion, y es.

 4 Q. And, is it your position then the process that you

 5 follow now to purchase power, the brokers don't m ake

 6 money and the suppliers who are supplying the pow er

 7 don't make money on that?  There's no profit in t hat?

 8 A. (Baumann) No, there would be a profit.  People aren't

 9 going to sell unless there's a profit, generally.

10 Q. In your rebuttal testimony, Page 11, Line 13 to  15, you

11 say that "under the managed portfolio approach...

12 savings attributable to risk mitigation and cost

13 reduction redound to customers."  Do you see that ?

14 A. (Hall) Yes.

15 Q. Isn't the flip-side of that true?  I mean, assu me for

16 our purposes that PSNH make some decisions about power

17 purchases, either over purchases what it needs or

18 purchases at a time, you know, when the price is at its

19 peak, isn't it true that that has a negative impa ct on

20 customers?  So, isn't the flip-side of your state ment

21 true?

22 A. (Hall) Well, sure, to the extent that that happ ened.

23 But, you know, earlier in this paragraph we talk about

24 the study that was introduced in Mr. Allegretti's
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 1 testimony from LaCapra Associates.  And, this kin d of

 2 addresses the line that you were asking us just a  few

 3 minutes ago, with regard to "whether a bid proces s is

 4 -- results in higher or lower costs than a manage d

 5 portfolio approach?"  That LaCapra study conclude d that

 6 a managed portfolio approach did result in slight ly

 7 lower prices.

 8 Q. Then, again, have you recommended in Connecticu t and

 9 Massachusetts that the methodology be modified in  order

10 to save ratepayers money?

11 A. (Baumann) I'm sorry, did you say "have we recom mended?"

12 Q. Yes.

13 A. (Baumann) No, we haven't.

14 Q. On Page 16, Lines 15 and 16, you say that "supp liers

15 can choose to withdraw from a market at any time,

16 leaving [customers] behind to deal with the

17 consequences."

18 A. (Hall) Yes.

19 Q. Could you explain that statement?

20 A. (Hall) Sure.  A supplier at any time can leave the New

21 Hampshire market.  They are not the supplier of l ast

22 resort.  They don't have to be here.  They don't have

23 to supply customers with power.  

24 Q. So, they can --
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 1 A. (Hall) They have a choice.

 2 Q. They can just drop customers willy-nilly, whene ver they

 3 feel like it, is that what you're saying?  

 4 A. (Hall) It depends on what the contractual arran gement

 5 is.

 6 Q. And, are you familiar with the Competitive Elec tric

 7 Power Supplier Rules, Chapter 2000 of the New Ham pshire

 8 rules?

 9 A. (Hall) Somewhat.

10 Q. Are you familiar with the process that other

11 load-serving entities in New Hampshire use, like Unitil

12 and National Grid, you know, when they go through  an

13 RFP process in order to obtain a supplier to serv e

14 customers who are on the equivalent of the ES rat e?  I

15 mean, don't they have protections built in there in

16 order to assure that the -- whoever is going to b e

17 supplying the power has the financial wherewithal  to

18 continue?

19 A. (Hall) Sure.  And, I'm not suggesting -- we're not

20 suggesting here that suppliers are going to someh ow, in

21 the middle of a contract they may have with a cus tomer

22 say "Sorry, no more."

23 Q. What are you suggesting?

24 A. (Hall) We're suggesting that, to the extent tha t a
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 1 customer is attempting to build a long-term arran gement

 2 with a supplier, there is no obligation for the

 3 supplier to remain in business in New Hampshire.  It

 4 doesn't exist.

 5 Q. Well, that sounds to me like migration is a bad  thing.

 6 Mr. Baumann, --

 7 A. (Hall) No, --

 8 Q. -- before you said "there are no villains", you  sort of

 9 corrected yourself.  First, you made it sound lik e, you

10 know, "the villains are the customers who leave",  but

11 then you corrected yourself and said "there aren' t any

12 villains."  But it sounds like you're saying ther e are

13 villains here?

14 A. (Hall) Who's the villain?

15 Q. I don't know.  Is it the suppliers?  

16 A. (Hall) I don't think so.

17 Q. Okay.  You tell me --

18 A. (Hall) Suppliers are doing -- suppliers in this

19 proceeding are doing exactly what they should be doing.

20 Which is attempting to expand their market and

21 attempting to solicit more business.  That, I mea n,

22 that's a good thing from their perspective.  And,  if I

23 was in their shoes, I'd probably be doing the sam e

24 thing.  I think the issue for the Commission to l ook at
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 1 in this docket is, "is that best for customers?"  Is

 2 what suppliers are proposing better for customers  than

 3 the methodology that PSNH has proposed?  That's r eally

 4 the decision the Commission has to make.

 5 Q. But that's not about suppliers so much, is it, it's

 6 about the process?

 7 A. (Hall) Well, it's about suppliers --

 8 (Court reporter interruption.) 

 9 BY MR. PATCH: 

10 Q. That's not about suppliers being good or bad, t hat's

11 about whether the process is good or bad, isn't i t?

12 A. (Hall) Sure.  And, I didn't -- I'm not suggesti ng that

13 there's any bad motives on the part of the suppli ers.

14 I mean, what they're doing is right for their bus iness

15 model.  I completely understand it.  What -- all I'm

16 saying is, in view of what's being proposed in th is

17 docket, I think the Commission has to decide what 's in

18 the best interest of customers.

19 Q. So, any concerns that you might have, and to th e extent

20 the Commission might have about suppliers, you kn ow, as

21 you phrased it in that portion of your testimony,

22 "leaving consumers behind to deal with the

23 consequences" can be addressed through the proces s,

24 correct?
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 1 A. (Hall) I don't know, and I don't think the Comm ission

 2 can require suppliers to remain in business in Ne w

 3 Hampshire.  I don't think that's an option for th em.

 4 Q. What does PSNH do in order to protect customers , when

 5 it goes out and makes purchases above and beyond what

 6 the load is that's needed beyond what your genera tion

 7 provides?  How do you address that issue?

 8 A. (Hall) PSNH doesn't make purchases above and be yond

 9 what is needed.  PSNH purchases what it believes will

10 be needed to meet projected load.  PSNH has not e ngaged

11 in any forward purchases for the last year or mor e.

12 So, I don't agree with the premise of your questi on.

13 Q. Is it PSNH's position that competitive electric  choice

14 is not one of the goals of State policy?

15 A. (Hall) No.

16 Q. Okay.  I'm going to show you a response to Tran sCanada

17 10.  

18 (Atty. Patch distributing documents.) 

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  We'll mark this for

20 identification as "Exhibit Number 5".

21 (The document, as described, was 

22 herewith marked as Exhibit 5 for 

23 identification.) 

24 BY MR. PATCH: 
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 1 Q. And, I believe the question here is referencing  Mr.

 2 Traum's testimony, that "do you agree with [his]

 3 statement that "competitive electric choice is th e goal

 4 of State policy"?"  And, if I look at the bottom,  the

 5 answer is "no".

 6 A. (Hall) Okay.

 7 Q. So, you don't think "competitive electric choic e is the

 8 goal of State policy", is that correct?

 9 A. (Hall) I think what this answer says is, you're  asking

10 a legal opinion, and your last question to me is -- was

11 "do I agree that "competitive electric choice" is  not

12 one of the goals?"  My answer to that is "no".  I t's

13 clearly one of the goals.  The answer to this que stion

14 says "competitive electric choice is not the only  goal

15 of State policy.  The goals are outlined in all o f

16 those statutes."  There is no one goal.  And, som e of

17 them are competing.

18 Q. So, it is a goal?

19 A. (Hall) One of them.

20 Q. Okay.  And, you're familiar, presumably, with R SA

21 374-F:1.  And, there are a number of statements i n

22 there along these lines.  As an example, "The mos t

23 compelling reason to restructure the New Hampshir e

24 electric utility industry is to reduce costs for all
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 1 consumers of electricity by harnessing the power of

 2 competitive markets."  You're familiar with that

 3 language, correct?

 4 A. (Hall) I've heard it before.  I don't have it i n front

 5 of me.

 6 MR. EATON:  And, this response, we

 7 didn't offer a witness on this response.  And, Mr . Patch

 8 is asking questions about State energy policy tha t's

 9 contained in statutes.  And, I don't believe it's  a fair

10 question for these witnesses.  They're not being offered

11 as legal witnesses.

12 MR. PATCH:  I'll withdraw the question.

13 I think the point's been made.  Thank you.

14 BY MR. PATCH: 

15 Q. Now, in response to a data request, I believe P SNH has

16 stated that it "embraces migration", is that fair  to

17 say?

18 A. (Baumann) Which data request was that?

19 Q. I think it's CLF 01-002.

20 A. (Baumann) Yes.  The question asked is, "Is this  a

21 strategy for us to decrease customer migration?"  We

22 say "No, we have not.  PSNH embraces migration an d is

23 not looking for steps to decrease customer migrat ion."

24 Q. Do you think then that high levels of migration  should
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 1 be viewed as a success?

 2 A. (Baumann) You know, we have said before that, a s long

 3 as it results in the fair allocations of costs, w e

 4 support migration.  I think I said in my opening

 5 statement that we are supportive of migration, if  the

 6 costs are fairly allocated.

 7 Q. And, I think, just to point, I don't know that I need

 8 to address it into the record, but there was a re sponse

 9 to TC-023, "Do you think it's appropriate to cons ider

10 high levels of migration a success?"  And, your

11 response was, correct me if I'm wrong, "High leve ls of

12 migration indicate that certain customer classes are

13 participating in the competitive market.  However , as

14 smaller customers do not have a similar access to  that

15 competitive market, what may be deemed a "success " for

16 larger customers is being inequitably financed by

17 smaller customer classes."  Did I read that corre ctly?

18 A. (Baumann) Yes.

19 Q. Now, what if all classes of customers were

20 participating in the competitive market?  Assume that

21 the levels of the smaller customers, you know, th e

22 smaller residential and the smaller C&I customers  were

23 equally as high as the larger customers.  Then, w hat

24 would be an appropriate approach for the Commissi on to
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 1 take to the costs that you say are left over unde r

 2 those circumstances?

 3 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Can we get an answer?

 4 BY THE WITNESS: 

 5 A. (Hall) I'm sorry.  I think the approach would - - the

 6 correct approach would be for the Commission to a dopt

 7 what PSNH proposed.  And, that is, make sure that  the

 8 costs are allocated fairly.

 9 BY MR. PATCH: 

10 Q. So, even if all customer classes were taking eq ual

11 advantage of migration, there would still be a ne ed for

12 a non-bypassable charge?  I just want to make sur e I

13 understand correctly what you said.

14 A. (Hall) It depends on the situation.  It depends  on a

15 whole host of factors.  Earlier, we talked about what

16 happened in the early 2000s, where we testified t hat,

17 at that point, creating a non-bypassable charge w asn't

18 an issue, because there wasn't any cost reallocat ion --

19 any shifting of costs to customers who hadn't mig rated.

20 So, I can't answer your question "yes" or "no".  It

21 really depends on the circumstances.

22 Q. Do you think the addition of a non-bypassable c harge

23 could have a chilling impact on migration?

24 A. (Hall) No, not if it was correctly designed.
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 1 Q. Does either Connecticut or Massachusetts, the o ther two

 2 states where PSNH affiliates operate, have a

 3 non-bypassable charge?

 4 A. (Baumann) There are many non-bypassable charges .

 5 Q. Like the one that's being proposed here?

 6 A. (Baumann) No, because Connecticut and Massachus etts are

 7 distinctly different than the PSNH recoveries at this

 8 point.

 9 Q. And, if I understand correctly, and this is the

10 response to another data request, it was OCA 1-6,  and I

11 won't take the time to ask that this be marked un less

12 it's necessary, but that was where you answered a

13 question about the percentage of load that's migr ated

14 in those other affiliates.  And, if I understand

15 correctly, at CL&P, it's about 56 percent, and, i n

16 WMECO it's about 50 percent, is that correct?  An d,

17 that was as of, I think, the end of July 2010.

18 A. (Baumann) If you give me a moment to get there?

19 Q. Sure.

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Patch, how much more

21 cross?  I'm trying to think what our schedule for  the rest

22 of the --

23 MR. PATCH:  Yes.  I'm just about done, I

24 think.  Thank you.
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 1 BY THE WITNESS: 

 2 A. (Baumann) Part (a) talks about the percentage o f load

 3 that has migrated to competitive supply, is that what

 4 you were referring to?

 5 BY MR. PATCH: 

 6 Q. Yes.

 7 A. (Baumann) For CL&P, it's approximately 56 perce nt; and

 8 WMECO approximately 50 percent.

 9 Q. If PSNH were to run an RFP for its supplemental  power,

10 would that lead to expanded competition?

11 A. (Baumann) You're going to have to define "expan ded

12 competition".

13 Q. I guess I'm thinking competition among supplier s to try

14 to be the winning bidder or winning bidders.  Wou ldn't

15 there be competition to see who's going to be the

16 winning bidder, so that -- because they would all  --

17 all the suppliers presumably would want to be the

18 winning bidder on an RFP that were issued, is tha t

19 correct?

20 A. (Baumann) I would presume they'd want to win.  But, as

21 far as increased competition, I mean, if PSNH goe s out

22 and solicits purchases from different entities, t hen,

23 certainly, I would assume there's a knowledge in the

24 market that PSNH just doesn't go to one, one brok er or
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 1 one source to get their power.  So, there's compe tition

 2 in that sense as well.

 3 Q. That's not the same as an RFP, is it?  I mean, I think

 4 you remember the testimony that TransCanada submi tted

 5 in the docket last year that they have never been

 6 approached by PSNH with regard to a power purchas e.

 7 So, I don't know what the method is that you use for

 8 that, but it's not the same as a general RFP that  any

 9 supplier can respond to?

10 A. (Baumann) Oh, certainly different methods.  I d on't

11 disagree there.

12 Q. Is there any reason to believe that expanded

13 competition through an RFP process wouldn't lead to

14 similar or lower costs for PSNH ratepayers?

15 A. (Baumann) And, again, your premise of expanded

16 competition, certainly, if you have an RFP, every one is

17 bidding against everyone else.  But, if PSNH goes  out

18 and solicits power on their own, I would think th at

19 there is a general knowledge that, certainly, if PSNH

20 approaches an individ -- a company for power, tha t they

21 would know that they are potentially competing ag ainst

22 other entities that PSNH also has approached.  So , I'm

23 just not -- I'm falling off the boat with the pre mise

24 that it would "enhance competition".  I don't
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 1 necessarily believe that that's true.

 2 Q. I mean, isn't an RFP process something that's u sed

 3 probably by the town that you live in and the sta te

 4 government that you work for and so many other --  so

 5 many other entities in our country, in order to k eep a

 6 price down?  Isn't that sort of a fundamental pre mise

 7 of an RFP process?  You don't go out and sole sou rce it

 8 and you don't just sort of pick a few people, you  do a

 9 general RFP in order to keep prices down.  Isn't that a

10 fundamental concept?  Or, am I missing something?   

11 A. (Baumann) I think that's probably one of the

12 fundamental concepts.  I think, you know, you're into

13 now, you give an example of towns, you know, ther e is a

14 -- other reasons why they might do an RFP process .

15 And, that's more for transparency from a town

16 perspective.

17 Q. So, they don't keep it to get the lowest price?   They

18 don't use that process to get the lowest price?

19 A. (Baumann) I said that that's probably one of th e

20 reasons, yes.

21 MR. PATCH:  No further questions.  Thank

22 you.

23 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  In

24 terms of schedule, I'd like to take a recess for about 15
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 1 minutes.  Then, I would expect to come back until  quarter

 2 of 1:00, 1:00, take the lunch recess, and then re sume

 3 around 2:00.  And, I'm presuming that we've got a  lot of

 4 ground to cover, and then we'll see where we are when we

 5 come back for the afternoon session.

 6 So, anything we need to address before

 7 we recess?

 8 (No verbal response) 

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Hearing nothing, then

10 we're recessed.

11 (Whereupon a recess was taken at 11:01 

12 a.m. and the hearing resumed at 11:27 

13 a.m. 

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We're back on the

15 record.  And, turning to Ms. Smith.  

16 MS. SMITH:  Yes.  NEPGA does not have

17 any questions for the witnesses.  Thank you.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  And,

19 Mr. Donovan.

20 MR. DONOVAN:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

21 We do have some cross, although it's been greatly  limited

22 by Mr. Patch today.

23 BY MR. DONOVAN: 

24 Q. Mr. Hall, as an initial question, in your testi mony
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 1 earlier today you talked about a "Capra study".  Does

 2 that sound familiar?

 3 A. (Hall) Yes, sir.

 4 Q. "LaCapra", excuse me.  

 5 A. (Hall) Yes, sir. 

 6 Q. But, when you reference the "LaCapra study", ar e you

 7 trying to refer to the "NorthBridge study"?

 8 A. (Hall) I was.  I misspoke.

 9 Q. Okay.  So, it's correct to transpose the word

10 "NorthBridge" for "LaCapra"?

11 A. (Hall) Yes, sir.

12 Q. Okay.  Great.  Thank you very much.  Good morni ng to

13 both of you.  Mr. Baumann, I'm going to start wit h you.

14 I believe in your oral presentation and in your w ritten

15 materials you've indicated that you have some

16 experience, as part of your regular job duties, f or

17 both -- in both, not only in New Hampshire, but a lso in

18 Massachusetts and Connecticut, is that correct?  

19 A. (Baumann) Yes.

20 Q. So, you are familiar with the PSNH's sister com panies,

21 CL&P and WMECO?

22 A. (Baumann) Yes.

23 Q. And, the acronym "WMECO" is for what?  

24 A. (Baumann) Western Massachusetts Electric Compan y.
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 1 Q. Okay.  Great.  Thank you.  So, when I refer to "WMECO",

 2 that's the entity that I'm referencing.  What rol e do

 3 you play in those states?

 4 A. (Baumann) In Connecticut, I'm responsible for t he

 5 revenue requirement calculations associated with the

 6 GSC rate, which is really the equivalent of the E nergy

 7 Service rate in Connecticut, but it's for standar d

 8 service customers.  I'm also responsible for the

 9 revenue requirement calculation of the non-bypass able

10 FMCC rate, which is federally mandated congestion

11 costs.  That non-bypassable rate is a rate that

12 recovers all reliability costs, such as reliabili ty

13 must-run costs, Project 150 costs for new generat ion,

14 any additional reliability costs that Connecticut  has

15 deemed appropriate through legislative efforts.

16 Q. So, is it safe to say that your duties in those  states

17 are very similar to your duties here in New Hamps hire?

18 A. (Baumann) Well, I don't do the revenue requirem ents for

19 the distribution in Connecticut, at least I don't  do it

20 anymore.  And, in Massachusetts, it's much more

21 limited.  I'm just -- I'm part of the standard se rvice

22 reconciliation for any ISO-related costs.

23 Q. Are you familiar with WMECO and CL&P's service

24 offerings made available to competitive retail
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 1 suppliers in those states, generally speaking?

 2 A. (Baumann) Generally speaking, yes.  I'm really involved

 3 more on the administration of the contracts, once  they

 4 are put into place for the Standard Offer Service .

 5 There is another group that goes out and does the

 6 solicitations and the bidding and the pricing and  the

 7 approvals through the Commissions in each state.  And,

 8 then, my group takes over and we administer the

 9 payments for the obligations to the different

10 suppliers, as well as all the accounting, and the n the

11 regulatory recovery of those costs.

12 Q. Okay.  So, the record is clear, though, are you  aware

13 of whether CL&P relies upon a full requirements

14 structure for its default -- I'll call them the D efault

15 Service customer classes?

16 A. (Baumann) Yes.

17 Q. And, similarly, does WMECO rely upon the full

18 requirements structure in order to serve its Defa ult

19 customer classes?

20 A. (Baumann) Yes.

21 Q. And, when I say "Default customer classes", wou ld you

22 equate those with the ES customer classes here in  New

23 Hampshire, roughly?

24 A. (Baumann) Yes.  The customers who choose not to  choose.
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 1 Q. Okay.  So, both of those entities rely upon a f ull

 2 requirements approach?

 3 A. (Baumann) Yes, they do.  There is -- the genera tion,

 4 again, in Connecticut and Massachusetts, CL&P and

 5 Western Mass. no longer own generation.

 6 Q. So, is it also safe to assume that CL&P and WME CO

 7 and/or the parent company have an organization in  place

 8 that is intended to develop and seek procurement

 9 opportunities?

10 A. (Baumann) Yes.

11 Q. They have that structure in place now?

12 A. (Baumann) Yes.  There is a -- there's actually a

13 structure in Northeast Utilities Service Company.

14 Q. The parent company?

15 A. (Baumann) Yes.

16 Q. If this Commission were to adopt a full require ments

17 approach for New Hampshire for the ES load, would  you

18 anticipate that same existing structure would als o

19 manage the full requirements structure here in Ne w

20 Hampshire?

21 A. (Baumann) I would think, based on their experti se in

22 the other jurisdictions, yes.

23 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  Are you aware of whether CL& P, in

24 its Connecticut service territory, offers a Purch ase of
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 1 Receivables Program, similar to what Mr. Allegret ti

 2 proposed in his testimony?

 3 A. (Baumann) I don't recall offhand if they do or they

 4 don't.

 5 Q. Okay.  Let's turn to your testimony, Mr. Bauman n.  And,

 6 we'll start with your initial testimony.

 7 A. (Baumann) This is the July 30th, Exhibit 1?

 8 Q. This is Exhibit 1.  And, I'm turning specifical ly to

 9 Page 4, at the top, the carryover paragraph.  You  talk

10 about a mathematical formula.  Do you see that?

11 Starting on Line 1, to the end of that paragraph?

12 A. (Baumann) Yes, I see it.

13 Q. What is that formula?  What's the result, when you plug

14 in numbers in that formula, what is the resulting

15 number?

16 A. (Baumann) Well, in its simplest form, if you ta ke the

17 total costs of energy service, divided by the tot al

18 expected sales, you come up with an Energy Servic e rate

19 that would be billed to customers.  

20 Q. So, if this were a mathematical formula, it wou ld be

21 "Energy Services rate equals total costs divided by

22 total sales in kilowatt-hours"?

23 A. (Baumann) Yes.

24 Q. All right.  So, let's talk about the numerator for a
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 1 moment.  In Line 3, it says "As a partial offset,  the

 2 numerator of the ES calculation (costs) drops".  Do see

 3 that?

 4 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 5 Q. What do you mean by the word "costs"?  What's i ncluded

 6 in that, in that word?

 7 A. (Baumann) Well, the "costs", again, are the ES costs.

 8 I outlined them very generally before as the fixe d

 9 costs and the variable costs that are defined in the

10 Energy Service rate.

11 Q. So, in your formula to develop the ES rates, th e

12 numerator of costs is actually the costs of provi ding

13 service to the ES customers?

14 A. (Baumann) As defined in the ES tariff, yes.

15 Q. Okay.  Are there any costs incurred in this for mula and

16 accounted for in this formula that are not relate d to

17 ES customers?

18 A. (Baumann) Well, they're all related to ES custo mers.

19 It's a matter of function as to whether they shou ld all

20 be related to ES customers, in a cost allocation issue.

21 That's our issue we've raised here today.

22 Q. Do the costs in this formula include the Compan y's

23 actual costs?

24 A. (Baumann) The rate is set based on forecast, bu t then
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 1 they are ultimately trued up to actual.  So, I th ink

 2 the generic answer to that is "yes".  Ultimately,  the

 3 customer pays for the actual costs incurred.  But  the

 4 rates, as you have described here in the formula,  are

 5 set based on projected costs.

 6 Q. And, the actual costs, as you're referencing th ere, are

 7 they -- strike that.  All right.  We can move for ward

 8 in your testimony, Mr. Baumann, to Page 9.  Quest ion

 9 starting on Line 6, actually, on Line 8, it says "to

10 first identify what costs should be recovered fro m all

11 customers which are now being recovered [only fro m]

12 smaller ES customers."  Is that correct?

13 A. (Baumann) Yes, that's correct.

14 Q. All right.  And, then, further down on that pag e, on

15 Line 20, it says "100 percent of the identified c osts

16 could be removed from the ES", meaning "Energy Se rvice

17 rate" I presume?

18 A. (Baumann) Yes.

19 Q. All right.  So, "100 percent of the identified costs

20 [should] be removed from the Energy Service rate and

21 included in a non-bypassable rate that would be c harged

22 to all customers."  That was your proposed rate

23 structure in this testimony, is that correct?

24 A. (Baumann) Yes.  That was a general, as it's des cribed,
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 1 a general alternative to cost recovery.

 2 Q. Okay.  So, has PSNH anywhere in its testimony l aid out

 3 what specific costs it feels should be identified  and

 4 recovered in this non-bypassable charge?

 5 A. (Baumann) In this particular testimony that we' re

 6 looking at?

 7 Q. Anywhere in your testimony.

 8 A. (Baumann) Oh, anywhere.

 9 Q. I'm looking for the specific costs that this Co mmission

10 should identify and remove from the Energy Servic e

11 rates?

12 A. (Baumann) Well, I know we have -- we have, some where on

13 the record, we have talked about -- I talked abou t this

14 morning about property taxes, depreciation, and t he

15 debt portion of return.  One moment.  Yes.  Mr. H all

16 just pointed out, on Page four of this testimony,  --

17 Q. Of the July 30th, Exhibit 1?

18 A. (Baumann) Yes.  Line 13.  And, we don't have sp ecific

19 numbers here, but we talk about "the generation c osts

20 that are readily identifiable would be depreciati on and

21 property taxes expenses as well as debt service" -- "as

22 the debt service component of the capital structu re

23 which supports PSNH generation."  And, this morni ng,

24 Mr. Rodier was talking about a "$40 million" item .
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 1 And, if you add those three up, they're, generall y

 2 speaking, in that range, about $40 million.

 3 Q. So, besides depreciation, property tax expenses , and

 4 debt service component of the capital structure, are

 5 there any other specific costs that PSNH is

 6 recommending this Commission identify and remove from

 7 the Energy Service rate, or is that the totality of it?

 8 A. (Baumann) I think at this time that would be a fair --

 9 a fair net to put around fixed costs.  When you g et

10 into discussion of "fixed costs", you have to loo k in

11 kind of a certain structure of -- or a -- I'm

12 struggling with the words, but, at a certain poin t in

13 time, in a certain level of sales, there are fixe d and

14 there are variable.  Some costs are quasi-fixed,

15 quasi-variable.  They may, you know, certain cost s may

16 change as result of, say, sales growth or sales

17 decline.  But, generally speaking, they're fixed over a

18 reasonable period, then they become somewhat vari able.

19 But, I think, for our purposes, when we went thro ugh

20 and looked at the different costs, we felt that t hese

21 were really the most easily calculated and readil y

22 definable fixed costs.  

23 It's a long-winded answer, but I think

24 that's more or less a "yes" to your question.
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 1 Q. Okay.

 2 A. (Baumann) I apologize.

 3 Q. That's all right.  So, just so it's clear in my  muddled

 4 the brain, the three costs that you've identified  on

 5 Line 13 on Page 4, carrying onto -- excuse me, Li ne 14

 6 on Page 4, carrying onto Line 15 of Page 4, are t he

 7 identifiable costs that you're recommending at th is

 8 point?

 9 A. (Baumann) In this alternative, yes.

10 Q. In this alternative.  All right.

11 A. (Baumann) Yes.  Just to be clear, we put this

12 alternative in our testimony.  We thought it was a

13 reasonable alternative, we call it an "option" in  the

14 testimony.  You could do a cost -- fixed cost stu dy and

15 probably come up with something a little differen t.

16 But we felt that it was important, when you talk in

17 generalities, everybody asks you for specifics, s o we

18 felt we should -- we have talked in generalities about

19 the issue, and we tried to define something that

20 everybody could get their hands around and unders tand

21 from a fixed cost perspective.  I'm not saying th is is

22 the only thing you could do, and you could get co st

23 experts in here to talk about the quasi-fixed and

24 variable costs -- cost components of certain cost s.
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 1 But, generally speaking, we thought that this was  a

 2 reasonable approach to defining a group of easily

 3 identifiable fixed costs that would be -- that ar e

 4 subject to this issue of cost-shifting and fairne ss.

 5 MR. DONOVAN:  Mr. Chairman, just one

 6 second please.

 7 (Short pause.) 

 8 BY MR. DONOVAN: 

 9 Q. Would any of your power purchase prices, in you r

10 opinion, be considered a fixed price and included  in

11 the costs to be identified by the Commission?

12 A. (Baumann) I think at one point in our testimony , and

13 I'd have to find out where we put it, we consider ed the

14 purchased power contracts that were, at the time,  made

15 for all customers, because, generally speaking, t here

16 was little to no migration.  And, so, we felt tha t part

17 of that benefit or costs associated with those

18 contracts could be allocated.  And, here's where you

19 get into a cost allocation discussion, but that s ome of

20 those costs for those fixed purchased power contr acts

21 could argumentatively be allocated to all custome rs,

22 similar to what we've suggested in our option wit h the

23 other three costs of depreciation, property taxes , and

24 debt service.
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 1 Q. Are you making that proposal as part of your te stimony?

 2 A. (Baumann) We have not, at this time, no.

 3 MR. DONOVAN:  Okay.  Mr. Chairman, if I

 4 could approach.  I have a data request response f rom Mr.

 5 Baumann.

 6 (Atty. Donovan distributing documents.) 

 7 MR. DONOVAN:  I'd like to point, for

 8 identification purposes, this is Mr. Baumann and PSNH's

 9 response to Office of Consumer Advocate Data Requ est

10 Number 6.  I'd like to mark that for identificati on

11 purposes, Mr. Chairman.

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We will mark it

13 for identification as "Exhibit Number 6".

14 (The document, as described, was 

15 herewith marked as Exhibit 6 for 

16 identification.) 

17 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Mr. Donovan, I think

18 also the Clerk needs a copy, if you have an extra .

19 MR. DONOVAN:  Oh.  Little details.

20 Sorry about that.  

21 BY MR. DONOVAN: 

22 Q. I draw your attention, Mr. Baumann, specificall y to the

23 Response Number 4, and ask you to read that into the

24 record, if you would please.
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 1 A. (Baumann) This is under "CL&P"?

 2 Q. Yes.  I'm sorry.  Yes.

 3 A. (Baumann) (4), it says "A Purchase of Receivabl es (POR)

 4 Program was implemented in October 2007."

 5 Q. And, does that statement refresh your memory at  all

 6 with regard to a prior conversation about whether  CL&P

 7 has a Purchase of Receivables Program?

 8 A. (Baumann) Yes.  

 9 Q. And, what is your statement as to the response to that

10 one now?

11 A. (Baumann) It appears, based on this response, t hat they

12 do have a program.

13 Q. Okay.  And, you're identified at the top of thi s as the

14 responding witness, correct?

15 A. (Baumann) Yes.

16 Q. All right.  If we could, you see that that was the

17 response to CL&P.  Further down on that page ther e's a

18 response with respect to WMECO.  Do you see that at the

19 bottom of the first page?

20 A. (Baumann) Yes.

21 Q. And, if you could flip to the second page on Re sponse

22 Number 4 -- excuse me, Response Number 3.  And, i f you

23 could read that into the record.

24 A. (Baumann) Response Number 3.  "WMECO will imple ment a
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 1 POR in the near future."

 2 Q. Do you know whether WMECO has implemented that POR

 3 since you provided this response on August 13th?

 4 A. (Baumann) No, I do not.

 5 Q. Okay.  But it appears, based on this, that WMEC O is

 6 planning, if it has not done so already, is plann ing on

 7 implementing a Purchase of Receivables Program?

 8 A. (Baumann) That would be correct.

 9 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  All right.  We will move on.   If I

10 could turn your attention to Exhibit 2, which is your

11 rebuttal testimony, specifically to Page 9.  And,  draw

12 your attention to -- well, generally speaking, in  the

13 top paragraph from Lines 3 to Lines 12 you discus s the

14 FRS approach, and what you referred to as an

15 "administrative burden for the Commission".  Do y ou see

16 that question?

17 A. (Baumann) I see the question.

18 Q. And, in your response, you talk about "the Comm ission",

19 and it starts on Line 6, carry over to Line 7, "t he

20 Commission would need to review the bidding proce ss,

21 the language of the RFPs that were issued, and wo uld

22 also need to review all the bids after the fact t o

23 ensure that the best option [has] been selected"?

24 A. (Baumann) I see that, yes.
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 1 Q. Are you aware of other utilities in the State o f New

 2 Hampshire that currently require a full requireme nts

 3 approach in their procurements?

 4 A. (Baumann) Yes, I believe Unitil and National Gr id.

 5 Q. Okay.  Would the Commission also, for Unitil an d

 6 National Grid, need to review the bidding process , the

 7 language of the RFPs that were issued, as well as

 8 review all the bids after the fact to ensure the best

 9 option has been selected?

10 A. (Hall) I don't know, but I assume that they do.

11 Q. Okay.  Assuming that to be the case, --

12 A. (Hall) Uh-huh.  

13 Q. -- and that they do perform such services, ther e really

14 wouldn't be any invention for the Commission to r oll

15 out such a review for the PSNH full requirements

16 approach, wouldn't that be correct?

17 A. (Hall) I didn't say there was -- this question is in

18 response to a statement by Constellation that "th e

19 administrative burden would be reduced" under thi s

20 approach.  The point of the rebuttal is that it's  not

21 reduced, it's different.  It's a different proces s.

22 Q. Under a full requirements approach, though, wou ld the

23 Commission require an annual prudency review?

24 A. (Hall) I don't know if they require it or not.
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 1 Q. Well, wouldn't they do the review as the auctio n or RFP

 2 or whatever process is laid out is --

 3 A. (Hall) They may do just that, yes.

 4 Q. Okay.  So, really, there's not an additional la yer of

 5 administrative burden, it's just a different focu s on

 6 the review?

 7 A. (Hall) It's different than what's being done to day.  I

 8 don't think the administrative burden would be re duced.

 9 I think it would be changed.

10 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  On Page 12 of your rebuttal

11 testimony please, starting on Line 14.  The quest ion

12 with regards to whether "PSNH [would] deliver the

13 output of [its] generation assets to the ES suppl iers

14 who serve ES load."  Do you see that?

15 A. (Hall) I do.

16 Q. And, in your response, it indicates you "have b een

17 advised by counsel that such a scheme would not c omply

18 with the requirements of existing law"?

19 A. (Hall) Correct.

20 Q. Can you tell me which counsel made that explana tion to

21 you?

22 A. (Hall) Yes.  Mr. Bersak.

23 Q. Mr. Who?

24 A. (Hall) Bob Bersak.
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 1 Q. And, is he an in-house counsel for PSNH?

 2 A. (Hall) He is.

 3 Q. And, how was that communication made to you?

 4 A. (Hall) I sat down in his office and asked him a

 5 question.

 6 Q. It was an oral meeting?

 7 A. (Hall) Yes.

 8 Q. Was anyone else in that meeting?

 9 A. (Hall) I don't think so.

10 Q. Just yourself and Mr. Bersak?

11 A. (Hall) Yes, sir.

12 Q. Could you spell Mr. Bersak's last name?  

13 A. (Hall) B-e-r-s-a-k.

14 Q. Okay.  Carrying over to the next page, starting  on Line

15 3, it says "PSNH would be engaging in a wholesale  sale

16 of power to the ES supplier, who would then be th e

17 supplier of power to the customer."  Do you see t hat?

18 A. (Hall) I do.

19 Q. Is that your opinion or the opinion of your cou nsel?

20 A. (Hall) I think we reached that conclusion toget her.

21 Q. Based on the conversation you had outside of --  in Mr.

22 Bersak's office?

23 A. (Hall) Yes, sir.

24 Q. And, it says, on Line 7, that "A change of law would be
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 1 required in order to implement Mr. Allegretti's

 2 proposal, correct?

 3 A. (Hall) Yes.

 4 Q. Again, is that your opinion or the opinion of y our

 5 counsel?

 6 A. (Hall) Counsel.

 7 Q. Based on the conversation --

 8 A. (Hall) I agree with it, but --

 9 Q. Based on the conversation you had in his office ?

10 A. (Hall) Yes, sir.

11 MR. DONOVAN:  Mr. Chairman, I'm kind of

12 in a strange position right here, because this en tire

13 question and answer seems to be hearsay to me.  I  would

14 like to move to strike -- striking that response based on

15 hearsay, out-of-court statement offered for the t ruth of

16 the matter asserted.  It's classic hearsay.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, the technical

18 rules of evidence don't apply in administrative

19 proceedings here.  And, we're going to permit the  answer.

20 And, to the extent you want to, in brief, argue t hat the

21 conclusion is wrong, then you'll have that opport unity.

22 MR. DONOVAN:  Fair enough.  Thank you,

23 Mr. Chairman.

24 BY MR. DONOVAN: 
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 1 Q. Are you gentlemen familiar with the Federal Ene rgy

 2 Regulatory Commission, or FERC, F-E-R-C?

 3 A. (Hall) I am aware of the FERC, yes.

 4 Q. And, what's your understanding of FERC's role?

 5 A. (Hall) Of FERC's rule?

 6 Q. Role.

 7 A. (Hall) Role, I'm sorry.  My understanding is th at the

 8 FERC regulates wholesale transactions between

 9 utilities.  They also regulate transmission and

10 wholesale power transactions.

11 Q. When you say "regulate wholesale transactions b etween

12 utilities", that would be under the federal defin ition

13 of a "public utility"?  So, it would include a, f or

14 instance, from nomenclature purposes, people cons ider

15 PSNH to be a utility.  Would you include, say,

16 Constellation Energy Commodities Group within tha t

17 definition of "utility"?

18 A. (Hall) Yes.

19 Q. Okay.  So, any transaction between Constellatio n Energy

20 Commodities Group and PSNH that involves a wholes ale

21 sale or transaction would be subject to FERC over sight?

22 A. (Hall) That's my understanding.

23 Q. Okay.  And, then, obviously, you're familiar wi th the

24 New Hampshire Commission here.  What's your
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 1 understanding of the role of the New Hampshire

 2 Commission?

 3 A. (Hall) The New Hampshire Commission is responsi ble for

 4 regulating the prices, terms and conditions of

 5 transactions with retail customers, between utili ties

 6 and customers, retail customers.

 7 Q. Okay.  When you say "utilities", are you referr ing to

 8 simply PSNH and Unitil and National Grid or are y ou

 9 referring also to competitive energy suppliers, s uch as

10 Constellation NewEnergy?

11 A. (Hall) I am referring to the former.

12 Q. So, in your opinion, Constellation NewEnergy is  not

13 subject to the jurisdiction of the New Hampshire

14 Commission?

15 A. (Hall) No.  They're not subject to the level of

16 regulation that PSNH, as a distribution utility, would

17 be subject to.

18 Q. What would some of the areas be that Constellat ion

19 NewEnergy is not subject to regulation?

20 A. (Hall) They don't have an obligation to serve i s

21 probably the largest one.

22 Q. The Constellation NewEnergy -- the Commission h as

23 enacted regulations, you got into this briefly wi th Mr.

24 Patch this morning, that do govern the relationsh ip
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 1 between Constellation NewEnergy and its retail

 2 customers in New Hampshire, isn't that correct?

 3 A. (Hall) I think the conversation I had with Mr. Patch

 4 involved supplier rules.

 5 Q. Okay.  And, would those rules apply to Constell ation

 6 NewEnergy?

 7 A. (Hall) I assume they do.

 8 Q. Okay.  And, are you aware of whether Constellat ion

 9 NewEnergy has a license issued by the New Hampshi re

10 Commission?

11 A. (Hall) I have no idea.

12 Q. Okay.  Are you aware of whether there are regul ations

13 in place that impose duties on competitive suppli ers,

14 such as Constellation NewEnergy, as to what needs  to be

15 in their retail bills?

16 A. (Hall) I don't know.

17 Q. Okay.  So, turning to Page 14 then, Line 7, you  talk

18 about "suppliers are unregulated entities."

19 A. (Hall) Yes.

20 Q. Consistent with our conversation then, can you explain

21 what you mean by "unregulated entity"?  

22 A. (Hall) Yes.  They're not subject to the degree of

23 regulation that PSNH is subject to as --

24 Q. Are they subject to any regulation by this Comm ission?
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 1 A. (Hall) I'll leave that -- I think that's a lega l

 2 question.  I'm going to leave it up to the Commis sion

 3 --

 4 Q. Well, you've opined in your testimony that we a re an --

 5 that Constellation NewEnergy is an "unregulated

 6 entity", I'm try to flesh that out a little bit.  

 7 A. (Hall) Certainly, they're not price-regulated.

 8 Q. Their price, their retail price to their retail

 9 customers is not regulated by the Commission?

10 A. (Hall) Correct.  

11 Q. But there are other forms of regulate -- other

12 regulations that this Commission has promulgated that

13 would apply to Constellation NewEnergy?

14 A. (Hall) There may well be.  I don't know.

15 Q. How about you, Mr. Baumann?

16 A. (Baumann) I'm unaware of any as well.

17 Q. So, if there were other regulations that apply to

18 Constellation NewEnergy this Commission has

19 promulgated, would it be accurate then to say tha t they

20 are -- that Constellation NewEnergy remains an

21 "unregulated entity"?

22 A. (Hall) Yes.  Because the question I would have for you

23 is, "would it be accurate to say Constellation is  a

24 "regulated entity"?"  I think the answer to that is
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 1 "no".  They're not subject to price regulation, t hey

 2 don't have an obligation to serve, they don't hav e a

 3 tariff, with terms, conditions, and prices for se rvice.

 4 Q. Well, because they don't have a tariff doesn't mean

 5 that they're not regulated?

 6 A. (Hall) They're not price-regulated.

 7 Q. We've established that.  But that's not the que stion I

 8 have for you.  If there are other regulations, su ch as

 9 billing, terms and conditions that need to be

10 incorporated into a retail customer's contract, w ould

11 those regulations, the fact that they exist, ther efore

12 make Constellation NewEnergy a "regulated entity" ?

13 A. (Hall) Not in my opinion.

14 MR. DONOVAN:  Okay.  Good enough.  Mr.

15 Chairman, I'm done.  Thank you.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.

17 Mr. Munnelly.

18 MR. MUNNELLY:  I'll be happy to say, in

19 light of all the good work that's gone before me,  I will

20 pass on the cross.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Mr. Peress.

22 MR. PERESS:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.

23 Almost good afternoon, Mr. Baumann and Mr. Hall.  I'm

24 Jonathan Peress, from the Conservation Law Founda tion.  I
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 1 have just a few questions that follow up on the b eginning

 2 of Mr. Donovan's cross-examination, primarily wit h respect

 3 to Mr. Baumann's testimony.

 4 BY MR. PERESS: 

 5 Q. Mr. Baumann, in your oral testimony today, you

 6 testified that "customers who do not take PSNH's Energy

 7 Default Service benefit from PSNH's owned generat ion

 8 assets as backup supply."  Is that correct?

 9 A. (Baumann) Yes.  I think I used that terminology .

10 Q. Yes.  And, I think you also used the terminolog y that

11 your proposal, that is PSNH's proposal here, is " to

12 monetize the value of that backup supply and asse ss

13 certain of those costs as a non-bypassable charge ."  Is

14 that consistent with your testimony?

15 A. (Baumann) Yes, I believe so.

16 Q. Okay.  And, so, on Page 4 and 5 of your written

17 testimony, as was discussed by Mr. Donovan, you

18 proposed that certain fixed costs has already bee n

19 reviewed, which include depreciation, property ta x

20 expenses, and the debt service component of the c apital

21 structure which supports PSNH's generation should  be

22 taken from the Energy Services Default rate and

23 included in a bypassable [sic ] charge payable by all

24 ratepayers in PSNH's service testimony [territory? ].
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 1 Do I have that correct?

 2 A. (Baumann) Included in a non-bypassable charge?

 3 Q. Yes.  

 4 A. (Baumann) Yes.  That's correct.

 5 Q. Okay.  

 6 A. (Baumann) And, that was the "$40 million" numbe r that

 7 earlier Mr. Rodier alluded to, that I now see on Page 5

 8 of that testimony, --

 9 Q. Yes.

10 A. (Baumann) -- Line 2.

11 Q. So, would you agree that the approximately $40 million

12 in fixed costs that you referred to in your testi mony

13 are costs -- are actual costs that are prudently

14 incurred by PSNH to provide the power it generate s to

15 customers within PSNH's service territory?

16 A. (Baumann) When you say the word "customers", th ey were

17 -- are you saying "all customers" or --

18 Q. Customers within PSNH's service territory.

19 A. (Baumann) We believe that a portion -- that tho se costs

20 are -- should be allocated to all customers

21 100 percent.

22 Q. Right.  And, do you believe that those are actu al costs

23 prudently incurred by PSNH to provide the power i t

24 generates to customers within PSNH's service terr itory?
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 1 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 2 Q. You had testified earlier that there are "cost

 3 pressure" -- there is "cost pressure" on the Ener gy

 4 Services rate due to capital improvements and

 5 expenditures at Merrimack Station due to environm ental

 6 requirements.  Are you -- when you said that, wer e you

 7 referring to the Scrubber Project and related upg rades?

 8 A. (Baumann) Yes, I was.

 9 Q. Will the debt service associated with the Scrub ber

10 Project and related upgrades be part of the fixed  costs

11 that you suggest should go into a non-bypassable

12 charge?

13 A. (Baumann) The capital costs that are part of th e Energy

14 Service rate are, you know, we haven't -- we don' t have

15 specific allocated debt costs for that capital pr oject.

16 It's really being capitalized through debt and eq uity.

17 But, so, I think, generally speaking to your answ er,

18 yes, to the extent the capital structure were to

19 change, that capital structure would be impacted both

20 from an equity and a debt perspective.  And, to t he

21 extent a portion of the debt service is allocated  to

22 generation, then it would -- it would change

23 potentially the allocated cost that was calculate d for

24 the debt portion of the return.
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 1 Q. Thank you.  So, putting that simply, some porti on of

 2 the debt service component of the capital structu re,

 3 which supports PSNH's generation, will increase d ue to

 4 the capital improvements associated with the Scru bber

 5 Project?

 6 A. (Baumann) I'm not sure it will increase, becaus e, you

 7 know, to the extent interest rates are down, it c ould

 8 have an overall decreasing effect.

 9 Q. So, let me restate that.  Some portion of the d ebt

10 service costs of the capital improvements at Merr imack

11 Station will be debt service costs associated wit h the

12 capital structure, which supports PSNH's generati on?

13 A. (Baumann) I think that's accurate, yes.

14 Q. Thank you.  For argument sake, if the Commissio n

15 rejects your proposal, and if you are unable to p ass

16 certain costs related to PSNH's energy supplies t o all

17 PSNH customers through a non-bypassable charge, d o you

18 believe that added costs and debt service that ar e

19 associated with the capital improvements at Merri mack

20 Station will exacerbate the fairness issue by

21 increasing the burdens on certain classes of

22 ratepayers?

23 A. (Baumann) I think, generally, the scrubber is a  project

24 that benefits all customers.  And, probably, in m y
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 1 opinion, would be closer to a non-bypassable char ge

 2 than a bypassable charge.  So, with that in conte xt, I

 3 think it might exacerbate the issue, yes.

 4 Q. Mr. Rodier asked some questions earlier about w hat the

 5 future may hold with respect to the Energy Servic es

 6 rate and the rate structure.  Would you agree tha t

 7 passing any increased supply costs onto Default E nergy

 8 Service customers is likely to increase migration , if

 9 the wholesale market rates and the cost of power

10 available from competitive suppliers does not sim ilarly

11 increase?

12 A. (Baumann) Well, if I could rephrase your questi on.  If

13 you said "the average cost in the ES calculation is

14 going to increase, where the market prices would remain

15 flat?"

16 Q. Yes.

17 A. (Baumann) Mr. Rodier gave a 15 year example of

18 stability for the market prices.  My answer this

19 morning was that, you know, to the extent there w as an

20 additional spread, and to the extent that additio nal

21 spread met the criteria of suppliers, and there w ere

22 offers out there that customers might take, then it

23 could quite possibly, and you could always come u p with

24 a hypothetical scenario that it would increase
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 1 migration.

 2 Q. I think you're kind of complicating the questio n a

 3 little bit.

 4 A. (Baumann) Okay.

 5 Q. It's a fairly simple question.  I asked you, if  PSNH

 6 incurred increased Default Energy Service costs, that

 7 is the cost of providing power to customers withi n its

 8 service territory, but the market did not have si milar

 9 increases, the wholesale market did not have simi lar

10 increases in costs, and, therefore, the cost of p ower

11 available from competitor -- competitive supplier s did

12 not similarly increase, would you expect there to  be

13 increased migration?

14 A. (Baumann) Again, it would depend on the spread.

15 Q. Well, obviously, based on my question, the spre ad would

16 be greater as between the cost of PSNH's Energy D efault

17 Supply rate and the cost of power available in th e

18 market.  So, I take it then, therefore, your answ er is

19 "yes"?  

20 A. (Baumann) No.  My answer is, it would depend on  the

21 spread, and then the customers' reaction to that

22 spread.

23 Q. And, how do customers react to the spread when PSNH's

24 costs increase faster than the cost available fro m
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 1 competitive suppliers?

 2 A. (Baumann) I don't know exactly how, how they re act, in

 3 terms of a linear reaction.  You're asking me to kind

 4 of come up with a linear reaction.  I will agree that,

 5 as the spread increases, theoretically, you'd pro bably

 6 have more migration.  But, I -- you know, because ,

 7 without a spread, there would not be as much migr ation.

 8 Q. Would you agree historically that, as the sprea d

 9 increases, there's been more migration?

10 A. (Baumann) Yes.

11 MR. PERESS:  I have no further

12 questions.  Thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Ms.

14 Hatfield.

15 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

16 Good afternoon, gentlemen.

17 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Good afternoon.

18 BY MS. HATFIELD: 

19 Q. Mr. Baumann, do you recall discussing this morn ing, and

20 also in prior testimony, that really the reason t hat

21 we're here today is because of your discussion ab out

22 the fact that the 2010 Energy Service rate is 5 p ercent

23 higher due to costs related to PSNH dealing with

24 migration?
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 1 A. (Baumann) Yes.  That was part of the September '09

 2 testimony we referred to earlier.

 3 Q. And, do you -- have you also filed testimony wi th the

 4 Commission in the current 2011 Energy Service rat e

 5 case?

 6 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 7 Q. And, that is docketed as DE 10-257?

 8 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 9 Q. I'd like to show you a data response from that docket.

10 (Atty. Hatfield distributing documents.) 

11 BY MS. HATFIELD: 

12 Q. And, do you see that this is in DE 10-257, PSNH 's

13 response to Staff 01-001?

14 A. (Baumann) Yes.

15 Q. And, it's dated "October 21st, 2010"?

16 A. (Baumann) Correct.

17 Q. And, if we look at the question, Staff is askin g -- I'm

18 sorry, I am pointing you to the wrong question.  Let me

19 do that again.

20 (Atty. Hatfield distributing documents.) 

21 MS. HATFIELD:  I will be asking

22 questions about that one, but that will be later.

23 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Do you have an extra

24 copy for Mr. Hall?  Thank you.
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 1 BY MS. HATFIELD: 

 2 Q. And, this response, also in DE 10-257, is PSNH' s

 3 response, your response, actually, to Staff 01-00 5, is

 4 that correct?

 5 A. (Baumann) Correct.

 6 Q. And, that's also dated "October 21st, 2010"?

 7 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 8 Q. And, in this question, Staff refers to that num ber that

 9 you provided back in last year's docket, the "5 p ercent

10 higher", and they ask you for an estimate for the  2010

11 Energy Service rate, is that correct?

12 A. (Baumann) Yes.

13 Q. And, in your response, what you say is that act ually

14 the effect is higher for 2011, and the figure tha t you

15 use is "8 percent higher", is that correct?

16 A. (Baumann) Yes.

17 Q. So, actually, the problem is getting worse?

18 A. (Baumann) Yes.

19 Q. Could you briefly describe the second paragraph  of your

20 response, as to how you calculated that number.

21 A. (Baumann) Well, I'll avoid the wordy explanatio n in

22 Paragraph 2.  Basically, we ran a hypothetical PS NH

23 Energy Service rate assuming no migration.  So, f ull

24 load requirements on Energy Service, and came up with a
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 1 parallel cost calculation.  And, we compared thos e two

 2 rates.  We compared those two rates.  And, I beli eve,

 3 subject to my memory, is I think the rate was abo ut 8.7

 4 cents that we filed, and the no migration rate wa s

 5 about 8 cents.  So, that differential of about ro ughly

 6 seven mills is your 8 percent differential.

 7 Q. And, the Company typically files an update to t he

 8 proposed rate in December of each year?

 9 A. (Baumann) Yes.

10 Q. So, those numbers could change based on that

11 forthcoming update?

12 A. (Baumann) Yes.

13 Q. Now, turning to the response to Staff 01-001, i n

14 10-257.

15 MR. EATON:  Could we mark this last one?

16 MS. HATFIELD:  Oh.  Could we get that

17 marked.  Sorry.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  We'll mark for

19 identification as "Exhibit Number 7" the Data Req uest

20 Staff 01, Question 005, in docket DE 10-257.  And , we'll

21 mark for identification as "Exhibit 8" Staff Ques tion 1 --

22 Staff Set 01, Question 001.

23 (The documents, as described, were 

24 herewith marked as Exhibit 7 and  
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 1 Exhibit 8, respectively, for 

 2 identification.) 

 3 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

 4 BY MS. HATFIELD: 

 5 Q. Mr. Baumann, in this question, Staff asked you to

 6 provide information that is provided in detail on  the

 7 second page of that response, is that correct?

 8 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 9 Q. And, if you turn to Page 2, you can see two tab les

10 there, correct?

11 A. (Baumann) Yes.

12 Q. And, Table 1, underneath the header it says "Th e

13 following summarizes by generating unit the forec asted

14 costs for 2011 in thousands of dollars."  Is that

15 correct?

16 A. (Baumann) Yes.

17 Q. So, do I understand correctly, if I look at the  "Total

18 Cost" line, the total costs for PSNH's generation  in

19 2011 are projected to be three -- just over

20 $341 million?

21 A. (Baumann) Yes.

22 Q. And, you had a discussion earlier this morning about

23 "fixed costs", do you recall that?

24 A. (Baumann) Yes.
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 1 Q. And, in your testimony in this docket, in 10-16 0, you

 2 used a figure of "$40 million" as fixed costs rou ghly.

 3 Do you recall that?

 4 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 5 Q. But, if we look at this table for 2011, could y ou help

 6 me understand which of these you would consider t o be

 7 "fixed costs"?

 8 A. (Baumann) Well, consistent with that discussion  this

 9 morning, the third line, "depreciation", is

10 22.6 million; "Property Tax" is 10.9 million; and  then

11 embedded in the rate -- "Return on Rate Base" lin e,

12 which is the last line in Table 1, 43 million, th ere

13 would be a debt component and an equity component .

14 And, I believe this morning, when we were talking  about

15 the "40 million" number, and I found it later on in the

16 response to Staff 01, Question 001 in this docket

17 today, we gave a break out of that "40 million" n umber.

18 And, it was based on the Energy Service calculati on

19 that was filed with the Commission in June of 201 0.

20 And, the debt portion of return was 10.3 million in

21 that number.

22 So, to go back to your question, I

23 would, using about 10 million for debt return, an d 22.6

24 million and 10.9 million for depreciation and pro perty
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 1 taxes, you can add them up as well as I can, but it's

 2 about $43 million.

 3 Q. Now, looking at the list of costs, "fuel costs" , is

 4 that something that you would say is generally a

 5 "variable cost"?

 6 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 7 Q. Because if a unit doesn't run at all, it wouldn 't incur

 8 fuel costs?

 9 A. (Baumann) Correct.

10 Q. What is included in "O&M costs"?

11 A. (Baumann) The lion share of O&M would be operat ional

12 and maintenance costs.

13 Q. And, do those change a lot related to how much a unit

14 runs?

15 A. (Baumann) I would say no.  This is where you ge t into

16 the quasi-fixed/quasi-variable.  You know, you co uld

17 make an argument that, if the units did not run a t all,

18 zero, then those O&Ms would go down.  But that's not in

19 the realm of operational status that I talked abo ut

20 this morning, in terms of a bandwidth of "normal

21 operation".  So, generally speaking, we consider the

22 O&M costs as, you know, we didn't put them into t he

23 "fixed" column, because they could be variable.  But

24 there's a very good argument that some of those c osts
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 1 would have to be maintained if you had a continue d need

 2 of your generation, you'd have to maintain the un its.

 3 Q. So, some portion of that $116 million should be

 4 considered "fixed" for purposes of developing a

 5 non-bypassable charge?

 6 A. (Baumann) I wouldn't use the word "should", I'd  say

 7 "could be", "could be used".

 8 Q. And, just to further illustrate that, if we loo k at the

 9 line for O&M costs for Newington, it shows just o ver to

10 $10.3 million, is that correct?

11 A. (Baumann) Yes.

12 Q. And, Newington, what you're proposing for 2011 is a

13 very low capacity factor, correct?

14 A. (Baumann) That's true.  

15 Q. So, that's an illustration of the fact that, ev en if

16 the unit doesn't run very much, it still has cert ain

17 O&M costs? 

18 A. (Baumann) Oh, certainly.  Because, if the units  are

19 needed for reliability, you don't have to necessa rily

20 run to be important, especially on those very hot  days

21 in the summer, when the unit is needed to run.  S o,

22 that's why I'm saying, most of these, you know, m ost of

23 these are embedded costs in operation, really.  A re

24 they "fixed" in nature, "variable" in nature?  I would
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 1 say that they're, Newington might be a perfect ex ample,

 2 if you're incurring costs, so that they're availa ble to

 3 run, then you could argue that that availability is for

 4 the load that they're serving.  So, that would le nd

 5 itself more to an argument that they're Energy Se rvice

 6 costs, as opposed to general fixed maintenance co sts,

 7 such as property taxes and depreciation and debt

 8 service.

 9 Q. And, those are considerations that the Commissi on would

10 have to undertake if it were to approve a

11 non-bypassable charge?

12 A. (Baumann) Yes.

13 Q. You also, just a few minutes ago, discussed wha t you

14 propose would be in the non-bypassable charge.  D o you

15 recall that?

16 A. (Baumann) I'm sorry, "propose to be in the

17 non-bypassable charge"?  You're talking about our

18 option that we -- the three costs that we --

19 Q. Yes.

20 A. (Baumann) Yes.

21 Q. And, on Page 4 of Exhibit 1, you -- our attenti on was

22 brought to Lines 13 to 15, where you list

23 "depreciation", "property tax" and "debt service" .  Do

24 you recall that?
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 1 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 2 Q. Can you read the next sentence please that star ts on

 3 Line 15?

 4 A. (Baumann) Purchased power arrangements that wer e

 5 entered into to minimize future market exposure r isk

 6 would also have to be honored, and therefore coul d also

 7 be classified as fixed in nature.

 8 Q. And, then you go onto say that "the fixed porti on of

 9 [those] arrangements could be the above market po rtion

10 only."  Is that correct?

11 A. (Baumann) Yes.

12 Q. But I thought that I heard you testify that tha t wasn't

13 the Company's proposal, that you would be wanting  to

14 include over-market costs of power purchases in a

15 non-bypassable charge.  Did I get that wrong?

16 A. (Baumann) I'm sorry.

17 Q. Well, previously, you said -- I thought you sai d that

18 "costs related to power purchases were not to be

19 included in a non-bypassable charge", but maybe I

20 misheard you?

21 A. (Baumann) Well, the one option we laid out in o ur

22 testimony as a -- as just an option would be just  the

23 three costs that we identified previously.  But w e, as

24 we've said here, and we've said over and over aga in in
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 1 testimony, you know, that this is an issue that h as to

 2 be vetted by all parties, and ultimately decided upon

 3 by the Commission as to what is appropriate and n ot

 4 appropriate to include.  There is no one exact an swer

 5 here.  If there was, we would hopefully have figu red

 6 out and propose it.  But we did -- we did introdu ce

 7 this in this testimony, and we did it for a reaso n,

 8 because it was, you know, one of the items that w e

 9 considered.  And, you know, those contracts, at t he

10 time, when there was no migration, and gas prices  were

11 at Mr. Rodier's $10 level, and the economy was do ing

12 fine, those purchases were made for all load.  Ga s

13 prices plummeted, the economy went into the toile t.

14 I'm not sure there's too many people here that

15 predicted that.  But, if they did, hopefully they 're

16 wealthy at this point, or very poor.  And, we now  look

17 back on these purchases and say "Gee, they were

18 purchased for all customers, maybe all customers should

19 pay for them or the above market portion thereof" ,

20 because they were purchased for rate stability re asons,

21 as we discussed earlier.

22 Q. I'd like to ask you a question about your respo nse to

23 another data response in this docket.

24 (Atty. Hatfield distributing documents.) 
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 1 BY MS. HATFIELD: 

 2 Q. And, this is your response to CLF Set 01, Quest ion 003.

 3 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  We'll mark that for

 4 identification as "Exhibit 9".

 5 (The document, as described, was 

 6 herewith marked as Exhibit 9 for 

 7 identification.) 

 8 BY MS. HATFIELD: 

 9 Q. And, this question asked for "projections of fu ture

10 Energy Service rates over the next 5 years", is t hat

11 correct?

12 A. (Baumann) Yes.

13 Q. And, in your response, you provided many

14 qualifications, including the fact that you don't

15 actually have current projections, but nonetheles s you

16 provided a response, is that correct?

17 A. (Baumann) Yes, I worked very hard on that quali fication

18 or paragraph.

19 Q. But nonetheless you did provide a response that  shows

20 that rates look like they will be increasing, alm ost up

21 to 12 cents in 2015.  So, with all of your

22 qualifications aside, can you talk about what is

23 driving that increase?

24 A. (Baumann) Well, I think, fundamentally, the inc rease in
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 1 2013 and into '14 is dealing with the Merrimack

 2 scrubber costs.  That's certainly a big driver.  I

 3 don't recall what the projected costs of the fuel  in

 4 the forecast was.  But, if you wanted to know wha t the

 5 major driver was, I would say that is the major d river.

 6 It goes from 10 cents in 2012, to 11.2, then 11.7  in

 7 2014.  So...

 8 Q. And, I believe, in response to a question by

 9 Mr. Peress, you said that you thought that "the

10 Scrubber Project provides benefits to all custome rs",

11 is that right?

12 A. (Baumann) Yes.

13 Q. So that -- and, then you went on to say that it  -- so

14 that "it might be appropriate to include in a

15 non-bypassable charge"?

16 A. (Baumann) Yes.

17 Q. Are you aware of the provision in RSA 125-O tha t

18 requires that all costs related to the scrubber m ust be

19 recovered through the Energy Service rate?

20 A. (Baumann) Yes.

21 Q. But it sounds like you think that, despite that

22 requirement, you could take some of the scrubber costs

23 and put them in a non-bypassable charge to be pai d by

24 all customers?
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 1 A. (Baumann) No, I think that requirement is very clear.

 2 And, not being a lawyer, but I think you'd have t o have

 3 some change to that legislation to enact that.

 4 Q. I want to move on and talk about some of your t estimony

 5 about the use of RFPs.  Do I understand that PSNH  is

 6 opposed to the use of RFPs for procuring its mark et

 7 power needs?

 8 A. (Baumann) Well, we're opposed to any change in what

 9 we're doing today, if it's going to cost more mon ey for

10 customers.

11 Q. And, I think you, on that note, you made commen ts about

12 the fact that an RFP doesn't necessarily always r esult

13 in the lowest cost, is that right?

14 A. (Baumann) Yes.

15 Q. And, there's also been some discussion about th e

16 processes that National Grid and Unitil use to pr ocure

17 power and set their rates, is that correct?

18 A. (Baumann) Yes.

19 Q. And, are you aware of what the current rates ar e for

20 Unitil and National Grid customers right now?

21 A. (Baumann) No, we're not.

22 Q. Would you accept subject to check that, just in

23 September of this year, for small customers, the

24 Commission approved a rate for National Grid of 7  cents
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 1 for November 2010 to April 2011, and a rate of 7. 6

 2 cents for small customers of Unitil for the same time

 3 period?

 4 A. (Baumann) Subject to check, yes.

 5 Q. And, what is the current PSNH Energy Service ra te?

 6 A. (Baumann) Subject to check, 8.78.  I see some n oddings

 7 out in the audience, so I'll lock it in.

 8 Q. This morning, when you started your testimony a nd you

 9 provided your opening statement, you talked about  two

10 things that I want to explore with you.  I think that

11 you said that you thought there was a consensus a mong

12 the parties that the cost-shifting that is occurr ing

13 right now is a problem.  Did I get that right?

14 A. (Baumann) Well, there was discussion that there  was

15 cost-shifting.  And, yes, I interpret that to mea n that

16 that's a problem.  And, looking at other -- other

17 comments in the testimonies, yes, I took that as an

18 issue that was concerning.

19 Q. Would you also agree then that the parties -- t hat

20 there seems to be concurrence that there's a fair ness

21 issue before the Commission that needs to be addr essed?

22 A. (Baumann) Yes, I believe so.

23 Q. You also discuss the fact that there wasn't muc h

24 support for many of the parties for your non-bypa ssable
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 1 charge proposal or option, is that correct?

 2 A. (Baumann) I think that's very accurate.

 3 Q. And, in your rebuttal testimony, which is Exhib it 2, on

 4 Page 5, you criticize the OCA and the suppliers w ho

 5 filed testimony for "failing to focus on long-ter m

 6 strategies for stable rates at reasonable prices for

 7 all customers."  And, that's at Line 14 and 15.  Do you

 8 see that?

 9 A. (Baumann) Yes.

10 Q. But the only proposal that PSNH has made is for  a

11 non-bypassable charge?

12 A. (Baumann) Well, we have -- we propose that ther e are

13 costs that should be paid by all customers.

14 Mechanically, a non-bypassable charge would allow  you

15 to do that.

16 Q. But you've acknowledged that several of the par ties in

17 this case don't support that approach?

18 A. (Baumann) Correct.

19 Q. And, do you know if the BIA has a position or i f any

20 large customers have a position on the non-bypass able

21 charge?

22 A. (Baumann) We don't have any knowledge at this p oint.

23 Q. Do you have any other potential long-term strat egies to

24 address this issue?
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 1 A. (Baumann) Specific proposals, no.  We didn't of fer any.

 2 But, again, there's a short-term issue here, and the

 3 issue that's relevant today.  And, that's really all

 4 we've addressed at this point.

 5 Q. And, whose responsibility is it to address that  issue?

 6 A. (Baumann) I mean, it's the Company's responsibi lity,

 7 one.  But, certainly, it's any other associated p arty,

 8 the Consumer Advocates, I think, holds responsibi lity,

 9 the Staff, the Commission, state legislators.  I mean,

10 anyone.  It could be the general public, customer s, to

11 bring -- to bring an issue to the forefront.  We

12 brought this issue to the forefront.  But, in ter ms of

13 -- you say the word "responsibility", I think we' re all

14 in this boat together.  So, hopefully, we can ste er it

15 in the right direction.

16 Q. But I think you just said "we all have a respon sibility

17 to bring issues forward, correct?

18 A. (Baumann) I think that, if something is wrong, I think

19 everybody is responsible to try to correct the wr ong.

20 It's a matter of degree as to where you stand in the

21 pipeline as to how you can impact that responsibi lity.

22 Certainly, customers versus the OCA have a distin ctly

23 different -- different ability to impact the syst em.

24 Q. On Page 6 of your rebuttal, you, starting at Li ne 3,
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 1 you are discussing what's been described as "Mr.

 2 Traum's second idea" from his testimony.  Do you see

 3 that?

 4 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 5 Q. And, do you recall that that approach deals wit h trying

 6 to allocate costs to different groups of customer s?

 7 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 8 Q. And, you state, at Line 5, "This is an intrigui ng

 9 suggestion that perhaps should be explored more f ully."

10 Is that right?

11 A. (Baumann) Correct.

12 Q. When do you think we should explore that more f ully?

13 A. (Baumann) If I could throw that to Mr. Hall?  O kay.

14 A. (Hall) I think there's an opportunity, as a res ult of

15 this docket, for an outcome that would instruct t he

16 parties to work together, at least instruct PSNH,

17 Staff, and OCA to work together to try to come up  with

18 a potential solution.  Really, there's no time bo und on

19 it.  It's certainly something that can be done at  any

20 time.

21 Q. But, from a customer's perspective, who is faci ng

22 increasing rates each year as a result of these

23 problems due to migration, I would think a custom er

24 might think that time is of the essence, would yo u
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 1 agree?

 2 A. (Hall) Uh-huh.  Yes.

 3 Q. At the bottom of Page 6 in the rebuttal, at Lin es 20

 4 and 21, you state "PSNH's average ES rate is in e xcess

 5 of the short-term market price for larger custome rs."

 6 Do you see that?

 7 A. (Hall) Yes.

 8 Q. And, when you say "for larger customers", you m ean

 9 because they actually have access to the market?

10 A. (Hall) Yes.

11 Q. But, if all customers could access the market, it would

12 really be higher than market for all customers?

13 A. (Hall) Yes, but I don't know what the price wou ld be

14 for smaller customers.

15 Q. On Page 10 of your rebuttal, on Line 6 through 8, you

16 state "PSNH implemented a strategy, in consultati on

17 with the Staff and OCA, to procure power on a sta ggered

18 basis."  Do you see that?

19 A. (Hall) Yes.

20 Q. So, this was something that you implemented in response

21 to the cost-shifting resulting from migration?

22 A. (Hall) No.  This was something that was impleme nted in

23 response to significant swings in the price of en ergy

24 on the market, wholesale energy.
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 1 Q. So, when was that implemented?

 2 A. (Hall) I would say 2004 time frame, thereabouts .

 3 Q. On Page 12 to 13 of your rebuttal, near the bot tom of

 4 the page you cite to "RSA 369-B:3", do you see th at?

 5 A. (Hall) Yes.

 6 Q. And, I believe you're citing to that provision for --

 7 to support the proposition that PSNH must use its

 8 generating assets to provide Energy Service to

 9 customers, is that correct?

10 A. (Hall) Yes.

11 Q. Are there any limitations to that requirement i n your

12 mind?

13 A. (Hall) No.  I'm not sure I understand your ques tion.

14 Q. Well, what if the cost to serve, using PSNH's

15 generation, is 100 percent higher than market rat es.

16 Do you think that that provision still applies?

17 A. (Hall) Unless and until it changed -- it change s, yes.

18 Q. So, there's no point where this provision confl icts

19 with the Company's requirement to provide just an d

20 reasonable rates?

21 A. (Hall) I think, as long as the Commission appro ves the

22 rate level, the rates are, by definition, just an d

23 reasonable.

24 Q. And, so, there's no point at which you must div est or
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 1 retire your plants in order to provide just and

 2 reasonable rates?

 3 A. (Hall) No.  I'm not aware of one.

 4 Q. So, the cost to serve, using your generation, w hich

 5 becomes the Energy Service rates, could be ten ti mes

 6 what's available on the market, and PSNH should s till

 7 retain its generation for Energy Service purposes ?

 8 A. (Hall) I can't answer that question.  I don't h ave a

 9 number in mind.

10 Q. On Page 16 of your testimony, of the rebuttal, on Line

11 4, you state "The Commission should conclude that  the

12 current situation is resulting in an unfair shift ing of

13 costs to customers who have not migrated."  Did I  read

14 that correctly?

15 A. (Baumann) Yes.

16 Q. If the Commission does make that finding, how d oes that

17 address the cost-shifting that's occurring?

18 A. (Baumann) Well, I think we said in our original

19 testimony, you have to first believe that there i s an

20 unfair cost-shifting and/or allocation of costs.  If

21 the answer is "We don't believe there is", well, then

22 you're done.  But, if the question -- or, if the answer

23 is "yes, we do believe there is an unfair shiftin g

24 that's occurring", then you go to Issue Number 2,  and
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 1 that is "what do you do about it?"

 2 Q. So, that is Part 1 of what you're asking the Co mmission

 3 to do, I guess?

 4 A. (Baumann) Yes, I think that's -- I think it's a

 5 fundamental question that needs to be answered be fore

 6 you proceed, certainly, with Part 2.

 7 Q. You criticize the competitive suppliers for not

 8 addressing the "fairness" issue.  Do you recall t hat in

 9 your rebuttal?

10 A. (Baumann) Yes.  I think the word was, I'm not s ure

11 "criticize", I don't like that word, but, yes, we  were

12 disappointed that there wasn't a little more disc ussion

13 on that issue.

14 Q. But they -- I think, I'm recalling your opening

15 statement, you said "they didn't address the "fai rness"

16 issue, but they just offered options to address t he

17 problem."  Is that right?

18 A. (Baumann) They -- if I had to really summarize it at a

19 high level, I'd say they said "Let's just restruc ture."

20 I know one of the testimonies said "Well, you cou ld bid

21 them into the mark.  We don't think that's optima l.  We

22 think divestiture is optimal."  Certainly, we hav e no

23 cost figures or anything on the record in this do cket

24 that you could make a decision on that type of
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 1 situation in time.  But, you know, they really --  they

 2 really just said "Let's just go to an open and

 3 transparent process.  Let's let the markets work.

 4 Let's get to where we need to go."  And, you know , our

 5 rebuttal was, "I'm not sure we want to go there."   And,

 6 you know, we don't want to be necessarily similar  to

 7 CL&P and Western Mass. Electric, because their ra tes

 8 have been very costly for customers, and CL&P the y

 9 continue to be costly.

10 Q. So, what do you think that the suppliers should  have

11 done to address the "fairness" issue, if you're c orrect

12 that all of the parties agree that what's happeni ng

13 right now isn't fair?  What more should they have  done

14 in their testimony?

15 A. (Baumann) Well, that's a tough question.  You k now, I

16 don't think, and that's why I balked at the word

17 "criticism".  You know, the suppliers are a for-p rofit

18 organization, looking to sell their products.  An d,

19 there is nothing wrong with that.  I'm not sure t hey

20 had necessarily an obligation to propose somethin g.

21 But, again, as I said in the testimony, I think t he

22 words were that "we were disappointed" that there

23 wasn't some type of additional discussion.  We do n't

24 believe that going to a full RFP process addresse s the
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 1 "fairness" issue.  We believe it takes you into a

 2 different world, in effect, from a regulatory

 3 perspective and a recovery perspective.  And, whi le we

 4 don't disagree that some people think that's the world

 5 you should be in.  We don't believe that that's, at

 6 this point, the cost-effective way to go.

 7 However, you really got to get back to

 8 and not cloud the issue.  The first issue is the

 9 "fairness" issue.  And, do we think making RFPs, you

10 know, more available to suppliers, as opposed to us,

11 PSNH, purchasing bilaterals is going to impact th e

12 "fairness" issue?  We don't think it will impact the

13 "fairness" issue, because the migration has cause d

14 that.  So, it's -- you know, we've got really two

15 different issues running in this docket.  And, th e one

16 issue we keep pushing to the forefront is the iss ue

17 that we try and, you know, open the docket with, and

18 that's the "fairness" issue.

19 Q. There are several references in your rebuttal t o the

20 motives of the competitive suppliers.  Do you rec all

21 that?

22 A. (Hall) Yes.

23 Q. And, you say, on Page 16, at Line 13, "Supplier s are

24 motivated by one thing -- profit."  Do you see th at?
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 1 A. (Hall) Yes.

 2 Q. But PSNH is a for-profit corporation, is that c orrect?

 3 A. (Hall) Sure.

 4 Q. And, you make a profit from providing Energy Se rvice to

 5 your customers?

 6 A. (Hall) Yes.  But the difference is that PSNH's profit

 7 doesn't change based on how much Energy Service i t

 8 provides.

 9 A. (Baumann) And, we don't make a profit when we g o out

10 and transact for, say, a bilateral contract.

11 Q. But someone makes a profit when you enter into a

12 bilateral contract, correct?

13 A. (Hall) Uh-huh.

14 A. (Baumann) Sure.

15 Q. If you're directly from a generator, the genera tor is

16 making a profit.  And, then, if you buy from what  you

17 call the "middleman", the middleman is also addin g a

18 profit possibly?

19 A. (Baumann) That's true.

20 Q. Mr. Baumann, do you think that rates and the

21 rate-making process should be transparent to cust omers?

22 A. (Baumann) You're going to have to define "trans parent"

23 to me.  That's one of my other least favorite wor ds.

24 Q. Clear and easily understandable and available t o the
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 1 public?

 2 A. (Baumann) Well, certainly should be available t o the

 3 public.  You could try to make it as understandab le as

 4 possible, but you're well aware of the complexity  of

 5 rate-settings.  But, I mean, in general, in gener al,

 6 yes, it should open and accessible to the public,  and

 7 hopefully as understandable as possible.  But tha t's

 8 why we're here today, because it's usually not a simple

 9 issue.  There's very complex issues.  And, there' s a

10 lot of smart people in the room that address them  in a

11 lot of different ways.  But, generally speaking, sure,

12 it should be transparent, even though I cringe at  that

13 word sometimes.

14 Q. If you would turn your attention to what's been  marked

15 as Exhibit 6 please.  And, this is your response to a

16 data request in this docket that is number "OCA S et 01,

17 Question 006".

18 A. (Baumann) We're there.

19 Q. And, previously, you discussed the percentages of load

20 as of July in your affiliate companies, correct?

21 A. (Baumann) Yes.

22 Q. And, this question also asks about "programs or

23 policies that are in place to support or encourag e

24 residential and small customer migration", correc t?
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 1 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 2 Q. And, in your response for both Connecticut Ligh t &

 3 Power and Western Mass. Electric, you provide a l isting

 4 of those policies and programs that are available  in

 5 those states, is that right?

 6 A. (Baumann) Yes, we did.

 7 Q. And, if we look down under "CL&P", we see that you

 8 provide a list of customers available for a fee u nder

 9 Number 1, is that right?

10 A. (Baumann) Yes.

11 Q. And, that is provided to competitive suppliers?

12 A. (Baumann) I believe the competitive suppliers c an get

13 that information at this time in Connecticut.

14 Q. And, then, the second item is "quarterly insert s" that

15 CL&P does?

16 A. (Baumann) Yes.

17 Q. And, then, the third one is a "Customer Referra l

18 Program"?

19 A. (Baumann) Correct.

20 Q. And, then, under "WMECO", I won't go through th em, but

21 there are several things listed there that are si milar,

22 is that right?

23 A. (Baumann) Yes, that's correct.

24 Q. Are any of those in place in New Hampshire for PSNH?
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 1 A. (Hall) No.

 2 A. (Baumann) No, I don't believe they are.

 3 Q. Why not?

 4 A. (Hall) New Hampshire is in an entirely differen t

 5 situation than Connecticut and Massachusetts.  Mr .

 6 Baumann has referred to before the fact that CL&P

 7 divested its generation in the late '90s.  It's a

 8 completely different model.  And, therefore, has

 9 totally different rules.

10 Q. But does PSNH take any steps in New Hampshire t o help

11 customers become aware of opportunities to partic ipate

12 in the market?

13 A. (Hall) Yes.  I know that we have account execut ives

14 that meet with customers on a daily basis.  What they

15 say, I don't know.  But I know that they talk abo ut

16 market opportunities.

17 Q. I think I have just one last question, and this  is on

18 Page 2 of the rebuttal.  And, it has already been

19 asked, but I just -- I have to explore it further .  On

20 Line 11, on Page 2, you state "First, due solely to

21 migration of load by larger customers to competit ive

22 suppliers, smaller (primarily residential) custom ers

23 who remain on the ES rate are faced with higher c osts."

24 And, I think that, I can't remember which one of you,
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 1 one of you clarified that you didn't actually mea n that

 2 "migration is the cause of the higher costs", did  I get

 3 that right?

 4 A. (Baumann) Yes.  Probably the word "solely" shou ld have

 5 read "specifically".  In other words, it was

 6 specifically to migration that there is a

 7 cost-shifting, therefore the rate's higher, and t hat

 8 translates into higher costs to customers.

 9 Q. And, when -- I think we're all using the term o r the

10 word "migration" as shorthand for something other  than

11 actually migration.  And, what I mean by that is that

12 both of you have testified at different times tha t

13 "migration isn't the problem, migration is the go al of

14 state law", and you both have said you "support

15 migration", right?

16 A. (Baumann) Yes.  

17 A. (Hall) Uh-huh.

18 Q. So, the way we're using the word is really shor thand

19 for the problems that are resulting from how -- t he

20 steps PSNH is taking to try to meet what could be  the

21 demand from all of its customers, if they were ta king

22 Energy Service, is that right?

23 A. (Baumann) Yes, I believe so.  That was a long q uestion.

24 But I'll agree to it, yes.
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 1 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you.  I have

 2 nothing further.

 3 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Ms. Amidon,

 4 approximately how much cross do you have?

 5 MS. AMIDON:  One moment please.

 6 (Atty. Amidon conferring with Mr. 

 7 Mullen.) 

 8 MS. AMIDON:  Probably about ten minutes.

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Let's proceed with your

10 cross, and then after that we'll take the lunch r ecess.

11 MS. AMIDON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Good

12 afternoon.

13 BY MS. AMIDON: 

14 Q. This issue arose, as has been stated in this he aring,

15 in Docket Number DE 09-180, which was PSNH's peti tion

16 to establish an Energy Service rate for 2010.

17 A. (Baumann) Correct.

18 Q. And, did you file testimony in that proceeding?

19 A. (Baumann) Yes, I did.

20 Q. And, if I recall correctly, one of your proposa ls to

21 address the problem associated with the impacts o f

22 customer migration was a non-bypassable charge, i s that

23 correct?

24 A. (Baumann) That's correct.
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 1 Q. And, you recall that Mr. Mullen filed testimony  on

 2 behalf of Staff regarding that proposal, or you m ay

 3 not?

 4 A. (Baumann) I remember he did file testimony.

 5 Q. All right.  Well, basically, I went back and lo oked at

 6 Mr. Mullen's testimony.  And, he expressed the op inion

 7 that supply-related costs stemming from power

 8 purchases, and I know that you're not asking

 9 necessarily for that directly or indirectly, well ,

10 we'll figure that out, but that costs associated with

11 the power purchases or from PSNH's generating

12 facilities do not appear to qualify as a "strande d

13 cost" under the statute.  And, the reference to t he

14 statute is RSA 374-F:2, IV.  Do you remember that  he

15 offered that opinion?

16 A. (Baumann) Yes, I do.

17 Q. So, in that instance, how do you distinguish, i f you do

18 at all, the costs that you would propose to inclu de in

19 this non-bypassable charge in this proceeding, fr om

20 those costs that you talked about in DE 09-180?  Are

21 there any differences or are these the same categ ories

22 of costs?

23 A. (Baumann) Well, in 09-180, we really -- it was a very

24 high-level testimony.  And, we introduced it, fro m my
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 1 perspective, when I hear -- when I hear a cost is

 2 "non-bypassable", it's very clear to me what that

 3 means.  And, that's why we proposed or defined th e

 4 costs that we were talking about as "non-bypassab le",

 5 because every customer pays for it, regardless of  where

 6 that customer lies in their supply of electricity .  So,

 7 I think -- I think, conceptually, it is the same type

 8 of costs today, as it was back in 2009.

 9 Q. Well, do you think you have more, coming down f rom the

10 high level, do you think you have a better or mor e

11 definite idea of what you would think would be in cluded

12 in those, in a non-bypassable charge?

13 A. (Baumann) Well, yes.  I mean, we, and I remembe r a data

14 request, it may have been in that docket, where w e kind

15 of listed a hierarchy of costs.  The top of the p age,

16 it was variable costs, fuel being the number one,  and

17 then it kind of progressed down the list of costs .

18 And, your bottom three costs were your depreciati on,

19 your property taxes, and then your debt service, which

20 was more the "fixed" end of the spectrum.  So, yo u know

21 we maintain that those are readily identifiable a nd

22 certainly costs that we believe are 100 percent i n

23 fixed cost nature that support a system for all

24 customers.
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 1 Q. Is it the Company's position then, at this poin t, that

 2 the type of non-bypassable charge that you propos e in

 3 this docket is consistent with the definition of

 4 "stranded costs" found in the statute?  I can sho w you

 5 the statute, if you like?

 6 A. (Baumann) That probably won't help.  Let me tak e a shot

 7 at it, and then maybe Mr. Hall can help out, too.   When

 8 I think of "non-bypassable costs", I don't necess arily

 9 think of "stranded costs".  I think they're two

10 distinct issues.  And, I'll give you an example.  In

11 Connecticut, we kind of crossed this bridge at on e

12 point, around the late 1990's, and we actually ha d

13 legislation and we created a non-bypassable charg e.

14 Now, Connecticut had a lot more reliability issue s than

15 New Hampshire did, with reliability must-run char ges

16 and as such.  But it was the same type of concept .

17 They were costs that, because of restructuring, a nd

18 because of the way the new world was being create d,

19 that we needed the ability to collect certain cos ts

20 from all customers.  We've talked about that issu e

21 again this morning with respect to scrubber costs .

22 And, putting aside the legislation, I think it's very

23 clear.  You know, when we wrote the testimony in 2009,

24 we weren't really talking necessarily about "stra nded
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 1 costs".  We may have referred to them as costs th at

 2 could be treated such as stranded costs, you know ,

 3 through a non-bypassable charge, but I don't thin k we

 4 were -- I don't think we're wedded to meeting the

 5 "stranded cost" statutes for dealing with these t ype of

 6 costs.

 7 Q. Did you say that in Connecticut they passed leg islation

 8 to authorize the implementation of a non-bypassab le

 9 charge for the situation you just described?

10 A. (Baumann) Yes.  There is specific legislation.

11 Q. Okay.  And, to your knowledge, is there any leg islation

12 in New Hampshire authorizing the Commission to

13 establish a non-bypassable charge?

14 A. (Baumann) Well, certainly not -- certainly not as

15 specific as Connecticut.  But, having read the bi ts of

16 the legislations over the last few months, we bel ieve

17 that the Commission could put another non-bypassa ble

18 charge on the bill, if they wanted to.  Assuming that

19 would be the way they go, we believe that that wo uld be

20 in keeping with their rights and regulations, you  know,

21 to follow the regulations that exist today.

22 Q. So, you don't think it's consistent with the de finition

23 of "stranded cost"?

24 A. (Baumann) Well, I've never thought of it that w ay.
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 1 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  Would you expect that the Co mpany

 2 would propose to include other costs for inclusio n in

 3 this non-bypassable charge in the future?  And, i f so,

 4 what kinds of costs?

 5 A. (Baumann) Well, I think you'd have -- I think y ou'd

 6 have to continue to look at the costs that were i n that

 7 charge, specifically, the allocation of what are now

 8 defined as "Energy Service costs", that you'd wan t to

 9 collect from all customers, because they benefit all

10 customers.  If you're alluding to something outsi de the

11 Energy Service spectrum, at this point, I don't b elieve

12 there are any that we would necessarily look to

13 collect.  There has been discussion about the scr ubber

14 technology that's being put on Merrimack.  But, r ight

15 now, I think our testimony says that the legislat ion is

16 pretty clear on where that's supposed to be recov ered.

17 But that could change.  And, if it did change, th en I

18 would suggest that it could be put in a non-bypas sable

19 charge that would be charged to all customers, be cause

20 of its overall benefit to all customers.

21 Q. And, I'm trying to get clear on what you're pro posing

22 to do with or if you're still asking the Commissi on,

23 and I'm not clear on this, whether you're still a sking

24 the Commission to consider including above-market  costs
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 1 of purchased power agreements in the non-bypassab le

 2 charge.  Is that something that you're asking the

 3 Commission today?

 4 A. (Baumann) Specifically, no.

 5 Q. Could you explain further then why it's "specif ically,

 6 no"?

 7 A. (Baumann) Well, first of all, those above-marke t

 8 contracts will end within a year, probably, one o f the

 9 drivers.  They're not a long-term type of cost, s uch as

10 depreciation, property taxes, and debt service.  I

11 think that's probably our main driver.  You know,  we

12 looked to try and quantify something so that the

13 parties could get their hands around certain cost s that

14 we think are clearly fixed in nature and clearly

15 support the system that is available for backup t o all

16 customers.  So, I think those are the two real re asons

17 that we did not include them.

18 Like I said before in testimony, you

19 know, when you look at the spectrum of fixed vers us

20 variable costs, it gets argumentatively a mixture , in

21 effect, as you get into the spectrum.  Fuel is

22 variable, certainly, and then the other ones we

23 identified are all fixed.  There is an argument t o be

24 made that the above-market portion of those contr acts
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 1 could be part of that non-bypassable charge.  You  know,

 2 we're trying to take small steps at this time.  A nd,

 3 certainly, just introducing the concept has been a

 4 major step.  So, we didn't -- we didn't go as far  as

 5 dollarizing and putting that into our 40 million

 6 number.  But, as we did say, it could be conceptu ally

 7 considered part of that.

 8 Q. Would it apply to existing contracts or any pot ential

 9 future purchased power contracts?  

10 A. (Baumann) It could be for both.

11 Q. And, do you have any idea how the Commission wo uld --

12 you would request the Commission to make a

13 determination whether to include those costs?

14 A. (Baumann) Well, the existing contracts exist to day.

15 And, just as we do in the Energy Service right no w, we

16 have contracts that are above market for the IPPs .  So,

17 there's a calculation that's in place.  For futur e

18 purchases, you know, we'd have to come up with an

19 estimate, if there were contracts that are necess ary,

20 with a drop in load, that requirement for bilater als

21 has decreased substantially.  To the point that t here,

22 you know, at least in today's world, there wouldn 't

23 necessarily be any costs, because there aren't go ing to

24 be any more bilaterals until something changes, i .e.,
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 1 the economy turns around, Energy Service load

 2 potentially increases, and then you have to go ou t and

 3 cover your positions on, you know, using bilatera l

 4 contracts, or something similar to that.

 5 So, it's kinds of a tough question to

 6 answer, depending on which way you go.  I think,

 7 generally speaking, if you agreed on the concept and

 8 you agreed that there was a fairness issue, and a  cost

 9 allocation issue or cost-sharing, cost-switching issue,

10 then you'd have to -- you'd have to be kind of fl exible

11 in the future as to what type of costs go into th at

12 non-bypassable rate.

13 Q. So, you're not foreclosing asking the Commissio n for

14 above-market or other costs associated with poten tial

15 purchased power agreements to be included in this

16 non-bypassable charge?

17 A. (Baumann) No, we're not.

18 Q. Okay.  I want to talk about the stay-out provis ion.

19 And, I think the Company stated, and I think it's  been

20 discussed several times today, that the Company h as

21 said that they "embrace migration" and that migra tion

22 is a good thing.  And, I think that in the testim ony,

23 and I'm sorry I don't have a reference, and you c an

24 correct me if I'm wrong, that the Company also sa id
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 1 that they saw a stay-out provision as an obstruct ion to

 2 customer movement between PSNH and the third part y

 3 supplier, is that correct?

 4 A. (Baumann) Do you have a specific reference or - -

 5 Q. Well, I think if you -- yes.  It's Staff Data R equest

 6 01, Set 01, Number 003.  And, I can give you a co py.

 7 A. (Baumann) We have them.

 8 Q. Okay.  And, that question, I think, directly re lates to

 9 the stay-out provision.  And, then, the relevant part

10 of the answer says: "PSNH embraces migration and does

11 not see anything wrong with customers migrating f rom

12 PSNH's supply.  PSNH views the stay-out provision  as an

13 obstruction to customer movement between PSNH Ene rgy

14 Service and third party suppliers that does not r esolve

15 the underlying fairness issue as it relates to th e cost

16 recovery of backup supply."  But, if you -- so, a re you

17 with me?

18 A. (Baumann) Yes.  Sorry.

19 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  Has the Company considered t hat the

20 existence of a non-bypassable charge would also a ffect

21 customers' decisions as to whether or not to move

22 between PSNH and a competitive energy supplier?

23 A. (Baumann) If you put the costs in the right buc ket,

24 i.e., have the proper customers paying for the pr oper
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 1 costs, and then give what I'll call a more approp riate

 2 comparison of what an Energy Service customer sho uld be

 3 paying versus the market, I don't think there's a ny

 4 obstruction there.

 5 Q. But would it not be more expensive for a custom er to

 6 migrate to a competitive supplier, knowing that t hey

 7 would have to also pay PSNH this non-bypassable c harge?

 8 A. (Baumann) Well, if the non-bypassable charge is  set up

 9 and it's in place, then that customer would be on  an

10 Energy Service rate that would be more appropriat e, 5

11 to 8 percent less than what it is today.  And, at  that

12 point, they would then have to make a decision as  to,

13 you know, the non-bypassable charge would be ther e

14 either way.  So, they would be making the same

15 decision, but they would be making it from an Ene rgy

16 Service rate that we believe is more appropriate.

17 Q. However, if a large customer is a customer of U nitil,

18 they can migrate to a competitive supplier, they can

19 choose to take competitive supply, and they don't  have

20 any additional costs.  So, it creates a different

21 situation -- a more anti-competitive situation fo r a

22 similar customer situated in PSNH's franchise, if  they

23 have to pay the additional non-bypassable charge.   I

24 mean, have you considered whether or not this has  some
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 1 kind of negative effect on migration?

 2 A. (Hall) I don't think it would.  I view it a lit tle

 3 differently.  I don't view it as an additional co st

 4 that the customer would pay if they migrated.  I view

 5 it as a cost that all customers would pay.  And,

 6 therefore, there's no additional cost associated with

 7 migrating.

 8 Q. Well, let's put it this way.  The migrating cus tomer

 9 would now pay a cost that, in the present world, that

10 customer would not have to pay?

11 A. (Hall) As compared to where they are today?

12 Q. Correct.

13 A. (Hall) They would pay the cost through the deli very

14 portion of their bill.  I agree with that.

15 Q. All right.

16 A. (Baumann) Now, your question was difficult to a nswer,

17 because you keep comparing the Unitil versus PSNH , and

18 they're in totally different stages of restructur ing.

19 MS. AMIDON:  I'm going to ask Mr. Mullen

20 to further address this particular question.

21 MR. MULLEN:  Good afternoon.

22 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Hi.

23 BY MR. MULLEN: 

24 Q. Well, to keep going on this subject, assuming y ou have
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 1 two similar companies that operate in New Hampshi re;

 2 one is in Unitil's service territory and one in P SNH's

 3 service territory.  

 4 A. (Hall) Uh-huh.

 5 Q. Assume that they are both offered the same pric ing

 6 terms from a competitive supplier, and the rate i s at

 7 below Unitil's default rate and it's also below P SNH's

 8 Energy Service rate.  If both companies take serv ice

 9 from the competitive supplier, wouldn't the compa ny in

10 PSNH's service territory be at a competitive

11 disadvantage to the other company that's in Uniti l's

12 service territory, because the company in PSNH's

13 service territory would have to pay not only the

14 competitive supplier rate, but also the non-bypas sable

15 charge?

16 A. (Baumann) Not necessarily.  Would the rates pos sibly be

17 different?  Yes.  But the PSNH customer would be paying

18 for a backup supply service or a backup supply th at

19 we've been talking about here, whereas the Unitil

20 customers, there is no backup, i.e., there is no

21 generation backup.  Now, how much value that is?  You

22 know, you'd have to -- you could debate that fore ver as

23 to what the value of that is.  Certainly, in CL&P , over

24 the last five, six, seven, eight years, we've tur ned
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 1 occasionally and said "gee, I wish there was an

 2 alternative."  There wasn't an alternative.  So, you're

 3 still kind of comparing two like companies, but t hey're

 4 getting, in effect, a different value for what th ey're

 5 paying.

 6 Q. I was comparing two like companies who are list ing all

 7 their costs, and they're figuring out how to pric e

 8 their products.  And, forgetting the whole idea o f, you

 9 know, getting backup service, I'm just looking at  it

10 from a cost perspective.

11 A. (Hall) You could make that argument, though, ab out any

12 kind of cost.  For example, above-market costs

13 associated with IPPs, where PSNH was required to

14 purchase from IPPs, Unitil wasn't, even for those  IPPs

15 in their service territory.  I mean, yes, it's a

16 non-bypassable charge, it's charged to all PSNH's

17 customers.  And, using that logic, one could conc lude

18 "well, PSNH has this non-bypassable charge and Un itil

19 doesn't, therefore customers are at a competitive

20 disadvantage in PSNH's service territory."  I gue ss you

21 could conclude the same thing about any cost that 's in

22 one utility's rates and not in the others.

23 A. (Baumann) You also have to look, and I conclude d my

24 little testimony this morning about "long-term
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 1 solutions based on short-term issues".  And, I th ink

 2 what you describe very accurately is a short-term  issue

 3 that's very important to companies, but, in the l ong

 4 term, I'm not sure that would be -- that the Comp any at

 5 PSNH would be at a disadvantage or an advantage.  It

 6 would depend on where market prices go.  And, you  could

 7 just as easily flip that advantage and disadvanta ge

 8 around, if market prices were to go back to what they

 9 originally were.  Then, the cost of backup supply  might

10 be -- might be a lot less expensive than the mark et.

11 So, it's a -- we've discussed this internally.  A nd,

12 it's a very difficult issue to get your hand all around

13 -- get your hands around, because you don't reall y know

14 where the market's going to be.  But you can argu e on

15 one side or the other, depending on what your mar ket

16 assumptions were.  And, Mr. Rodier had his nickel  gas

17 for the rest of creation.

18 You know, that's one side you could look

19 at and one assumption level.  But, if you -- if y ou're

20 looking long term, we believe that there is certa inly a

21 difference, and you raise a short-term issue.  Bu t

22 we're not sure if that's how we should planning f or

23 this, for these rates for customers.

24 Q. Okay.  Well, considering the short-term and lon g-term,
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 1 I know we went over our ten minutes.  Let me try to

 2 wrap this up and we talk about short-term.  Ms. A midon

 3 had mentioned the stay-out provision, and she rea d from

 4 a response from PSNH that said that weren't in fa vor of

 5 a stay-out provision.  Would the existence of suc h a

 6 provision aid PSNH in better planning its purchas es? 

 7 A. (Baumann) Well, it would certainly prevent a gr oup of

 8 load from coming back.

 9 A. (Hall) Right.

10 A. (Baumann) We'd have to keep track of how much t hat is.

11 If it's one year, everybody leaves at certain tim es.

12 But it certainly would prevent everyone jumping b ack

13 immediately, because there would be a stay-out

14 provision.  So, to that extent, it would help in that

15 perspective, yes.

16 Q. So, if PSNH is better able to plan its purchase s by

17 knowing that certain customers will not be receiv ing

18 Default Service for a certain period of time, wou ld

19 that help mitigate the costs associated with powe r

20 purchases that non-migrating customers are now

21 responsible for paying?

22 A. (Baumann) I think, generally speaking, it proba bly

23 would, yes.  You'd have more certainty.

24 Q. If PSNH was to establish a stay-out provision t hrough
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 1 its tariff, would it be difficult to implement?

 2 A. (Hall) I don't think so.  But, without talking to the

 3 people in Billing, I hesitate to say "no, it woul dn't."  

 4 A. (Baumann) And, it would probably -- I mean, it would

 5 create a programming challenge for our IT people in the

 6 C2 system, but, you know.

 7 Q. So, would it be costly to implement?

 8 A. (Hall) I don't know.

 9 Q. Thank you.

10 A. (Baumann) I think it would be more in terms of the

11 time, you know, how long it would take to do and the

12 availability of people.  

13 MR. MULLEN:  Thank you.  Staff has

14 nothing further.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Let's take stock

16 of where we are.  We'll need to take a lunch rece ss.  I'm

17 thinking of coming back at 2:30.  We'd have quest ions from

18 the Bench, and then opportunity for redirect.  An d, then,

19 we have four other witnesses.  I'm reluctant to p redict

20 how long that's going to take.  But we're not -- I don't

21 think we're going to be in a position to go past 4:30

22 today.  We have the morning available tomorrow to  resume.

23 But I would just suggest, within those parameters , the

24 parties think about that during the lunch hour, a nd we'll
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 1 pick up -- Mr. Donovan, did you have something?

 2 MR. DONOVAN:  Mr. Chairman, just perhaps

 3 a suggestion.  Could we perhaps canvas and see wh o has

 4 cross for whom, maybe that will help figure out.

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, why don't you do

 6 that -- I was thinking we could do that after lun ch.

 7 We're coming back, and then let me know what you figure

 8 out over the lunch hour, and then we'll just cont inue to

 9 move through with the witnesses.  

10 Okay.  We'll resume at 2:30.

11 (Whereupon the lunch recess was taken at 

12 1:15 p.m. and the hearing resumed at 

13 2:40 p.m.) 

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We're back on the

15 record.  And, before we resume, is there anything  to

16 report on a meeting of the minds?

17 MS. AMIDON:  Yes.  The parties have

18 agreed to resume the hearing tomorrow morning at 9:00 a.m.

19 But today we're going to revise the list of witne sses.

20 And, this will be the order of witnesses for the remainder

21 of the hearing.  First, Ms. Hennequin, then Mr. H achey,

22 third Mr. Traum, and finally Mr. Allegretti.  And , in

23 addition, the parties discussed when would be a g ood time

24 to file legal briefs, and recommend that the Comm ission
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 1 require them by January 7th, 2011.  And, that's i t.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  All right.  Anything

 3 else?  We'll start with Commissioner Ignatius.

 4 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Good

 5 afternoon.

 6 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Good afternoon.

 7 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

 8 Q. Let me first start out with just a couple of qu estions

 9 clarifying, in my mind, the situation that we're trying

10 to assess and work to resolve.  The testimony in both

11 Exhibit 1 and 2 describes the current situation a s

12 being "short-term", and then today you referred t o it

13 as a "short-term problem".  But you've also said that

14 "no one can predict rates", "no one knows where t hings

15 are going".  So, help me understand how you come to

16 think of this as a "short-term problem".  And, I won't

17 put words in your mouth.  You just, as open ended  as I

18 can be, just help me understand this.

19 A. (Baumann) Sure.  I think I would have character ized it

20 more as an issue that we need to solve, at least in the

21 short term.  If you get something in place, you k now,

22 some type of a mechanism in place, and the migrat ion

23 level stays at about this level, it goes up a lit tle,

24 goes down a little, depending on you knows what's  going
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 1 to happen.  Then, you have something in place in the

 2 short term.  In other words, I meant it more in t erms

 3 of "let's get it done in the near term", as oppos ed --

 4 maybe "near-term" would have been a better term, to get

 5 something in place now, as opposed to potentially

 6 waiting and going through, you know, like one of the --

 7 well, a couple of suppliers talked about "divesti ture".

 8 When we get to divestiture is not necessarily a

 9 short-term issue, with all you have to do to go t hrough

10 it and study it and then come to a conclusion.  S o, I

11 think probably the word "near-term" should have b een a

12 better issue.  This is not a short-term issue tha t is

13 going to go away.  It's a near-term issue that we

14 believe should be addressed in the near term, whi ch

15 then hopefully will give us a mechanism to go for ward

16 long term.

17 Q. And, in your testimony, you refer to an "unprec edented

18 low level of natural gas prices".  Do you have a view

19 on whether that is a short-term situation or long , and

20 you can define what "long" is, but more than --

21 something that will be with us for the next few y ears?

22 A. (Baumann) No, I don't.  But I'll relay a little  story

23 briefly.  Now, years ago, and this was back in th e, oh,

24 probably late '80s, I was in a hearing.  And, the re was
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 1 an individual who had a Ph.D and had -- he was a very

 2 smart individual.  And, I was in a hearing, and h e was

 3 saying that, "In Connecticut, we don't need a fue l

 4 clause anymore, because oil prices are stable and

 5 probably will remain stable."  And, they had been

 6 stable for about five or six years, at about $17,  $18,

 7 $19 a barrel.  And, I really didn't have the

 8 wherewithal to argue with this individual, who wa s far

 9 my superior academically, but I sat there and sai d "I

10 don't believe it.  I don't believe it's going to stay

11 at $18, $19 a barrel", unlike Mr. Rodier's 5 cent

12 power.  Okay.  It's a hypothetical, but I don't t hink

13 that anybody would bet the ranch on that one.  We  ended

14 up prevailing, and the Commission felt that there  was

15 no -- no way of really knowing long term that tha t was

16 going to happen, and the Commission found in our favor.

17 We kept the fuel clause, and about two years late r we

18 had $70 and $80 a barrel oil.  And, you know, his tory

19 repeats itself.  You can -- all the cliches you w ant.

20 I've seen the gas market over the last 20, 25 yea rs,

21 you know, I've seen the prices spike to $8, $9 in  the

22 winter, and then drop down to $3 or $4 in the sum mer.

23 We saw them spike two years ago up in the 16, $15 /$16

24 range.  So, you know, I would be a fool if I said  I
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 1 knew what was going to happen in the future.  But  I

 2 think I'd be fool if I said that they were going to

 3 remain this low.

 4 Q. Do you do any rate trajectories, looking out ov er two,

 5 three, five years?

 6 A. (Baumann) We just take, when we do our budgets,  we take

 7 the forward pricing as it exists today.  But, bea r in

 8 mind, when we do our budgets, the fuel portion of  those

 9 budgets are fully tracked.  So, whether we budget  for

10 5-cent gas or 10-cent gas, from an earnings

11 perspective, it doesn't matter, because they're f ully

12 tracked.  Everything is deferred for recovery.  S o,

13 from a budget perspective, the only significant t hing

14 for us is that we get the cash flow as best we ca n,

15 i.e., we're going to have to pay for fuel that's at,

16 you know, 5 cents, versus 6, 7 cents, but, from a n

17 earnings perspective, there is no impact on a bud get,

18 because they're fully tracked.  So, we don't

19 operationally, other than for cash flow purposes,  we

20 don't really have a need, from an earnings perspe ctive,

21 to really get the pricings correct, because there  is no

22 earnings impact.

23 Q. But, when you're trying to assess whether to ma ke a

24 supplemental power purchase, if it's more than a spot
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 1 purchase, don't you have to have some expectation  of

 2 pricing to know if the offer you're seeing is any  good?

 3 A. (Baumann) Well, and I believe our -- I know our

 4 purchasing people look at the forward market pric es

 5 today.  I mean, you buy, you know, you buy based on

 6 your knowledge today, as to what they are.  So, w hen we

 7 bought the power purchases that are out-of-market  now,

 8 at the time that was the prevailing rate at that point

 9 in time.  I'm sure there were experts that felt t hat

10 that rate was going to go down, and I'm sure ther e were

11 experts that felt that rate was going to go up.

12 Because we actually had -- I know a couple of our

13 purchases were at -- you know, we had a huge spik e.

14 And, as the rates came down, we purchased on the

15 downside, not on the peak.  But that peak may hav e been

16 just a plateau.  But it wasn't, it was a peak.

17 Q. You said earlier this morning that you were not

18 interested in any change in your procurement if i t

19 meant greater costs passed onto your ratepayers.  Is

20 that fair?

21 A. (Baumann) Correct.

22 Q. And, are you assuming that an RFP process will have

23 that result of passing on greater costs to ratepa yers?

24 A. (Baumann) Yes.  Assuming there was a dialogue a bout
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 1 bilaterals and RFPs, and I -- I forget exactly wh o it

 2 was between, I know Mr. Hall was talking, I think  it

 3 was Mr. Patch.  But they're two distinct things.  I

 4 mean, a bilateral contract, as we were talking ab out

 5 it, is a known contract for a particular time per iod,

 6 for a particular level of load.  And, whereas an RFP,

 7 if it's a load-following RFP, that's something th at's

 8 distinctly different.  It has more risk involved,

 9 because you don't know exactly what the load is, if

10 it's load-following.  A bilateral, you'd go out a nd

11 typically go out, say, to a broker or to a genera tor,

12 and you would transact for a bilateral.  With an RFP,

13 people would bid on that RFP.  They would have to  go

14 out and buy power somewhere, either from a genera tor or

15 a broker, same as us, but then they would have to  put

16 their mark-up on there for their costs and profit .  So,

17 that's why, when we look -- when we think of doin g --

18 our group doing bilaterals, certainly we have peo ple

19 who have to, you know, payroll costs to do those

20 bilaterals.  That's no different than the supplie rs,

21 but then the suppliers also have their return tha t they

22 have to tack on in an RFP process.  And, that's n ot

23 even distinguishing between this risk, a risk pre mium

24 that might have to be paid, because an RFP, the w ay
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 1 we're thinking about, is an RFP is maybe more of a

 2 load-following type of RFP, as opposed to a bilat eral,

 3 which might be just a block of power at a defined

 4 level.

 5 Q. Mr. Hall, a question for you.  You had said thi s

 6 morning that you didn't think there would be a ch illing

 7 effect on customers making choices to go to third  party

 8 suppliers, if you designed the bypassable --

 9 non-bypassable charge correctly.  "If it was desi gned

10 right, it wouldn't have that chilling effect."  I s that

11 correct?

12 A. (Hall) Yes.

13 Q. Can you elaborate on that more please?

14 A. (Hall) Sure.  I think -- excuse me.  I think, a s long

15 as you were to design a non-bypassable charge, an d

16 that's the same amount paid for by all customers,  then

17 it doesn't have that chilling effect.  Because,

18 regardless of whether you take Energy Service fro m PSNH

19 or from a competitive supplier, if you pay the sa me

20 amount, then the comparison is still appropriate,  it's

21 between the Energy Service rate versus the market  price

22 that the customers are offered by a supplier.

23 Q. There's certainly a change in the incentive on the part

24 of customers, under today's system, to go to the
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 1 outside market, than there would be -- there woul d be

 2 less they would gain from going to the outside?

 3 A. (Hall) Yes.  Yes.  Because a portion of the cos ts that

 4 are currently recovered through the Energy Servic e rate

 5 will be recovered somewhere else.  I agree.

 6 Q. And, so, is it your view that there is less inc entive

 7 on the part of customers to make that switch, but

 8 that's appropriate, because those charges should be

 9 assessed to them, no matter what the mechanism is , they

10 should be paying that?

11 A. (Hall) Yes.  Because of the reasons that Mr. Ba umann

12 described earlier, which is there's always this f leet

13 of assets ready and able to serve them when they return

14 and provide price stability.

15 Q. Both of you have talked about price stability a s being

16 very important on the part of customers.  And, I guess

17 I wonder then why, if it's that important, why ha ve we

18 seen so much migration and going to the outside.  You

19 know, for customers who are facing what could be a much

20 more volatile set of prices, they're making that

21 choice.  So, how do you square that, the numbers you're

22 seeing of migration with what you believe to be a  real

23 strong interest on their part for stability?

24 A. (Hall) The Energy Service rate is set for a one -year
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 1 period.  I think what happens is, when customers see

 2 what the Energy Service rate is going to be, they  make

 3 a decision based on what the rate is versus the o ffers

 4 that they get.  And, depending on the nature of t he

 5 offer, there may be an open provision for them to

 6 return.  It may be a lower rate for a period of a  year

 7 or more, where a customer can take advantage of t hat

 8 lower rate, as compared to today's Energy Service  rate.

 9 They may be choosing some extended form of price

10 stability.

11 Alternative -- in addition, customers

12 know that, even if they migrate, they always have  that

13 Energy Service rate from PSNH that they can retur n to

14 that's going to be a relatively stable rate level .  So,

15 I think what's happening is customers are reactin g to

16 short-term -- relatively short-term price signals , and

17 making their decision accordingly.  They're makin g

18 economic decisions, and taking service from the m arket

19 from competitive suppliers.

20 Q. So, when you talk about "stability", you mean, did I

21 follow this right, that what customers are willin g to

22 take the risk of a volatile market, because they know

23 they can come back to a stable PSNH price, if nee d be?

24 A. (Hall) Yes.  And, the issue of price stability was
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 1 raised in the context of going to an RFP approach  for

 2 Energy Service.  If you go to an RFP approach, an d you

 3 no longer rely on PSNH's approach, where its got its

 4 generating assets supplemented by market purchase s, if

 5 you're entirely subject to the market, now prices  can

 6 jump all over the place.  History has shown that market

 7 prices are pretty volatile, and can be extremely

 8 volatile over relatively short periods of time.  So

 9 that price stability becomes more of a concern wh en you

10 no longer are -- have the approach that we've bee n

11 using for establishing Default Energy Service rat es.

12 And, it's stability in both directions.

13 Q. How do you mean?

14 A. (Hall) Up, as well as down.

15 Q. Oh.  Okay.

16 A. (Hall) Customers -- customers, I believe, are w illing

17 to sacrifice potential reductions in their Energy

18 Service price in exchange for a relatively stable  rate

19 level.  We, as consumers, make those kind of deci sions

20 all the time, when we decide whether we ought to prebuy

21 our oil, whether we decide on a fixed rate or var iable

22 rate mortgage for a home that we purchase.  You m ake

23 those kind of trade-offs.  It all depends on what

24 you're looking for; something stable and known or  are
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 1 you willing to run the risk.

 2 Q. Well, it sounds like we've gone full circle the n or

 3 maybe I misunderstood.  Initially, I thought that 's

 4 what you were talking about is price stability.  

 5 A. (Hall) Okay.  

 6 Q. And, it didn't square with the fact that so man y large

 7 customers have left and are willing to take that risk.

 8 So, I thought then what you were saying is "stabi lity"

 9 meaning, "if it gets really bad, I can always run  back

10 to PSNH"?

11 A. (Hall) Yes.  It's really both.  They know they can

12 always come back to PSNH, at a relatively stable price.

13 Oh, by the way, if, in the next year or two, it l ooks

14 like the market is going to be lower, a customer will

15 take advantage of that.  They will select a compe titive

16 supplier and pay a lower rate for a year or more.

17 Q. Both of you have reminded us that the situation s in

18 Connecticut and Massachusetts are different than they

19 are in New Hampshire, because of the status of

20 divestiture.  Though, I wonder how you compare th e two

21 companies in New Hampshire that are already doing  RFPs

22 who don't have generation assets, and yet provide  the

23 same failsafe return option for customers who fin d the

24 volatile market to be more than they can take.  I n that
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 1 sense of the ability to return to the regulated

 2 utility, are you any different?

 3 A. (Hall) Are we indifferent?

 4 Q. Are you different, on that level, independent o f your

 5 owning generation assets, from the perspective of

 6 customers who leave, in New Hampshire, and have t he

 7 ability to return to the utility if it gets too b ad out

 8 there in the competitive market, aren't you the s ame?

 9 You, Unitil, and National Grid the same?

10 A. (Hall) I think generation ownership puts PSNH i n a

11 significantly different situation.  Owning genera tion

12 provides a hedge against market pricing swings.  And,

13 as a result, I think that's what makes PSNH diffe rent

14 from the other two utilities.  The other two -- t he

15 other two utilities have implemented mechanisms w here

16 they guard against wild swings by laddering portf olios

17 of purchases.  And, that's their way of dealing w ith

18 wide price swings and uncertainty.  Laddering of a

19 portfolio works great, if market prices are relat ively

20 stable or increasing.  If the prices suddenly tur n and

21 go down, what happens is it takes longer to catch  up

22 reach the market, if you've got a laddered portfo lio.

23 So, you know, there are advantages to that approa ch, in

24 that, yes, it does provide price stability.  But,  when
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 1 it comes to price downturns, you don't have as mu ch

 2 down -- you don't have as much potential on the

 3 downside in a down market, if you have laddered

 4 portfolios.

 5 The difference -- the difference with

 6 PSNH is that, even with wild swings in market pri ces,

 7 as I said earlier, generation provides a hedge.  Yes,

 8 generation costs are going to go up and down with

 9 swings in fuel prices.  But, to the extent that w e burn

10 coal, to the extent that we have dual fuel capabi lity

11 at Newington, to the extent that we burn wood at

12 Schiller, we're not subject to large swings in pr ices

13 due to one commodity.  It's a relatively diversif ied

14 portfolio, and there are options available even w ithin

15 the generation portfolio with regard to fuel choi ce and

16 dispatchability.

17 A. (Baumann) Commissioner, if I could just add?

18 Q. Please.

19 A. (Baumann) I see a big difference with PSNH and the

20 other New Hampshire utilities, in that, if the

21 customers in the other utilities decide, if they have

22 switched to a third party and decide to come back , they

23 come back to some type of a market determined rat e.

24 They don't come back to PSNH generation, like Mr.  Hall
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 1 just pointed out.  And, if you recall, we had a

 2 discussion in part of my testimony that talked ab out

 3 the burden -- would it be a burden if we went to full

 4 requirements service and the Commission's burden.   We

 5 put that in there for various obvious reasons.  B ut the

 6 one item that would be really extremely critical would

 7 be, do you ladder the market purchases, the fallb ack or

 8 the safe haven, or whatever you refer to it as?

 9 "Failsafe", I think you said.  Do you ladder that ?  Do

10 you not ladder that?  Connecticut decided to ladd er it,

11 and it worked very well in a rising market.  It h elped

12 customers, and we had very little migration.  Now , we

13 have a plummeting market, and the customers have

14 started to migrate.  The rates were up to about 1 2

15 cents, and now, come January 1st, they're going t o be

16 down about nine and a half cents.  So, you can se e now

17 the laddering, we're on the side where we're star ting

18 to fill in with the future tranches that are chea per.

19 And, you know, so, it's not so much the administr ative

20 burden that, okay, the people would come in and w e'd

21 say "these are the lowest bids".  And, you'd look  at

22 them and say "Okay, it's market prices, it's low,  we'll

23 take them."  But it's a matter of how you're goin g to

24 want to take those bids, and will you want to lad der,
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 1 will you want to expose PSNH's customers to the g ood

 2 side of the ladder, which might be a 7, 8 cent co st or

 3 9 cent, because, you know, there's going to be mo re of

 4 a mark-up for residential than there would be for  large

 5 customers.  And, then, also expose them potential ly to

 6 a market that might swing significantly within a year

 7 or two, which is very short term.  Connecticut di dn't

 8 want that.  And, Connecticut said "we are going t o

 9 ladder."  We've been in times when the laddering of

10 price has been really good, and they have said "n o,

11 we're going to stick with our ladder, because tha t's

12 our approach."  And, sometimes it works, sometime s it

13 didn't.  But it had really -- really was looking for

14 rate stability.  They didn't want to see huge swi ngs.  

15 Massachusetts has been different.

16 Massachusetts takes a full year's worth of -- tak es 50

17 percent of the load for a full year.  So, we're

18 constantly moving ahead six months on load.  So, you

19 have -- it's much less of a ladder, whereas

20 Connecticut, it's laddered for about three years.   And,

21 so, in Massachusetts, they didn't benefit as much  as

22 the Connecticut people did in the rising price

23 scenario, but now they have benefited more in the

24 falling prices, because they have gotten better q uicker
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 1 than Connecticut.  So, that's a real pivotal deci sion

 2 process that the Commission and any other interes ted

 3 parties would have to go through, if they were

 4 designing something for a very large load that PS NH

 5 does have in New Hampshire.

 6 Q. Let me ask you, there's a representation in the

 7 Constellation testimony of Mr. Allegretti that ha sn't

 8 been testified to yet, but everyone has seen in

 9 prefiled testimony.  On Page 9, and you may not h ave it

10 here, but I'll read you a sentence that says, and  this

11 is at Line 3, "In this regard, PSNH's performance  as a

12 portfolio manager, 28 percent above market, is no t

13 encouraging."  Do you accept the "28 percent abov e

14 market" as being a fair representation of where y ou

15 are?  And, I know it doesn't really give you time

16 periods on when that's measured.  But do you have  a

17 sense of where you are in relation to market pric ing?

18 A. (Hall) Yes, I don't agree with the characteriza tion.  I

19 think it's taking -- it's making a comparison tha t's

20 not appropriate to make.  He was referring to a

21 response to a data request.  And, we answered by

22 looking at the cost of purchases that were entere d into

23 a year or more prior, and comparing it to today's

24 short-term locational marginal price, if you will .
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 1 Locational marginal price really isn't a market.  It's

 2 an hourly and it's -- it's a day-ahead market, it 's not

 3 the kind of market where one would enter into a l onger

 4 term transaction necessarily to purchase at an ho urly

 5 price.  So, I think the comparison is not correct .

 6 When the purchases that PSNH made, which

 7 are above today's comparable market, there's no

 8 question, but, when those purchases were entered into

 9 back in 2008, they were at market.  They weren't above

10 market at the time.  What happened in the interim ?  Gas

11 prices plummeted, because of the economy, because  of

12 other reasons, the entire market shifted downward .  So,

13 in 2008, when we made a purchase for power, say, in the

14 Summer of 2009, at a certain price, by the time w e got

15 to the Summer of 2009, one could buy power for th at

16 time period or for that month at a lower price th an

17 what one could have bought it for back in 2008, w hen

18 the decision to make the purchase was made.

19 Again, we talked about this earlier, but

20 the reason we entered into those transactions was  to

21 provide price stability.  Had prices continued to

22 climb, and had market prices continued to shift u pward,

23 the purchases would have been well under market a nd

24 would have looked like a great decision.  So, you  can't
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 1 necessarily say "all right, a purchase made a yea r and

 2 a half ago, it turns out that today's market has

 3 shifted downward, and, therefore, it was a bad

 4 decision."  You can't conclude that.  That's not a

 5 valid conclusion.

 6 Q. Throughout your testimony, the concept of "fair ness"

 7 has been front and center, and you've characteriz ed

 8 this as really the heart of the matter to resolve .

 9 And, I struggle with that as well, that something

10 doesn't feel right about the way -- the way those

11 remaining customers are left with costs with fewe r and

12 fewer people to share those.  There's another

13 "fairness" concern I have working against that, a nd

14 would be interested in your thoughts on this.  An d,

15 that's that, for those who choose to leave PSNH a nd go

16 elsewhere, they're buying from some entity that a lso

17 has fixed prices built in, depreciation and prope rty

18 tax, the items that you've identified as being fa irly

19 recovered by all customers.  So, for those who ta ke

20 that competitive supply, are they being charged f or the

21 same types of items twice?  And, if so, is that f air?

22 A. (Baumann) Well, I think the distinction I see, and I

23 think we alluded to it this morning, was there's a

24 benefit to backup supply.  And, we've made an att empt
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 1 to dollarize it.  And, I think any way you want t o

 2 dollarize it, you can criticize or you can questi on.

 3 But I don't -- we're just trying to dollarize a b enefit

 4 associated with that supply, that safety net that  they

 5 have, that they don't have with going to, you kno w,

 6 that CL&P doesn't have and that the other custome rs in

 7 New Hampshire of the other utilities don't have.  They

 8 don't have a generation safety net or stability, as Mr.

 9 Hall just referred to.  I really think that's the

10 distinction.

11 Now, we struggled with -- we were firmly

12 committed internally to "there is a big benefit h ere

13 that only a portion of the customers are supporti ng."

14 But we did go round and round as to how you dolla rize

15 it.  And, we felt compelled that we needed to try  to do

16 something to dollarize it.  I went to our rates p eople,

17 you know, back in Connecticut, and I said, you kn ow,

18 "Backup service, what is "backup service"?"  And,  it

19 has a little different meaning when you're chargi ng

20 customers for that type of backup service.  But i t was

21 -- it was a tough thing to dollarize.  And, so, w e sat

22 down and we said "well, look, you know, what are the

23 foundation fixed costs that support this system?"   And,

24 we did come up with the 40, 44 million, depending  on
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 1 which filing you're looking at, as those costs.  I

 2 don't -- I don't look at it as a duplication.  I look

 3 at it as a beneficial cost -- as a cost associate d with

 4 a benefit that customers are getting, even the on es

 5 that migrate.  And, they're not paying anything f or it.

 6 I've always thought it's a very hard, logical arg ument

 7 to refute.  And, I really haven't heard anybody r efute

 8 it.  How to dollarize it?  You know, that's a dif ficult

 9 thing to do.  

10 But, I agree 100 percent with you that,

11 when we first started looking at it, we said

12 "Something's wrong here.  And, why is it wrong?"

13 "Well, there's a benefit that people aren't payin g for

14 customers, because they have migrated.  And, if t hey

15 come back, they will get that benefit."  And, the n, we

16 kind of scratched our heads for a while and said "How

17 are you going to dollarize that benefit?"  

18 And, if you recall in the first

19 testimony, where we filed in 2009, we went around  and

20 around.  And, initially, that testimony was very vague.

21 And, we said "No, we've got to get a little more

22 specificity to this."  Because, you know, in a ra te

23 setting proceeding, people like to know how big t he

24 breadbox is.  And, so, we did it with and without
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 1 rates.  And, we said "okay, that differential is about

 2 7 mills."  And, in today's world, I think I menti oned

 3 this morning "8.7 cents versus 8 cents", that's t hat

 4 differential.  And, then, we said "well, gee, wha t

 5 would it mean if we took out about $40 million, a nd

 6 what would that, you know, what would that impact  the

 7 rate?  And, would it make the rate -- would it ge t to a

 8 reasonable level?"

 9 So, we kind of selected that "fixed

10 cost" definition of backup supply benefit as a

11 reasonable compromise, if you will, to a reasonab le

12 level of costs that we could specify clearly and

13 accurately, and yet not get into serious cost

14 allocation questions as to what's really fixed, w hat's

15 variable, what's a combination fixed/variable, be cause

16 it gets extremely theoretical at that point.  So,  it's

17 kind of a mix of everything.  But it -- But, I ag ree

18 with you, it's something we really believe isn't right.

19 And, like I said this morning, we want to at leas t take

20 a step, a little step towards what we think is be tter.

21 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  That's been

22 very helpful.

23 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Thank you.

24 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Commissioner Below.  
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 1 CMSR. BELOW:  Thank you.

 2 BY CMSR. BELOW: 

 3 Q. On Page 4 of Exhibit 2, your rebuttal testimony , at

 4 Line 22, you state that "risk premiums for future  price

 5 risk and risk premiums for future volume risk due  to

 6 factors such as weather and economic conditions a re

 7 inherently included in the price paid by customer s."

 8 And, you go on and say "PSNH does not believe the se

 9 risk premiums will be free."  Is it fair to say t hat

10 such risk premiums are, in effect, embedded in PS NH's

11 Energy Service rate, as well as the idea that was

12 proposed here for full requirements service?

13 A. (Hall) No.

14 Q. Why?

15 A. (Hall) They're not in PSNH's Energy Service rat es

16 because, to the extent that there are volume

17 differences or whether, in economic conditions, P SNH's

18 mechanism is reconciling.  So, in effect, custome rs are

19 accepting those risks when it comes to Energy Ser vice.

20 Q. So, there isn't a risk premium, the customers j ust bear

21 the risk --

22 A. (Hall) Yes.

23 Q. -- is what your saying?

24 A. (Hall) Yes.  When it comes to a supplier, a sup plier is
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 1 the one who bears that risk.  And, that risk has to be

 2 included in whatever price they charge.

 3 Q. But, for instance, in the Summer of 2008, when PSNH

 4 chose to buy blocks and strips of power --

 5 A. (Hall) Uh-huh.

 6 Q. -- for many months, --

 7 A. (Hall) Yes.

 8 Q. -- that proved to be well above market, the cus tomers,

 9 there wasn't a risk premium, but the customers pa id the

10 cost of that decision being significantly above m arket,

11 is that fair to say?

12 A. (Hall) Yes, subject to prudence review.

13 Q. Okay.  In Exhibit 1, at Line -- on Page 3, Line  23, you

14 say that the problem is "due primarily to the mig ration

15 of some customers (mostly larger customers) to th ird

16 party supply".  What do you mean when you say "mo stly

17 larger customers"?

18 A. (Baumann) What we meant there was, I mean, most  of the

19 -- most of the customers initially who started

20 migrating were the larger customers.  You know, t hey

21 had a better load profile, and you can certainly market

22 a lot easier to one customer, as opposed to 5,000

23 customers with the same overall load in aggregate .

24 And, what we have seen in all of our jurisdiction s,
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 1 including PSNH, is that the best customers get pi cked

 2 off first, the largest customers, the better load

 3 profile customers.  And, so, it leaves -- it leav es

 4 mostly residential and small C&I with either the last

 5 time -- you know, they're the last people to get

 6 offered an alternative supply or they don't get o ffered

 7 an alternative supply, because the profit margin isn't

 8 such that it would be worth a third party supplie r to

 9 offer them a supply.  

10 Q. If we look at the Consumer Advocate's prefiled

11 testimony, Attachment 3, it has the "2nd Quarter 2010

12 Report" to the PUC on migration.  And, I think th at

13 indicates that maybe almost half of the load is f rom

14 the largest class, LG, Large C&I rate customers.  Have

15 you found that?

16 A. (Hall) Yes.

17 Q. How would you characterize the kind of metering  you

18 have for those customers?

19 A. (Hall) Metering?

20 Q. Do you have interval metering for those custome rs, such

21 that you might know, for instance, their hourly l oad

22 profile -- 

23 A. (Hall) Yes. 

24 Q. -- or a competitive supplier would?
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 1 A. (Hall) Yes.

 2 Q. And, how do you read those meters for those LG

 3 customers?

 4 A. (Hall) I'm not sure I follow you.

 5 Q. Do you manually send someone out in the field t o look

 6 at their meters or do you have communication with  those

 7 LG customers' meters, the very large customers?  Do you

 8 have Advanced Metering Infrastructure at all for these

 9 large --

10 A. (Hall) For most of them, no, we do not.  For mo st of

11 them, I believe we still send the meter reader to  the

12 location to get a reading.  

13 Q. For the LG customers, though, can you get hourl y

14 consumption data?

15 A. (Hall) Yes.

16 Q. And, how about GV?  

17 A. (Hall) Same.  Same thing.

18 Q. And, then G?

19 A. (Hall) Rate G, most customers do not have meter s that

20 are capable of hourly intervals.

21 Q. Okay.  Could you -- this is a record request.  I guess,

22 well, first, let me ask, have you prepared the 3r d

23 Quarter 2010 Report, do you know?

24 A. (Hall) I don't believe I have yet.
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 1 Q. That would be through the end of September.  We ll, what

 2 I'd like to ask --

 3 A. (Hall) I don't believe we have yet.

 4 CMSR. BELOW:  What I'd like to ask for,

 5 as soon as it's available, is the 3rd Quarter 201 0 Report

 6 to be made an exhibit.

 7 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We will reserve

 8 Exhibit 10.

 9 (Exhibit 10 reserved) 

10 CMSR. BELOW:  And, if you could provide

11 in with that the data for the non-migrating custo mers,

12 that is the number of customers who are on Energy  Service,

13 or could be the total customers, and the total

14 kilowatt-hours delivered by the same rate classes  for

15 either the total customers or those who are on En ergy

16 Service.  And, then, if you could also provide th e

17 percentages, in much the same way that Unitil and  National

18 Grid do for this third quarter, I would appreciat e that.

19 Can you do that?

20 WITNESS HALL:  I missed the very last

21 part.  The percentages?

22 CMSR. BELOW:  The percentages, by load

23 and by number of customers, of -- the percent tha t have

24 migrated --
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 1 WITNESS HALL:  Got you.  Yes.

 2 CMSR. BELOW:  -- or the percent of load

 3 that has migrated, by month and by customer class .  And, I

 4 said "in much the same manner that Unitil and Gri d do".  I

 5 think, if you look at those reports that are atta ched to

 6 the same testimony, you can see that kind of info rmation.

 7 BY CMSR. BELOW: 

 8 Q. It seems like -- would it be fair to say that t here's

 9 two, at least two, but there's two distinct probl ems at

10 issue here?  One seems to be that PSNH's average

11 embedded cost to providing electricity through it s

12 Default Service rate is above market currently.  Is

13 that a fair statement?

14 A. (Baumann) Yes.

15 Q. And, that results in some of these migration is sues and

16 cost issues.  A separate issue seems to be that a

17 concern is currently the marginal cost is below y our

18 average embedded cost, or to say the market price  is

19 lower than your average embedded cost.  And, the second

20 concern is, at some point in time, whether that's

21 sooner or later, there could be a change in that

22 situation.  Where the market price or the margina l cost

23 is higher than your average embedded cost, and th en

24 customers will kind of come flocking back.  And, that
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 1 is they're both -- it sounds like both are of con cern

 2 to you, but that second problem is that sort of l ooming

 3 as something that really provokes the "fairness"

 4 question from your point of view?

 5 A. (Baumann) Well, you're right, the second issue,  if they

 6 come flocking back, they're going to come flockin g

 7 back, because market prices have increased over t he

 8 embedded cost of our generation.  So, in that

 9 short-term scenario, we are going to be looking f or and

10 making sure we have enough gen -- or, load source s to

11 meet those requirements, in a market with rising

12 prices.  And, you know, you like to buy power in

13 markets where the prices are going down, not goin g up.

14 And, I think we talked about it a little this mor ning,

15 when the other questioners asked the same issue.

16 So, yeah, it's a concern.  It's a

17 concern either way.  And, I guess that's -- that' s one,

18 one benefit of a stay-out provision.  Although, w e

19 think they're not necessarily that's a real good thing

20 to do, but that is a benefit of the stay-out prov ision,

21 you don't have to -- you mitigate that risk, whic h

22 again we talked about earlier this morning.

23 Q. And, that's part of the concern that you were

24 testifying to in your Exhibit 1, your original
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 1 testimony, at Page 5, Line 17 and 18 -- or, 18 an d 19,

 2 where you refer to "customers do not [have to] pa y

 3 anything for this guarantied backup supply unless  and

 4 until they return to ES service."  And, then, on the

 5 next page, at Line 10, you point out that, "As a

 6 supplier of last resort, PSNH would then be requi red to

 7 secure supply for these returning customers durin g a

 8 period of rising market prices", which would crea te

 9 this problem of adding a marginal cost to lower a verage

10 embedded costs and raising costs for all customer s, the

11 benefit being -- going particularly to the custom ers

12 who have migrated back at that point in time, or

13 relative benefit to them is attractive?

14 A. (Baumann) Certainly would be a benefit for them ,

15 because they would be migrating back to a better

16 situation.  However, if, again, if the variable c osts

17 are above the average embedded cost, then, even t hough

18 that would have an increasing effect on the ES ra te, if

19 you had to cover those marginal customers at the

20 marginal cost, the customers coming back, you'd

21 probably still then have, on average, an ES rate that

22 was lower than the current market.  Because, if t he

23 embedded cost is higher than market, and the mark et now

24 goes the other way, and customers start coming ba ck,
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 1 you may be paying above -- you'd be paying the hi gher

 2 market prices, that will increase your average, b ut the

 3 customers staying, who stayed on the average embe dded

 4 all the time, would, in that scenario, have prici ng

 5 that was less than the marginal.

 6 Q. Right.  Less than the marginal, but it would st ill be

 7 trending up, if you were having to buy additional

 8 supply at greater than your average embedded cost  or

 9 variable cost or however you're --

10 A. (Baumann) That's correct.

11 Q. Okay.

12 A. (Baumann) Somewhere along the line they'd be ki nd of

13 neutral.  And, you know, as the variable cost get s up,

14 they'd be actually benefited, however, their pric e

15 would be increasing, but not at the same rate as the

16 market price.

17 Q. On Page 2 of your rebuttal testimony, at Line 1 1, I

18 think you said you might substitute the word

19 "specifically" for "solely".  But, in any case, i t says

20 "due specifically or solely to migration of load by

21 larger customers to competitive suppliers, smalle r

22 customers who remain on the ES rate are faced wit h

23 higher costs."  Did you do anything to, in making  that

24 statement, and part of that seems to be that ther e's --
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 1 the marginal cost is lower than the average embed ded

 2 cost.  So, in a dropping price market, when you h ave

 3 migration, you're not diluting, essentially, your  high

 4 average embedded costs with lower marginal costs to

 5 bring rates down, instead you're losing those low er

 6 marginal costs, and your average cost is going up .  But

 7 did you take -- so, that's one sort of underlying  cause

 8 of why the migration has that impact.  Did you do

 9 anything to control for load shape, i.e., as I th ink

10 you just said, some of the customers get picked o ff

11 with those with a better load profile.  Do you kn ow if

12 the overall load shape of your customer base as s ome of

13 the larger customers who have choice, perhaps had

14 better load profiles, and meaning they, you know,  their

15 average cost to serve them is less than the typic al

16 load profile?  Do you know -- have you looked at

17 whether your average load profile is getting wors e or

18 better as a result of migration?

19 A. (Baumann) I am unaware that we've looked at tha t.

20 Q. Okay.

21 A. (Baumann) I know they look at load shapes at va rious

22 times, but I haven't seen anything on PSNH's load

23 profile.

24 Q. On Page 3 of your rebuttal testimony, at Line 1 5, you
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 1 state that "Rate stability and predictability are  very

 2 important concepts for customers and ones that th ey

 3 value very much."  Is that assertion a -- are you

 4 asserting that as fact or opinion?

 5 A. (Baumann) That's kind of a factual opinion.  I' ve met

 6 with customers in the past on occasion, large

 7 customers.  And, I've been surprised when they di dn't

 8 -- they weren't as concerned about -- the first t hing

 9 they were concerned about was "what's the stabili ty of

10 my rate going to be in the future?"  So, I have - - I

11 guess there is a little practical application beh ind

12 this statement, from my perspective.  Not a lot, I

13 don't meet with a lot of customers.  But I have s een --

14 I have met with a couple large customers in Conne cticut

15 that have expressed that concern.

16 Q. So, it's anecdotal based on some large customer s?

17 A. (Baumann) Right.  Right.  I don't have any stud ies or

18 questionnaires or, certainly, customers are drive n by

19 price, you know.

20 Q. Would it -- it's probably fair to say there's a

21 continuum among customers both with the price and

22 stability variables?  I mean, a given customer mi ght

23 say "I'll take a fixed price that I can predict f or

24 five years."  Another customer might say "I'll ta ke a
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 1 lower price, but I'll take the risk of it being m ore

 2 volatile.  But it's lower now and I'll take my

 3 chances."

 4 A. (Hall) Sure.

 5 Q. So, different customers may have different desi res with

 6 the balance between price stability and predictab ility,

 7 is that fair so say?

 8 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 9 A. (Witness Hall nodding in the affirmative).

10 Q. Okay.  I think one of your points has been that  you

11 think there's value to your customers who migrate  to

12 having your Default Service as a backup supply.  Do you

13 know of any point in time over the last nine or t en

14 years, since we've had a restructured market in N ew

15 England, that backup supply has not been availabl e

16 through the wholesale market through, for instanc e,

17 same day real-time prices?

18 A. (Baumann) No.  No, I don't.

19 Q. So, your point is not that your ownership of ge neration

20 provides backup supply, but rather that there's - - it's

21 a hedged supply, if you will, there's --

22 A. (Hall) Yes.

23 A. (Baumann) At a relatively -- at a stable price,  yes.

24 Q. Yes.  So, you would say that your Default Servi ce or
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 1 Energy Service rate is sort of a hedge product, i n that

 2 a bunch of it is -- does have some fixed costs th at can

 3 only go up so much, or you only have partial expo sure

 4 to the volatility of fuel supplies in the market,

 5 because you own hydro, for instance, or coal is l ess

 6 volatile than natural gas?  

 7 A. (Hall) Uh-huh.  

 8 A. (Baumann) Yes.  I think that's an accurate stat ement.

 9 Q. Okay.  There's a competitive market for the val ue of

10 capacity in New England, is that correct?

11 A. (Baumann) Yes.  Although, just to quantify that , and

12 I'm not an expert in this capacity area, but the

13 capacity pricing is set through a bid process.  S o, I

14 believe that it -- you say "there's a competitive

15 market", I mean, if you have to go out and purcha se

16 capacity, a lot of those prices are set by the ma rket

17 pricing.

18 Q. Right.  But it's a market-based price.  It's no t --

19 A. (Baumann) Right.  Correct.

20 Q. If you turn to Exhibit 8, which was Staff Data Request

21 001.  There's a couple of tables on Page 2 of tha t.

22 And, the second table says "The following summari zes by

23 generating unit the forecasted revenues for 2011 in

24 thousands of dollars.  The energy revenues were
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 1 calculated by multiplying forecasted megawatt-hou r

 2 output by the forecasted market LMP."  So, could you

 3 just explain a little bit about, realizing that y ou

 4 don't normally, that this aggregate is by unit, b ut you

 5 have projected revenues from projected generation ,

 6 presumably that's the total generation, not just

 7 surplus generation that's not needed for Default

 8 Service load.  Technically, what's the mechanism?   Do

 9 you actually, in terms of deciding when you dispa tch

10 units, are you actually bidding them into the who lesale

11 market, getting revenues from the market, and the n sort

12 of reconciling that and crediting that in the Ene rgy

13 Service reconciliation?

14 A. (Baumann) When you say "revenues", let me take them one

15 at a time here.  I mean, the energy revenues are again

16 what you would receive from your units as they

17 generated.

18 Q. So, that's revenue from the wholesale market?

19 A. (Baumann) Right.

20 Q. So, you're essentially selling the output into ISO, the

21 ISO-New England NEPOOL market, and, essentially, the

22 revenue requirement you need to make up in your E nergy

23 Service rate, but there's actually a transaction going

24 on with ISO-New England?
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 1 A. (Baumann) Right.  Right.  You get paid at the

 2 locational marginal price for that power.

 3 Q. So, in a sense, it's a way to determine the who lesale

 4 market value of the generation from each of these

 5 units.  Is that fair to say?

 6 A. (Baumann) Yes.  Yes, it is.

 7 Q. And, is it fair to say that, projecting for 201 1,

 8 setting aside, this probably doesn't include any

 9 capacity or ancillary services, maybe it does, I don't

10 know, it's not apparent from this, these two tabl es,

11 but it looks like it's probably fair to say that the

12 market price, in terms of forecasted market LMP, for

13 2011 for all types of generation, including your hydro,

14 is less than the revenue requirement?

15 A. (Baumann) That's shown above?

16 Q. Yes.

17 A. (Baumann) Yes, they are less.  You have to be c areful.

18 These, if you compare these two tables, Table 2 i s if

19 you just bid into the markets and receive these

20 revenues.  This presumes that there's no risk pre mium

21 built into these pricing.  This presumes, you kno w, if

22 you were going out to do this, that you wouldn't have

23 to build in your own profit level.  Like, if some one

24 had said "well, I can go out and do this for much
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 1 cheaper than your revenue requirements", they're going

 2 to want a return for this.  There's no return bui lt in

 3 to the lower numbers.  So, to compare the two, yo u have

 4 to just kind of walk on careful ground.  

 5 But, generally speaking, because of the

 6 spread now between the market and PSNH's average

 7 embedded cost, the Table 2 is less expensive than

 8 Table 1.

 9 Q. Or less revenue than the forecasted cost?

10 A. (Baumann) Right.

11 Q. Back to Commissioner Ignatius's question that s he had,

12 I want to follow up on that.  Obviously, if you w ere

13 competitive, if you're a merchant generator, and you

14 had these kinds of cost structure, and you were s elling

15 into this kind of market, you couldn't probably d o that

16 forever.  You could only, you know, sustain somet hing

17 like this for a period of time, where your revenu es

18 were less than your revenue requirements, so mayb e you

19 could forgo some return on equity, depreciation i s not

20 actually cash outlay.  But, over time, don't gene rators

21 need to make positive cash flow or at least break  even

22 over time to stay in business?

23 A. (Baumann) Your cash flow is probably king, numb er one.

24 And, because you could have loss, paper loses, an d that
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 1 goes to depreciation.  But, yes, cash flow is

 2 important.  And, I'm just speculating here, but t his is

 3 a tough time for generation.  And, we've seen som e

 4 actually go bankrupt.

 5 Q. Right.  And, Commissioner Ignatius was asking t his

 6 question in terms of the concept of "fairness".  If a

 7 customer exercised choice, and maybe they exercis ed it

 8 five years ago and they have been with a competit ive

 9 supplier for five years, if they did that, over t ime,

10 aren't they going to pay that competitive supplie r

11 enough revenue to cover property taxes, interest on

12 debt, as well as variable cost for the generation  that

13 they're supplied with, maybe not in a given year,  but

14 over time, seems like they're going to be paying for

15 that as part of their competitive energy supply p rice.

16 Is that fair to say?

17 A. (Baumann) Yes.  You'd have to have that embedde d in

18 your price or you wouldn't make any money.

19 Q. And, would it -- how would it be fair for them to pay

20 for that, those costs through their competitive s upply,

21 as well as through a non-bypassable charge for a supply

22 they're not taking?  And, I guess I've heard your

23 argument that "well, there's a backup value to it .

24 There's a hedge value.  They can always come back  to
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 1 it."  

 2 A. (Baumann) Uh-huh.

 3 Q. But, setting that aside, do you see a potential

 4 fairness problem, in terms of people paying for e nergy

 5 supply in two different rates?

 6 A. (Baumann) Do I have to make up another argument , is

 7 that what you're telling me?  I understand your l ogic,

 8 but I -- it's really for -- it's really not prope rty

 9 taxes, per se.  It's a tangible benefit.  The backup

10 supply is a tangible benefit.  It's just a matter  of

11 how you -- how you price that out.  We believe th at

12 it's worth more than zero; and they're paying zer o

13 right now.  And, if you believe that it is a bene fit,

14 the real crux of the situation is "how do you pri ce it

15 out?"  We just chose those dollars, because it wa s the

16 logical what I'll call the "fixed backbone" of th e

17 generation cost, used as a proxy for that value, what

18 it's costing "the system" to maintain them that b ackup

19 generation, that backup supply.

20 Q. Okay.  In the prefiled testimony of Michael Hac hey for

21 TransCanada Power Marketing, there's a copy of Da ta

22 Request Staff 01, Staff 002.  It's the last page to

23 that attachment.  Let me know when you find that.

24 A. (Baumann) Yes, we have it.
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 1 Q. Okay.  I realize neither of you prepared this d ata

 2 response.  But it sort of -- it looks like it was  sort

 3 of an exercise, after-the-fact, in which you comp ared

 4 the purchase cost for supplemental power purchase s.

 5 And, one of the sentences, it's "The above market

 6 costs", right above the table, "were calculated a s the

 7 difference between the firm bilateral energy purc hase

 8 price and the day-ahead energy market clearing pr ice at

 9 the contract delivery point times the contract

10 quantity."  So, there's sort of a caveat there.  It's

11 comparing it to the actual wholesale market price , but

12 it's at a snapshot in time.  And, of course, what  we

13 know is those day-ahead prices change every day.  But,

14 if you just assume that over the period of many, many

15 months and five different years, those average

16 snapshots happen to represent the average value o ver

17 those times.  It appears as though it would be sa fe to

18 say that, for five -- four of the five years, tho se

19 bilateral contracts, which include some hedging r isk

20 premium in them, were above the wholesale price, if you

21 had bought them simply in the day-ahead market,

22 assuming that that day-ahead market price was exe mplary

23 of the average price over the period of those

24 contracts, which is a big "if", but is that fair to
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 1 say?

 2 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 3 A. (Hall) Yes.

 4 Q. Okay.  And, I think that's the number that adds  up to

 5 $233 million over five years in above market cost s.

 6 Which, divided by five, is more than the $40 mill ion a

 7 year in fixed costs.  So, I mean, is it fair to s ay

 8 that, in retrospect, I mean, in retrospect, you k now,

 9 hindsight's everything, you might have been bette r off

10 just buying all your supplemental power on the

11 day-ahead market, and you might have saved custom ers

12 100 or $200 million.  Is that a conclusion one mi ght

13 draw in hindsight?

14 A. (Baumann) Yes, I think that's accurate.

15 A. (Hall) Yes.

16 A. (Baumann) If you were willing to take the marke t risk

17 back in 2005, and say "let's just run with the ma rket",

18 --

19 Q. Okay.

20 A. (Baumann) -- I think that's accurate.

21 Q. Are you aware of any changes in the fundamental s of the

22 gas market over the past few years?

23 A. (Baumann) Fundamentals, in terms of --

24 Q. Fundamental dynamics of supply and demand.
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 1 A. (Baumann) Well, certainly, the shale gas has ha d a

 2 fundamental change in the gas markets.

 3 Q. Okay.

 4 A. (Baumann) You know, in New York, Pennsylvania, and all

 5 the deposits.  I've been reading articles every d ay

 6 about that, in terms of the good parts and the ba d

 7 parts.  I actually had an article here before on

 8 "Pennsylvania Shale Boom:  Drilling for Trouble."

 9 Depends on who's writing it.  But there's certain ly a

10 lot of environmental questions and economic quest ions

11 about that.  But that has had a distinct impact o n

12 that, as well as the economy.

13 Q. Right.  And, certainly, the -- actually, well, it

14 doesn't matter.  I had a little question that I s kipped

15 over.  Migration, it's not just migration, there' s been

16 a general economic downturn that has lowered sale s as

17 well?

18 A. (Baumann) Oh, sure.

19 Q. Which has also probably impacted the wholesale market

20 price, because there's less demand?

21 A. (Baumann) Uh-huh.  Exactly.

22 Q. Would you say there's some price elasticity in the

23 supply and demand of electricity?

24 A. (Hall) Uh-huh.  
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 1 A. (Baumann) Yes.

 2 Q. Okay.

 3 A. (Baumann) I know there is in my household,

 4 unfortunately.

 5 Q. Okay.  I just have a few more questions here.  Going

 6 back to, sorry to jump around, Exhibit 8, which w as the

 7 two tables comparing forecasted revenue requireme nt and

 8 forecasted revenues, I want to make another data

 9 request.  And, this -- it may be something you wa nt to

10 provide confidentially.  But what I'm wondering i s if

11 you could provide the data behind Footnote (6), t he

12 "forecasted megawatt-hour output times the foreca sted

13 market LMP" for use.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  We will reserve Exhibit

15 11 for that response.

16 (Exhibit 11 reserved) 

17 CMSR. BELOW:  I presume that would

18 probably be one or a series of forecasted market LMPs, but

19 different forecasted outputs for the different un its or

20 types of units?

21 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Yes.  And, I don't --

22 first of all, the LMP is a published data point.  So, I

23 don't think there's any propriety there.

24 CMSR. BELOW:  Okay.  It's forecasted
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 1 though.

 2 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Right.  If this is

 3 hourly, you're going to have a lot of data points , but --

 4 CMSR. BELOW:  Well, you could aggregate

 5 the forecasted output by month or --

 6 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Summarize it somehow.

 7 CMSR. BELOW:  Right.  

 8 WITNESS BAUMANN:  If it's hourly, it's

 9 going to be thousands of lines of data that you'r e not

10 going to be interested in.

11 CMSR. BELOW:  Okay.  

12 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Okay.  So, summarize

13 it to make it a meaningful -- 

14 CMSR. BELOW:  Right.  And, you can back

15 into those numbers.  I mean, if you actually did the

16 forecast based on an hourly forecasted LMP and --

17 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Yes.

18 CMSR. BELOW:  -- output, you could back

19 into it by -- if you do an aggregated number.

20 WITNESS BAUMANN:  Sure.  Sure.

21 CMSR. BELOW:  Thank you.  One question I

22 have refers to a document that was filed in anoth er

23 docket.  Maybe, Mr. Eaton, you could pick up some  copies

24 from me and provide them to your witnesses and th e Clerk.
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 1 (Atty. Eaton distributing documents.) 

 2 BY CMSR. BELOW: 

 3 Q. This is - what this is is a report in Docket Nu mber DE

 4 08-103, filed on October 15th, 2010, by Mr. Bersa k of

 5 PSNH.  And, it was a report in a response to a re quest

 6 for information on the Merrimack Station Scrubber

 7 Project.  And, there's just -- I've only provided  a few

 8 of the pages from that report, because I just wan t to

 9 refer you to a couple of the data points in here.   On

10 Page 7 of that report, there was an estimate of t he

11 cost, the overall average impact on Energy Servic e

12 rates from the project for the first full 12 mont hs of

13 service is estimated to be essentially 1.1 cents a

14 kilowatt-hour.  Does that sound accurate to you?  

15 A. (Hall) Yes.

16 Q. Okay.  And, then it starts declining after the first

17 year due to depreciation, correct?

18 A. (Baumann) Correct.

19 Q. And, on the next -- or, on Page 9, there is a

20 "Forecasted Energy Service Rate" at the bottom of  the

21 table on that page.  And, I just wanted to compar e that

22 with Exhibit 9, because Exhibit 9 was CLF First R equest

23 Series, CLF-003.  And, it had a projection of Ene rgy

24 Service rates from 2011 through 2015, which is th e same
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 1 time period that you provided in the October 15th

 2 report.  And, in Exhibit 9, they go from 9.1 cent s next

 3 year to 10. -- 10 cents for 2012, and goes up to 11.8

 4 in 2015.  In the October 15th report, it's "8.68"  for

 5 2011, "9.27 cents" in 2012, and goes out to "10.1 2

 6 cents" in 2015, which is about a whole penny less  in

 7 the updated response.  Are these sort of, to the best

 8 of your knowledge, or maybe you don't know, are t hese

 9 sort of apples-to-apples or is the October 15th j ust an

10 updated estimate based on more recent wholesale m arket

11 prices?  Or, if you don't know, maybe that would be

12 another data request to provide some reconciliati on

13 between these two estimates.

14 A. (Baumann) I had something to do with putting Mr .

15 Bersak's report together from a summary position.   I

16 would say, because I'm looking at 2011 and '12, t hey're

17 different dollars for the Energy Service rate.  T he

18 scrubber's impact is not in there at that point, so

19 they have to be different decks, different foreca st

20 decks, different point in time.  

21 Q. Right.

22 A. (Baumann) So, I'm assuming all five years are

23 different.  So, there's a -- it looks like the --

24 Bersak's report is less than the data request.  S o, I
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 1 think you have that inherently throughout the rep ort.

 2 As far as the scrubber impacts, let's see, we put  --

 3 yes, we put the CLF response together back in Aug ust,

 4 and I know Mr. Bersak's was later than that, beca use I

 5 remember the pain, it wasn't that long ago,

 6 October 15th.  So, they come from different decks , from

 7 an energy perspective, they will be a little diff erent.

 8 And, probably -- I know we really, really scrubbe d, not

 9 to use the term "scrub", I didn't do that on purp ose,

10 in the Bersak report.

11 Q. So, at this point, would you say the October 15 th

12 numbers are more up-to-date, more -- something mo re to

13 be relied upon as the current forecast than the

14 August 13th data response?

15 A. (Baumann) Yes.  

16 Q. Okay.

17 A. (Baumann) Definitely.

18 Q. I had some questions on Exhibit 6.  That was OC A-006.

19 And, I was wondering if you could tell me anythin g more

20 about what you know about the Purchase of Receiva bles

21 Program in Connecticut and how that works?

22 A. (Baumann) Sorry, Commissioner, I don't, I don't  have a

23 lot of knowledge in that area.

24 Q. Okay.  On the second page, it says -- the last sentence
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 1 says "The POR pays the supplier based on what the

 2 customer is billed and not what the customer pays .  A

 3 discount of 0.92 percent is applied for CL&P."  S o, I

 4 take it that means that the discount, CL&P pays l ess

 5 than -- pays 99.08 cents on the dollar, and the

 6 difference is presumably for the cost of administ ration

 7 or maybe some bad debt, but you don't know exactl y?

 8 A. (Baumann) I don't know exactly, but that is wha t

 9 happens.  We do not pay them dollar-for-dollar, b ecause

10 then we would be taking on the entire -- the enti re

11 debt.  I would say it's probably administration a nd bad

12 debt expense.

13 Q. And, right now, if a customer is on competitive  supply

14 at PSNH, doesn't pay their bill or only pays part  of

15 the bill, how do you apply that partial payment, in

16 terms of you've got, assuming you're billing for the

17 energy supplier, the competitive energy supplier,  but

18 you've got your own distribution rate, transactio n

19 rates, Stranded Cost Charge, etcetera?

20 A. (Hall) It's in accordance with Commission rules , but I

21 don't offhand recall what those rules say.

22 Q. Okay.  In your testimony, you expressed a lot o f

23 concern about this POR program.  Was that concern , in

24 part, that bad debt might be recovered, you know,  there
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 1 might be an unfair cost-shifting of the bad debt,  from

 2 competitive customers over to Default Service cus tomers

 3 or that kind of concern?

 4 A. (Hall) Yes, or to all customers.

 5 Q. Or to all customers.  I mean, right now, if you  have

 6 all the -- if customers weren't migrating, you'd be

 7 exposed to all of that bad debt risk?

 8 A. (Hall) Yes.

 9 Q. Yes?

10 A. (Witness Hall nodding in the affirmative).

11 Q. So, I guess I want to understand your basis for  your

12 assertion that you don't think that this is a goo d idea

13 for New Hampshire, but it seems to be an acceptab le

14 idea in Connecticut and Massachusetts?  

15 A. (Hall) I don't know why it was implemented in

16 Connecticut and Massachusetts, first of all.  I d on't

17 know what the underlying rationale was.  With reg ard to

18 New Hampshire, this would expose PSNH, and ultima tely

19 its customers, to a new risk.  And, I just found it

20 somewhat ironic that, in some of the suppliers'

21 testimony, they talked about how adept they were at

22 managing risk, yet this isn't a risk that they wa nt to

23 manage.  They want to put this risk onto the util ity

24 and its customers.
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 1 Q. Did you get a chance to review the NorthBridge report

 2 in Mr. Allegretti's -- that was attached to Mr.

 3 Allegretti's testimony?

 4 A. (Hall) I did.  It was a while ago.

 5 Q. Do you recall that they compared three differen t

 6 approaches to procuring Standard Offer Service?

 7 A. (Hall) Yes.  I think it was an RFP approach, a managed

 8 portfolio approach, and spot purchases, perhaps.

 9 Q. Yes, spot purchases.  And, I think what they no ted, if

10 you look on Page 6, I don't know if you have that

11 handy, and they describe the "Spot Market Procure ment

12 Approach that has become more prevalent for large  C&I

13 customers based on customer-specific hourly usage ."

14 And, it notes that the key features are "real-tim e or

15 day-ahead energy spot prices; promotes efficient

16 customer consumption decisions (for example, EE a nd

17 DR)", meaning "demand response" and "energy

18 efficiency"; "supports retail market development;

19 usually no significant cost deferrals; generally not

20 considered "acceptable" for small customers due t o rate

21 volatility concerns; [and] not feasible absent

22 metering/communications/data management."  Then, it

23 shows across five different states in the Northea st and

24 Illinois, and 19 different utilities, the thresho ld, in
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 1 terms of kilowatts of demand, typically at least 500

 2 kilowatts of demand for large C&I customers who w ere

 3 put on spot market -- spot procurement for Standa rd

 4 Offer Service.  And, then, on Page 11, it shows t hat,

 5 under their Monte Carlo forecasting of I think ab out

 6 2,000 different scenarios, if you will, that over  that

 7 range of possible probabilities, the spot market was

 8 the lowest cost approach, although it did have hi gher

 9 risk, if you will, volatility, a part of the scen arios,

10 if you will, resulted in much higher costs, where as

11 parts of the scenarios resulted in much lower cos ts.

12 But, on average, it was the lowest cost form of

13 procurement.  

14 What I'm wondering about, in looking at

15 your rebuttal testimony to Mr. Traum's testimony,  and

16 the idea of a stay-out or you expressed some inte rest

17 in the idea of perhaps something that was based o n

18 marginal cost, plus a mark-up, I'm not finding it  right

19 now, but I believe you talked about that --

20 A. (Hall) Yes.

21 Q. -- in your rebuttal testimony.  What I was wond ering

22 about is, if you've considered or might be intere sted

23 in considering exploring, for your largest custom ers

24 who have interval metering, perhaps some way of
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 1 addressing at least part of the problem, which is  what

 2 happens if they try to return to Default Service in a

 3 rising market cost regime, maybe, instead of just  a

 4 total stay-out, they would have a different Defau lt

 5 Service, which was just based on that marginal co st, or

 6 maybe marginal cost, plus a mark-up, that might b e the

 7 hourly real-time price.  If you had interval mete ring,

 8 you could just then actually bill them what it ac tually

 9 cost.  And, if you use that in a situation where that

10 didn't raise -- you know, you might help avoid ra ising

11 costs for other Default Service customers.  You m ight

12 elect not to do that, if it would actually help l ower

13 costs for other Default Service customers.  Or, y ou

14 might do something where you said "if you've been  out

15 for a year on a competitive supplier, you've got to

16 stay on this special marginal cost rate for a yea r

17 before you can get back into regular Default Serv ice",

18 match it to the amount of time they have been awa y.  

19 Does there seem like there might be a

20 possibility that addresses at least part of the

21 problem, do something like that?  

22 A. (Hall) Yes.  And, that was the whole point of t he

23 testimony.  We didn't -- we didn't say specifical ly for

24 customers who returned or as part of a stay-out
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 1 provision, rather, in the testimony, we were sugg esting

 2 generically the largest customer class perhaps sh ould

 3 be billed under this type of approach.  That appr oach

 4 might work and might address the problem.  And, t he

 5 beauty of that approach is it works regardless of

 6 whether the market is going up or down.

 7 Q. Could it -- are you familiar with the concept o f a

 8 "block-and-swing rate"?

 9 A. (Hall) I'm not familiar with that term.

10 Q. Well, it strikes me that part of your portfolio  for

11 serving Default Service customers is your existin g

12 generation fleet, which has sort of an average co st, --

13 A. (Hall) Yes.

14 Q. -- embedded cost.  And, a swing -- a block-and- swing

15 rate is where part of the rate is fixed and then part

16 of it swings or varies with the marginal cost.  

17 A. (Hall) Yes.  Okay.

18 Q. And, from what I understand, it's used both in -- it's

19 a competitive product that's offered, some ski ar eas in

20 New Hampshire by it on the competitive market.  A nd, in

21 some vertically integrated utilities, like the So uthern

22 Companies, they mandatorily put large customers o n

23 that, so that their sort of fixed amount of their  load

24 is at a stable, secure price, part of the load th at
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 1 they can control maybe engage in demand response,  they

 2 put on a variable price that's directly tied to

 3 marginal cost.

 4 A. (Hall) Yes.

 5 Q. And, in your case, you have kind of got both co mponents

 6 in your supply.  You've got some stabilized hedge ,

 7 because it's backed up by physical assets, and th en

 8 you've got a part that's variable, because you ha ve to

 9 go to the market and get it.  And, so, is that

10 something to possibly consider for your largest

11 industrial sized customers?

12 A. (Hall) Yes.  I don't fully understand the conce pt, but,

13 generally, based on your description, I understan d it.

14 And, it's definitely something to think about.  W ith

15 regard to the largest class, what we said in test imony

16 was "marginal cost, plus an adder."  The idea beh ind

17 that is, if one assumes that 100 percent of the l argest

18 class has migrated, and it's close to that, it's not

19 exactly 100 percent, it's slightly less.  But, if  you

20 operate under the assumption that 100 percent of the

21 class either has migrated or will migrate, then a ny

22 contribution you get above marginal cost, to the extent

23 that they return, benefits all other customers.  If you

24 have that type of approach in place, then, even i f they
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 1 return and costs go up, they're still charged tha t

 2 marginal cost, and, therefore, it doesn't harm ot her

 3 customers as a result of them returning.

 4 CMSR. BELOW:  Okay.  Thank you.  That's

 5 all.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.

 7 BY CHAIRMAN GETZ: 

 8 Q. Mr. Hall, I think this is for you primarily.  I 'm going

 9 to follow up somewhat on the context of PSNH owni ng the

10 generation and hydro assets.

11 A. (Hall) Okay.

12 Q. And, it's fair to say that, pursuant to the

13 restructuring statutes and the restructuring proc eeding

14 initially for PSNH, that, originally, the plan wa s that

15 PSNH would divest itself of those hydro and fossi l

16 assets?

17 A. (Hall) Yes.  When the Restructuring Settlement

18 Agreement was originally signed, that's the case.

19 That's true.

20 Q. Then, the Legislature, and I'm not going to ask  for a

21 legal opinion, but 369-B:3-a was enacted in 2003 that

22 said "The sale of PSNH fossil and hydro generatio n

23 assets shall not take place before April 30, 2006 ."

24 So, essentially told PSNH you had to hold onto it  for
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 1 at least another three years?  That's your

 2 recollection?

 3 A. (Hall) Yes.

 4 Q. And, then, it says "Notwithstanding RSA 374:30,

 5 subsequent to April 30, 2006, PSNH may divest its

 6 generation assets if the Commission finds that it  is in

 7 the economic interest of retail customers of PSNH  to do

 8 so, and provides for the cost recovery of such

 9 divestiture."  So, what I'm trying to understand is

10 your position here and the rebuttal testimony wit h

11 respect to the OCA posing divestiture as one appr oach

12 that can be taken.  In responding to questions fr om

13 Commissioner Ignatius, I think you pointed out th e

14 benefit of owning these assets, provides a hedge and

15 provides for stability.  But, historically, there 's

16 been another benefit, correct?  That the cost of

17 Default Service, and now Energy Service, has been  --

18 has been lower than an alternative market price,

19 correct?

20 A. (Hall) Yes.

21 Q. So, I mean, isn't the -- and that the symptom t hat

22 you're talking about here the fact that, as more

23 customers go off of Energy Service, there are the se

24 fixed costs that need to be collected over a smal ler
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 1 base.  I mean, isn't that -- the only way that th at

 2 would not happen is if, basically, the market pri ce

 3 stayed above the Energy Service rate or the Energ y

 4 Service rate stayed below the market price.  Isn' t it

 5 inevitable that this effect occurs, if customers

 6 actually go to another alternative?

 7 A. (Hall) Yes, if you assume that the market price  is

 8 always going to be low.  But, you're right, --

 9 Q. Well, so, I guess that's where I'm trying to

10 understand, if you're looking at this as a short- term

11 effect, and this is just a symptom that needs to be

12 dealt with in the short-term, --

13 A. (Hall) Uh-huh.

14 Q. -- and the benefit -- the hedging benefit is so  great

15 that we should stay with this particular issue of  just

16 dealing with the symptom.  The other question I h ave in

17 mind is, is there a time when you're concerned th at the

18 Energy Service rate is going to be persistently b elow

19 the market rate, and you should start looking at

20 divestiture as an option?  How does that play out ?

21 A. (Hall) I don't know how to give you an answer t o that

22 question, because it really depends on one's

23 perspective.  Some people might think "two or thr ee

24 years, gee, that's about the right time."  Other people
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 1 might think --

 2 Q. Two or three years what?  Two or three years'

 3 experience of that --

 4 A. (Hall) Yes.

 5 Q. -- of that delta?

 6 A. (Hall) Right.  Other people might think that, i n view

 7 of the hedge benefit that generation provides, th at it

 8 might be a longer time frame.  It really depends on

 9 one's perspective.  My belief is that, over the l ong

10 term, generation will continue to provide benefit s, but

11 I don't have any hard data or analysis to demonst rate

12 that.  I'm basing it on history, since 2001.  I'm

13 basing it on relatively recent economic events, t he

14 economic downturn, the downturn, the drop in gas

15 prices, and the corresponding decrease in market

16 prices.  The question that one has to ask is, "is  the

17 situation we've seen in the last year or two a

18 long-term phenomenon or not?"  I can't answer tha t.  I

19 don't know.

20 Q. But you don't disagree with Mr. Traum that dive stiture

21 eliminates this symptom?

22 A. (Hall) It does.  The thing to remember is, once  you

23 divest, there's no going back.  Once plants are s old,

24 they are gone forever.  And, to the extent that t he
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 1 situation changes, there now is no longer the hed ge

 2 benefit, because the assets are gone.

 3 Q. So, your position is that the situation is not so grave

 4 or you don't know if it's grave enough to pursue

 5 divestiture?

 6 A. (Hall) Correct.  Correct.

 7 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  I'm not sure we ever

 8 quite got to a meeting of the minds on the questi on and

 9 answer there.  If I could just ask one more way a t it?  

10 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

11 Q. I thought Chairman Getz was asking "is there a point at

12 which the hedge benefit of your own generation ma y flip

13 and become a liability, and is no longer a benefi t to

14 have your own generation, but becomes a greater

15 pressure on rates than just working with the mark et?"

16 Is that -- and, "how do you assess when that poin t

17 might come?"  Is that the question you were getti ng at?

18 If not, is it a question that I guess I'd be inte rested

19 in hearing an answer to, even if it wasn't your

20 question.

21 A. (Hall) Could I object?  No, I'm just kidding.  I think

22 there's always going to be a hedge benefit to

23 generation.  I think the issue becomes whether on e

24 believes the hedge benefit isn't sufficient to wa rrant
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 1 continued ownership and operation of generation,

 2 because one believes that the market has fundamen tally

 3 changed.  If you believe that, then, yes, I think  you

 4 proceed down the path of saying "All right, let's

 5 explore divestiture."  The admonition I would giv e is

 6 "it's a one-way street."  

 7 And, ultimately, if you believe that

 8 other generation is going to retire, and no one i s

 9 going to build new generation long term, the gene rators

10 will go out of business because they can't make e nds

11 meet in the market as it exists today.  Ultimatel y,

12 market prices will have to rise.  And, ownership of

13 generation during that time will be very benefici al, as

14 it was in the early 2000's.  

15 The question that I can't answer, and

16 I'm not sure anyone can, is "when have we reached  that

17 point?"  Because no one knows what's going to hap pen in

18 the future.

19 Q. But you're assessing both changes to the market  and

20 changes to the generating assets themselves, neit her of

21 those are fixed.

22 A. (Hall) True.

23 Q. Fully depreciated plants that need significant work to

24 go forward --
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 1 A. (Hall) True.

 2 Q. -- are no longer, you know, they don't present quite

 3 the same economic picture they might have?

 4 A. (Hall) I agree.

 5 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Redirect, Mr. Eaton?

 7 MR. EATON:  No thank you.

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Then, the witnesses are

 9 excused.

10 WITNESS HALL:  Thank you.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you, gentlemen.

12 Let me just note, as an administrative matter, we  will

13 take official notice of the documents referred to  by

14 Commissioner Below, that being the October 15, 20 10 PSNH

15 report in docket DE 08-103, the Merrimack Station  Scrubber

16 docket.

17 (Official notice taken.) 

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, I think next for

19 direct is Ms. Hennequin.

20 (Whereupon Sandi M. Hennequin was duly 

21 sworn and cautioned by the Court 

22 Reporter.) 

23 SANDI M. HENNEQUIN, SWORN 

24  DIRECT EXAMINATION 
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 1 BY MS. SMITH: 

 2 Q. Please state your name for the record.

 3 A. My name is Sandi Hennequin.

 4 Q. And, your position, where you are employed?

 5 A. I work for the New England Power Generators

 6 Association, NEPGA, in the position of Vice Presi dent.

 7 Q. Are you the same Sandi Hennequin that prepared prefiled

 8 testimony in this docket dated September 15, 2010 ?

 9 A. Yes, I am.

10 Q. And, is this the prefiled testimony that you su bmitted?

11 A. Yes, it is.

12 MS. SMITH:  I'd like to have this marked

13 for identification.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Be marked as "Exhibit

15 12".

16 (The document, as described, was 

17 herewith marked as Exhibit 12 for 

18 identification.) 

19 MS. SMITH:  Thank you.

20 BY MS. SMITH: 

21 Q. Could you briefly identify the major issues tha t you

22 touched upon in your testimony.

23 A. Sure.  Basically, we made four main recommendat ions.

24 And, I'll just quickly tick through those.  First , we
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 1 recommended that the PUC should not create a

 2 non-bypassable mechanism for the recovery of any of the

 3 excess energy service cost for PSNH.  

 4 Second, we also made the recommendation

 5 that we didn't think that the PUC should reach a

 6 conclusion in some of the other dockets that addr ess

 7 procurement issues, and specifically we were refe rring

 8 to Docket 09-067, the Clean Power, we were also

 9 referring to 10-195, the Laidlaw PPA, and we were

10 referring to the Least Cost IRP that we knew was coming

11 down, though, I think that that procedurally prob ably

12 won't be an issue.  But our recommendation was th at a

13 lot of the procurement issues that are being deci ded in

14 160 are really larger policy issues.  And, if dec isions

15 were made in these other dockets that are more sp ecific

16 applications of that policy, that that probably

17 wouldn't be the correct order.

18 Our third recommendation was that the

19 process by which PSNH would procure their additio nal

20 supply should be through a competitive RFP proces s,

21 that's a competitive, transparent, open process.  This

22 is counter to the position that we heard earlier,  that

23 sole sourcing would be better for customers, and that

24 an RFP process would actually lead to higher cost s.  
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 1 And, our fourth recommendation was that

 2 New Hampshire policymakers should really evaluate  the

 3 hybrid model that we have here in New Hampshire, and

 4 its long-term feasibility, and really evaluate if  it is

 5 still feasible, if changes need to be made, and w hether

 6 New Hampshire should really move forward with a m ore

 7 fully restructured model.  

 8 Those were our main recommendations and

 9 the main points of our testimony.

10 Q. And, do you have any corrections or updates to that

11 testimony?

12 A. Yes, I do.  I have, mainly, I have three clarif ications

13 or very quick updates to our testimony.  And, I'l l just

14 refer to the pages.  The first is Page 8, Line 17 .

15 And, this refers to the "lowest costs to ratepaye rs".

16 And, this is a really important, really essential  point

17 of our testimony.  And, what we're trying to say is

18 that the use of a competitive, open, and transpar ent

19 process for procuring power will not lead necessa rily

20 or promise lower costs, but it will deliver the l owest

21 cost option.  

22 And, when I was thinking about an easy

23 way for myself to really conceptualize this, I th ought

24 of an analogy.  In my household, I'm the person t hat
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 1 goes to the grocery store and does the shopping.  So,

 2 on Saturday mornings, I make my list and I go.  A nd, we

 3 usually like to buy a lot of chicken soup.  And, so, I

 4 go and I look at four or five different types of

 5 chicken soups.  And, I look at the different bran ds.

 6 And, there's no guarantee that what I buy will be  lower

 7 cost than what I bought the week before.  You don 't

 8 know what sales there are, you don't know if, I d on't

 9 know, the cost of noodles or chicken went up that  week

10 or the cost of gas to deliver it.  So, I can't

11 guarantee it's going to be lower, but I can guara ntee

12 I'm going to get the lowest cost, because it's al l

13 there.  It's transparent, it's open, I can look a t the

14 prices and I can compare.  So, I know I'll get th e

15 lowest cost.  It may not be lower than what I got  the

16 week before.  

17 And, if I put that back in the context

18 of what we were talking about in our testimony, t here's

19 two different areas.  If you look at the delta be tween

20 the generation resources that PSNH owns and their

21 demand, or you look at their decision to seek a

22 long-term contract, it's the same principle.  The re's a

23 lot of different options out there.  And, what we 're

24 saying is that you need to look through a competi tive
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 1 process at those different options, because at le ast at

 2 that point in time you know you'll get the lowest  cost

 3 that's available.

 4 The second clarification that I wanted

 5 to make was on Page 7, Line 21 through 22.  And, in

 6 that, we state "NEPGA strongly recommends that th e

 7 Commission cannot allow the other dockets to cont inue

 8 and reach a conclusion that is contrary to the ou tcome

 9 of Docket 10-160."  And, the clarification that I

10 wanted to make is that we're not trying to delay any

11 proceeding.  We're not trying to stop any proceed ing or

12 delay any proceeding.  All we're saying is, Docke t 160

13 is really the generic policy issue.  So, you real ly

14 need to decide this and let this decision really

15 provide the guidance on how to proceed with some of

16 these more specific dockets.  

17 And, then, finally, I wanted to go to

18 Page 9, Line 16 through 17, and actually had an e xample

19 that I wanted to talk about.  In this, we state " This

20 proposal", and that was referring to PSNH's

21 non-bypassable proposal, "would serve as a disinc entive

22 for competitor migration."  And, I think this has  come

23 up a couple of times, and we wanted to just offer  an

24 example.  
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 1 So, if you think about energy rates,

 2 there's really two main components.  There's,

 3 obviously, the wires charge or the non-bypassable ,

 4 which right now is transmission, distribution, el ectric

 5 consumption tax, stranded cost recovery.  So, let 's use

 6 an example that this is set at 8 cents right now,  these

 7 are just hypothetical numbers.  So, PSNH, whether  you

 8 get your power from PSNH or a competitive supplie r,

 9 that's 8 cents.  So, let's look at the second

10 component, energy.  And, just for hypothetical

11 purposes, say that it costs 10 cents for PSNH's p ower

12 and it costs 8 cents to go to a competitor.  So, your

13 all-in cost for PSNH would be 18 cents, your all- in for

14 a competitor would be 16 cents.  So, your incenti ve to

15 switch would be about 11 percent.  So, that's a r eal

16 incentive.  But, if we look at what PSNH is propo sing,

17 and we adopt that, and we basically take their en ergy

18 cost of 10 cents, take a penny away in this examp le and

19 put it on the non-bypassable, all of a sudden you  get

20 PSNH's power is still 18 cents, they have just sh ifted

21 the costs, but now it's 17 cents.  It's a cent mo re to

22 get it from a competitor.  So, now, that 11 perce nt

23 savings is cut in half, so that it clearly create s a

24 disincentive to switch, because you're going to r ealize
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 1 less overall savings.  

 2 So, I wanted to provide that example as

 3 well.  And, those were the three clarifications t hat we

 4 had.

 5 Q. Do you adopt today under oath your prefiled tes timony

 6 as you have just clarified?

 7 A. Yes, we do.

 8 MS. SMITH:  The witness is available for

 9 cross-examination.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.

11 Mr. Patch?

12 MR. PATCH:  No questions.  Thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Donovan?

14 MR. DONOVAN:  I have no questions, Mr.

15 Chairman.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Munnelly?

17 MR. MUNNELLY:  No questions.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Ms. Hatfield?

19 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

20 Good afternoon, Ms. Hennequin.

21 WITNESS HENNEQUIN:  Hi.

22 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

23 BY MS. HATFIELD: 

24 Q. Have you had a chance to review Mr. Traum's tes timony?
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 1 A. I have.

 2 Q. And, do you recall that, of the four ideas that  he

 3 discussed, the fourth one included the idea of a

 4 stay-out provision, combined with possibly a diff erent

 5 Default Energy Service rate for customers who ret urn

 6 from a competitive supplier?

 7 A. I do recall that.

 8 Q. And, does your association have a position or a ny

 9 thoughts on whether the Commission should conside r

10 implementing that as maybe a short-term solution?

11 A. We don't have a position on that.  That's reall y

12 probably more of a retail supplier issue, rather than a

13 merchant generation issue.  So, we don't have a

14 position on that.

15 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you.  I have

16 nothing further.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Ms. Amidon?

18 MS. AMIDON:  Staff has no questions.

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Eaton?

20 BY MR. EATON: 

21 Q. Ms. Hennequin, I do the shopping for our family , too.

22 And, there isn't much choice in the market.  Ther e's

23 Progresso and Campbell's and the store brand wher e I

24 go.  Is it worth it to you that the store has the se
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 1 products available, including the store brand?

 2 A. Actually, in my store, we often have Healthy Ch oice,

 3 too.  And, it is, I find it -- I find it good to have

 4 the choices.  I always find it helpful.

 5 Q. But you would -- you would eliminate the store brand?

 6 A. No.  Often, the store brand is what I buy.  I l ook at

 7 all four options.  I look at what's the cheapest,

 8 what's on sale, and that's what I go with.

 9 Q. And, the store, obviously, adds costs to each o f these

10 products to cover their cost of electricity and l abor

11 and property taxes and depreciation and those typ e of

12 fixed costs, they're added to every product, woul dn't

13 you think?

14 A. I would assume.  I don't know the -- I don't kn ow the

15 details.

16 MR. EATON:  Thank you.  That's all I

17 have.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Commissioner Below.

19 BY CMSR. BELOW: 

20 Q. On Page 5 of your testimony, at Line -- I guess  it

21 starts at Line 7, you have a sentence that reads "PSNH

22 was allowed to keep a portion of its generation

23 resources to provide default service to its custo mers

24 but it was very clear that any costs associated w ith
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 1 providing this service would be recovered through  the

 2 energy service portion of the rates, not a

 3 non-bypassable component of rates."  My question is,

 4 why do you say "it was very clear"?  How do you k now

 5 that or what evidence is there that that's very c lear?

 6 Or, it says "it was very clear".  Does it continu e to

 7 be clear?

 8 A. In my -- in our position, it is still very clea r.  I

 9 mean, that was -- part of restructuring was to un bundle

10 the rates and to that which is competitive to mak e it

11 competitive.  And, when PSNH was allowed to keep their

12 generation, it was that it would be like another

13 utility that perhaps sold off their generation, t hat it

14 would be part of their cost to providing energy.  And,

15 so, it would be in the energy costs, that it woul dn't

16 be in the non-bypassable or in the wires charge.  The

17 wires charge was really meant for the transmissio n and

18 distribution and any of the stranded costs or any  of

19 the what I call the kind of "societal benefit cha rges"

20 that are also part of a wires charge.  

21 CMSR. BELOW:  Okay.  That's all.

22 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  I have a couple of

23 questions.

24 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 
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 1 Q. Along those lines, on Page 6, you, at the top o f the

 2 page, said that your association "questions the

 3 legality of creating" the kind of mechanism that PSNH

 4 has proposed.  Can you elaborate any more on that ?

 5 A. Sure.  What we were saying there is that we wou ld -- we

 6 felt, before the Commission or before it would ju st

 7 create the bypassable [sic ] charge, that that would be

 8 something that was unclear to us that that was

 9 something that the Commission would do or if that  would

10 require an act of the Legislature.  And, so, we w ere

11 just questioning that before, if that path were c hosen,

12 that those items, you know, that that would have to be

13 thought through.  So, we just weren't even sure i f

14 that's something that could be done that simply.

15 Q. So, you're not concluding that it is illegal or  legal,

16 just that it's a question to look at?

17 A. No.  No.  We just said that that would be somet hing

18 that we thought would have to be looked at.

19 Q. And, on Page 4 of your testimony, at Lines 11 a nd 12,

20 you make a reference to a "competitive procuremen t" --

21 "alternative procurement strategies for PSNH shou ld be

22 implemented in order to better insulate ratepayer s from

23 PSNH's imprudent generation charges."  What are

24 specific generation charges that you find to be
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 1 imprudent?

 2 A. We weren't specifically saying that there were

 3 imprudent charges, we said that "if there were".  Or,

 4 perhaps a better way to have put it, instead of

 5 "imprudent", would have been "excess energy charg es and

 6 costs".  Perhaps that wasn't the best choice of

 7 wording.

 8 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Nothing

 9 else.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Redirect

11 Ms. Smith?

12 MS. SMITH:  I think that we're all done.

13 Thank you very much.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  The witness is excused.

15 Thank you.  Okay.  Is there anything to address b efore we

16 recess for the day, and we're anticipating resumi ng at

17 9:00 tomorrow morning?  

18 (No verbal response) 

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Hearing nothing,

20 then we're recessed until tomorrow morning.  Than k you,

21 everyone.

22 (Whereupon the hearing was adjourned at 

23 4:27 p.m. and the hearing to resume on 

24 Dec. 1, 2010, commencing at 9:00 a.m.) 
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